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2 
SUGGESTIONS RELATIVE TO THE PREPARATION OF THE COUNTY EXTENSION 
AGENT'S ANNUAL REPORT 
Six good reasons may be listed as to why an extension worker should prepare a comprehensive annual report. 
1. The annual report is an accounting to the taxpaying public of what the exteil!!ion worker has accomplished during the 
year. 
2. It is a record of the year's work put into shape for ready reference in later years by the extension worker himself, or by 
his successors. 
3. The annual report affords the extension worker opportunity to place his activities and accomplishments before superior 
officers, who form judgment as to which workers are deserving of promotion or best qualified to fill responsible posi-
tions when vacancies occur. 
4. The inventory of the past year's efforts and accomplishments enables the extension worker to plan more effectively for 
the coming year. 
5. An accurate report of his work is a duty every scientific worker owes to the other memberi!I of his profession. 
6. Annual reports are required by Federal law. 
From four to six copies of the annual report should be made, depending upon the number required by the State office: 
One copy for the county officials, one copy for the agent's files, one or more copies for the State extension office, and one 
copy for the Extension Service, United States Department of Agriculture. The report to the Washington office should 
be sent through the State extension office. 
NARRATIVE SUMMARY 
A separate narrative report is desired from the leader of each line of work, such as county agricultural agent, home demon-
stration agent, boys' and girls' club agent, and Negro agent. Where an assistant agent has been employed during a 
part or all of the year, the report of his or her work should be included with the report of the leader of that line of work. 
Where an agent in charge of a line of work has quit the service during the year, the information contained in his or her 
report should be incorporated in the annual report of the agent on duty at the close of the report year, and the latter 
report so marked. , 
The narrative report should summarize and interpret under appropriate subheadings the outstanding results accomplished 
in helping rural people to solve their current problems and to make adjustments to changing economic and social 
conditions. 
A good narrative report should enable the reader to obtain a comprehensive picture of-
1. What was attempted-the program as outlined at the beginning of the year. 
2. How the work was carried on-the teaching methods employed. 
3. The cooperation obtained from other extension workers, rural people, commercial interests, and other public 
agencies. 
4. Definite accomplishments, supported by objective evidence. 
5. Significance of the year's progress and accomplishments in terms of better agriculture, better homemaking, 
improved boys and girls, better rural living, etc. 
6. How next year's work can be strengthened and improved in light of the current year's experience. 
The following suggestions are for those agents who wish to prepare a better annual report than the one submitted last 
year: 
1. Read the definitions of extension terins on the last page of this schedule. 
2. Read last year's annual report again, applying the criteria for a good annual report discussed above. 
3. Prepare an outline with main headings and subheadings. 
4. Go over the information and data assembled from various office sources. 
5. Decide upon a few outstanding pieces of work to receive major emphasis. 
6. Employ a newspaper style of writing, placing the more important information first. 
7. Observe accepted principles of English composition. 
8. Include only a few photographs, news articles, circular letters, or other exhibits to illustrate successful teaching 
methods. Do not make the annual report a scrapbook. 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY 
Where two or more agents are employed in a county they should submit a single statistical report showing the combined 
activities and accomplishments of all county extension agents employed in the county during the year. Negro men and 
women agents should prepare a combined statistical report separate from that of the white agents. 
Provision is made in the report form for each agent to report separately the teaching activities he or she conducts or partici-
pates in during the report year. County totals are the sum of the activities of all agents minus duplications where two 
or more agents engage in the same activity. For purposes of reporting, extension results or accomplishments are ex-
pressed in numbers of farmers or families assisted in making some improvement or definitely influenced to make a change. 
Such an improvement or change may be the outcome of any phase of the program for men, women, older rural youth, or 
4-H Club boys and girls. Only the improvement or change taking place during the current year· as the result of extension 
effort should be reported. Census type of information on the status of farm and home practices should not be included. 
For use on the national level the statistical data on the year's extension activities and accomplishments must be ex~ 
pressed in somewhat broad and general terms. Each State extension service may desire to include in a statistical suppl~ 
ment additional information on problems and activities. peculiar to the State or sections of the State. 
16-28074··1 











County total t 
(d) 
1. Months of service this year (agents and assistants) _____________ ______________________________________________ L_, _____________________ .lJ. ___________ ------~----------x  x x x x x x  x 
2. Days devoted to work with adults '---------------------------------------------------------_____ / %:T' _________________ () ________________ .:J__l_2 _________ x x x  x x x  x  x 
3. Days devoted to work with 4-H Clubs and older youth 8 ____________________________________________ _____ L-2~["!/, ________________ /)_ __________ ----~-(.J~------x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
:. ~:~:  :: ---~--·-----------------------_ -_ -_ _ -_ J1Jf_ ____ --__ J _ ---____ ,1f .?p;_ : : : : ;: 
6. Number of farm or home visits made in conducting extension work •-------------------------~?!_'2_ _____________________ () _________________ ./!f:-J._I. ____________ L7.3_3_ _______  
7. Number of different farms or homes visited. ____________________________________________________________ ---~ -'-'-----_________ () _____________ ---:fJ_tJ~----______ _t~-~J'.--v 
8. Number of cala relating to extension ;ork. __________________ {(l) Ofice ____________________________ --7~------_________ {) ___________________ ,;2.1_(.;!.~------,!/(}~,g ___ v 
(2) Telephone ________________________________ 7 ______________________ /) _____________________ ',3 9 ______________ .,:Zi:) ~, ___ _ 
9. Number of news articles or stories published '--------------------------------------------_______ 7-/__;.y----_________ & _____________ _________ 7__f ________________ _l_'/_ ____ !':'_ __ 
10. Number of buletins distributed _____________________________________________________________________________ -~,:Zft1. ____ . ___________ __ t} ___________________ /~.:>"3 __________ 3 'ft:J/ ___ V 
11. Number of radio talks broadcast or prepared for broadcasting ___________________________________ ----¥ -------------~-------__________ L) ___________ -----¥---~---
(!) Adult work _______ 1<·~=:.-.:, .. noo 
01 
;---------• ____ j ·-------_______ __() ------_________ .{) -----______ / D----, .--
(b) Men leaders _____________________________ 0 -------________ ./)_ _______________________ .{j ___________ -----------------------
12. Training meetings held for local (c) Women leaders _____________________ _/-2.! ____________________ /) _______________________ () _________________ _/;., ___ v___ _ 
, .. - •• oommite,m,n___________ (2) 4--~d Club :d I<·~:=-~~:;;;,;-;;------ ---_(} ______________ --___ o___________ --_ j _________________ L_ ______ v_ ____ "' 
13. Method demonstration meetings 
O 
er yout --{(b) Leaders __________________________ -----f;------ _________ /)_() ----------1:(-----_______ /!;--:--
held. (Do not include the meth- (I) Adul - (a) Number __________________________ ---LtJ.1-___________ ---- -------_________ .fL __________________ ./_¥-____________ _ 
d d . 
1 
d t work.______ (b) Total atendance ___________________ /.:) 7 £ ______________ t) ______________________ () ________________ _l,2-Z f __ • __ 





t)ings reporte un- older youth. ___ (b) Total atendance _______________ ---~-f'-27'. ______________ ()_ _____________ -_____ J/.,:)_=----_______ .,3-~~-~--~ er ues ion _____________________ _ 
14. Number of adult result demonstrations conducted _____________________________________________________ -----~=-----________ {) _______________________ .I). __________ ----------- ~ __ ;! __  
15. Meetings held at such result demonstrations __________________ {(!) Number ___________________________________ a___________ ----~-------__________ I;_ _______________________ .£} ________ _ 
(2) Total atendance ________________________ 0 ___________ -------------__________ () ______________________ .L) _______ _ 
· {(I) Adult work. ______ {~ ~ ~=b:;~~~~~~~----------------g---------1-----------~--------------g-----
16. Tours conducted.______________________ (2) 4-H Club and { (a) Number __________________________________ _a __________ _________ () ------__________ {) _______________________ () ----
older youth.___ (b) Total atendance ________________ _______ .()_ ____________________ l'.) ______________________ ()_ ______________________ (?_ ________ _ 
{
(1) Adult work. ... {<a) Number __________________________ ----------1.,-----_________ /) _________ ---0 --__________ / 
0 
____ _ 
(b) Total atendance ______________________ -j!_ _______ ., ____ __ _____ ./} ___________ __ ()_ _______ -----?------· 
17. Achievement days held__________ (2) 4-H Club and J (a) Number ___________________________________ / • ___________________ l, _____________ {) _____________________ _!_ ___________ _ 
older youth. ___ ] (b) Total atendance _________ --[~-#-----________ £L _____ ~ ________ a_ ______ :---______ /w------· 
1 Includes assistant county agent In charge of 4-H Club work or who devotes practicaly ful time to club work. 16-!18074-1 
1 County total should equal sum of preceding three columns minus duplications due to two or more agents participating In same activity or accomplishment, 
• The sum of questions 2 and 3 should eqnal the snm of questions 4 and 6. 
'Do not count a single visit to both the farm and home as two visits. . 
1 Do not count ltema relating to notices of meetings onl)l. 
GENERAL ACTIVITIES-Continued 
Report only this year's activities that can be verified Home demonstration agents 
(o) 
I 




County total t 
(d) 
l
(a) Number________________________ __________ _ __________________ () _____________________ 0 ______________________ /) _________ _ 
E ( (1) Farm women. _____ (b) Total members atending. ___ • ________ ()_ _____________________ (} ____________ --------~------------___________ !} __________ _ 
18. na:~:e;::un:;:~y~:~~-~~~- {~~) ~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~ ~  :=:::~::::::~ :::::~:::::: ::::~::::::: :::::£:::::: 
(2) 4-H Club and (b) Total boys atending ______________ .£.3._ _________ ~ __________ {! ___________ ---~=-%-----· ________ .:5-'.3_ ________  
older youth.____ (c) Total girls atending ________________ j_-:f __________________ /2 ___________________ .:T._t)_ ___________________ :£_!_ ________ _ 
19. Other meetings of an extension {(l) 
nature participated in by county 
or State extension workers and (2) 
not previously reporteci_ _________ _ l
~:~ ~:~b:;hers_ atending~~~: ::::/ ~ ::::, :::::~ :::::: :::: ~~:::::: ::::i::::: 
Adult work. _______ (b) Total atendance _________________ Ji?:b __________________ () _____________________ 9_ __________________ _LIL>_~----
4-H Club and (a) Number __________________________________ /) _____________________ f1 ____________________ {)_ ______________________ /)_ ___________ _ 
older youth. ___ (b) Total atendance ______________________ /) _______________________ Q ____________________ Q_ _____________________ !)_ ___________ _ 
Adult work.·---1~;~ ~=~:tendance __________________ /p~----------------~------_______ g ____________________ 2~------20. Meetings held by local leaders or {( ) commiteemen not participatedin 1 
by county or State extension work- (2) 4-H Club and (a) Number _________________________________ /} ______________________ O ____________________ Q ______________________ () ___________ _ 
ers and not reported elsewhere ___ _ older youth.___ (b) Total atenqance. ____________ ----0------ --________ £) _____________ -______ C>_ _____________________ {)_ ___________ _ 
1 Includes assistant county agent in charge of 4-H Club work or who devotes practicaly fol time to club work. 
1 County total should equal sum of preceding throe columru; minus duplications due to two or more agents participating lo same activity or accomplshment. 
1 Does 11ot Include picnies, ralies, and short courses, which should be reported under question 19. 
SUMMARY OF EXTENSION INFLUENCE THIS YEAR 
It is highly desirable for extension workers to consider the proportion of farms and homes in the county that have been definitely infl~enced to make some sub-
stantial change in farm or home operations during the report year as a result of the extension work done with men, women, and youth. It is recognized that th.is 
information is very difficult for agents to report accurately, so a conservative estimate based upon such records, surveys, and other sources of information as a.re 
available wil be satisfactory. If·~ <!.fl. 
21. Total number of farms in county (194q census)--------------------·-···-------------------------------------·-··--------------------------------------··--------__ 
22. Number of farms on which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the agricultural program __________________________________________________ _ 
23. Number of farms involved in preceding question which were reached th.is year for the first time ___________________________________________________________ _ 
24. Number of nonfarm families ma.king changes in practices as a result of the agricultural program __________________________________________________________ _ 
________ S9'.31 ______ -"I 1100 
_______ _/,6C)Jt) __________ .,. 'fDO 
_ _________ .3:-:._ _______ ---;J.00 
_ _________ S() _____________ 7~ 
25. Number of farm homes in which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the home demonstration program. ______________________________ _ 
26. Number of farm homes involved in preceding question that were reached th.is year for the first time ____________________________________________________ _ 
27. Number of other homes in which changes in practices have definitely resulted from the home demonstration program _______________________________ _ 
28. Number of other homes involved in preceding question that were reached th.is year for the first time------------------------------------------------
29. Number of farm homes with 4-H Club members enroled_ ___________________________________ • _________________________________________________________________________ _ 
_ _______ j.:}1) ____ - - f :J-t} 
, - :i.1> 
-----.,.LJ-D . ----·-· 
_ ________ _,;;,:; -·--____ ;i. :f 
/~ /!1 
---.Jk?O ___________ $o ~ 
30. Number of other homes with 4-H Club members enroled_ ___________________________________________________________________________________ -------------- _ _______ .,2;5' ____________ :;) 'O 
31. Total number of different farm families influenced by some phase of the extension program. (Include questions 22, 25, and 29 minus duplications) _____ _; ?CX) __________ __l '1:>"t> 
32. Total number of different other families 1nfluenced by some phase of the extension program, (Include questions 24, 27, and 30 minus duplications) _________ .:)Z) _____________ _/ J, ~ 
EXTENSION ORGANIZATION AND PLANNING 
-================================================= 
33. Count y extension associat ion or committee (includes agricultural councils, home demonstration councils, and 4-H councils or similar advisory committees ; also farm and 
home bureaus and extension associations in those Ststes where such associations are the official or quasi-official agency in the county cooperating with the college in 
the management or conduct of extension work): /}_ /) iUUJ~ J £~h/ J .. __ 
(a) Over-all or generaL___ (1) Name ____ : __ ~__ /.:l)._,"7£b~=-----~-.___ (2) No. of members__ _______ _ ___ ..2,{.,. _______ ___ _______ _ 
(b) Agricultural. ______ ~------ (1) Name ___ _ ~~ _ _fj_: ______ u_ __ if~---------!t.._______ (2) No. of members__________ _ ___ JJ- fR __________________ _ 
(c) Home demonstration... (1) Name ___ ~_&_, __ /!.i~.w._ __ d,_~~ (2) No. of members_________ _ __ ,2-:K; __ _______ __ _______ _ 
(d) 4-H Club________ _______ (1) Name- --~--& ·=----!/~#.---~----------------- (2) No. of members___________ _ ___ :57;:L -----------------
(e) Older youth.______________ (1) Name_____________________________ ____________ ________ ______ __ ___________________ _________ (2) No. of members__________ ------------------------------
34. Number of members of county extension program planning commit t ees and subcommittees (include commodity an<!J!Jecial-interest committees): 
(a) Agricultural _____ ;!:,()________________ (b) Home demonstration ----~_:)T)______________ (c) 4-H Club _____ .;2 ____ '2.____________ (d) Older youth ________ :)_<} ______ __ ___ _ _ 
35. Total number of communities in county. (Do not include number of neighborhoods.)__________________________________________________________________ _ __________ L.i _____________ _ 
36. Number of communities in which the extension program has been planned cooperatively by extension agents and local committees_____________ _ _________ L i' ____________ _ 
37. Number of clubs or other groups organized to carry on adult home demonstration work________________________________ ____ ______ ____________ _________ _____ _ ______ __ _/ :i-, -------------
38. Number of members in such clubs or groups------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ______ __ tP::>~------------
39. (a) Number of 4-H Clubs. (See question 173.) (b) Number of groups (other than 4-H Club) organized for conduct of extension work with 
older rural youth. (See question 185.) ____________ .1_2___________________________________________ ____________________________________________________________ x x x x x x x x x x 
40. Number of neighborhood and community leaders in t he neighborhood-leader system ------------------------------ Men __ _____ ./~-¥-------- Women ----~f---------------
41 N umber of different voluntar{: local leader~ ,go~viit t eem en, or n eighborhood leaders actively engaged in forwarding the extension program. 
(a) Adult work _________ (l) Men---~ -~ -------- (b) 4-H Club and older youth work_ _______ { (l) Men _______ /_k_______ (3) Older club boys ___ __ _ _[ ______ _____ _ 






COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL PLANNING 
Name of the county agricultural planning (over-all planning) group, if any, sponsored by the Extension Service ------------------------------------------------------·---------------
N umbe~a~f ;:::~e:;::::~::i;nt~l~g~:~tu~~-~~~=~~J~-~~-~~--------------------- ----- (2) Women ______________ l__________________ (3) Youth - ---·-____ ('J ___________ ~------------
(b) Paid represent atives of public agencies or other agencies, or of organizat ions: (1) Men ______________ s____________________ (2) Women ________ _ .,.2. _________________ ______ _ 
Number of communities with agricultural planning committee (over-all planning) ---'---------------------------------------------------------------------- __ .;2.,.,._3/--_______ ______ _________ _ 
Number of members of such community planning committees: (a) Men ____ .J.3..#------- (b) Women .. 3:-..¥,---------- (c) Youth __________ / __________ ______________ _ 
Was a county committee report prepared and released during the year? (a) Yes----------------~-------------------------------- (b) N o _____________ .i'.} ________________ ___ _______ _ 
E xtension organization and County agricultural 
planning I planning 1 
00 00 00 
Total• 
-.-
l(l) Home demonstration agents _______________________ --------~()._ _____________ _____ ________ ,t_ ______________ ---------~-'ff--------------47. Days devoted to line of work by- (2) 4-H .. Club agents ____________________________________________________ {) ________________ -----------} -------------- ____________ () __ __ ___________ _ ( 3) Agn cultural agents ____ __ _____________ ___________ __ --------_ -1---------------. ---------... ____ ------------- -------__ /y __ ---------. -( 4) State extension workers ___________________ _______________ __ -------~---------------- _______ ____ _/ _____________ ___ --------- ~--------------
b 
· · h ld. { (1) County _____________ _________ 3 __________________ ------------?----------------------------/,----------------
48. N um er of plannmg meetmgs e ------------------------------ ----------------- /l fP '/_ (2) Communit y _______ ---------~-------------------------- ------- ___ _____ i/l ___________ _ 
49. Number of unpaid voluntary leaders or committeemen assisting this year _________ ____________________ L(} _____________ --------7----------____ _ /.£_ ____________ _ 
50. Days of assistance rendered by voluntary leaders or committeemen _____________ _________________________ _____ ...J. __ ________ ------- ___ _ ---i ---···----····· 
1 Where extension program planning and county agricultural plBnnlng (over-ell planning) have been completely merged Into a single program-planning activity, oDly colnmn (c) should be tilled out Where extension 
program planning Is the oDly plannlng activity, the entries in columns (a) and (c) will be ldentlcaL In all other cues oolumn (c) Is the sum of columns (a) and (b) . · l&--280?.,_. 

























51. Days devoted to line of work by-
g~ !_;1~~:::t::icnagent~: :::/ :::: :::() {) ::: ::: ~ :::: ::: :~::: :=:~ :::: ::=() O :::::f=::::: t ~::: :::~ :::: =::~=:== 
(3) Agricultural agents ______________ 5" tJ ________ I:;.. _________ y-__________ 'fO ________ 3_;;r _____ ,rt> _________ $ {) _________ .,?-:;-_____ I _;L ___________ a ____ _ 
(4) State extension workers __________ £) ____________ ~ ________ ---~ ___________ _/ ______ ______ 7-: _____________ r _________ j L/ _________ I) _____________ L) ___________ 0 ______ _ 
52. N ~~~  w~! c~~ai:~t~s ~ea;,'hich -r--/ _k _________ 1$' ______ ---5" ________ 2-'f --___ :i, ;i ________ ;)-b --__ /, ______ -I !f------/ ;r ____ ---0 ---
:: :£~fi:~!:~::~~;:c~~;~~ror -____ /l_ ______ --'J --------¥-------*---_______ 9 _________ J ~ --___ / / ______ --'"/----______ () __________ t) -----
(1) Obtaining improved varie- _ -:;- ~ _ -
ties or strains of seed __________ 7 ~ _______ fj ____________ JJ 5"' ______ 2:'{{) ---9 {) _______ j t) ---------6_'"l) -----~-~--_______ f) _____ --/2 _______  
(2) The use of lime_ __________________ 1}--~ ________ j /.) __________ /:/ __________ ,3 :r _______ 1)7; ____ -----~() __________ t) __________ .,;2-. r. _______ t) ______ ----L2--------
(3) The use of fertilizers _________ --q () ________ ;.,~-----~t) ___________ LL _________ 6 0 ---____ Ji~----_____ '?'.CL ___ ----7 _____________ o -----0 -----
( 4) Controling plant diseases ___ ·-tL:£: ____ ---°-=---_____ 3. _____________ a ________ _____ {}_ ______________ z_t)__ __ --9:.R~--_____ LL£ ______ L;_ ______ --~-----
(5) Controling injurious insects. ______ ;5 ___________ .:£:.: ________ LJ
0 
___________ k ______________ ()_ _____________ _%/) ____ --YJ------__ 9._(! ___________ L) ________ (?._ _________ _ 
(6) Controling noxious weeds . ______ {) _______ ----~------______ Q ____________ {)_ __________ _g_L) ______ ------.0-------______ (R ________________ Z ___________ £)_ ______ --°------
(7) Co
0
~~~r"!_~~m~~dents and _____ :; _________ 3 ____________ _}_ ______________ () _____________ () ____________ LJ __________ ff _________ l-:S-_____ ~ __________ c) _______ _ 
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION (other than for fam.ily food supply) 
z::============================;=============================== 
Include al work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth Dairy catle Beef catle Sheep Swine Horses and mules 
Poultry 
(Including Other lvestockt 
turkeys) 
oo ~ oo oo oo m w 
l
(l) Home demonstration agents ________________ iJ. _____________ {) ______________ L)_ _____________ f) ______________ {)_ ______ s__{e _____________ Q_ _____ 
55. Days devoted to line of work by-(2) 4-H Club agents ______________________________ _{) _____________ ?!_ __ ,_ _______ f! _________ ·--~-1]·--_______ Q _____________ _c?f ____ ---~--· ·--
(3) Agricultural agents _________________________ 6._£)_ __________ 8-}----_____ t) ____________ ,3 _______________ t) _________ .:!:-,-.----------
(4) State extension workers ______________________ /o __________________________ -:[_{)_ ___________ /_~--______ /)_ _____ --Jl----_____ () ________  
56. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year __________________ L_;r_ _____ ---'--~---_____ ()_ __________ _-2:_j--_______ ()_ __________ J__ ____________ Ct_ _______ _ 
57. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year ____________ J _______ ----~---______ 1)_ ____________________________ ?.:?_ _________ 3.f ___________ (!_ _______ _ 
58. N ~~~:~s~~~rilifsi~~~;rcles -or clubs or improvement associations -organized ----0 ----_____ o ----_______ D ---_______ Q ____________ (> ___________ t) ______ ---() _____ _ 
59. Number of members in such circles, clubs, or associations _________________________________ Q_ ___________ /2 _____________ !)_ ______________ Q ____________ (2 ____________ Q ___________ _/) ________ _ 
60
· N=fst~dot~r:~s i~te!~i:~~~;:i!:\e~or~~PJ
0!:fn'.;~~-~~~~~~~~!~~~-______ Q _____________ {) _____________ ()_ _____________ (!_ _____________ £)_ ___________ /__ __________ ()_ _________ _ 
61. Numbe(l)f lt1i!:~;s;:tr!~isJa~!-~=---------------------------------------------_____ &_ ____________ :r:_ __________ /) ________ --~---_______ _Q ___________ 1__________ () _________  
(2) Obtaining purebred or high-grade females ________________________________ _/__!}_ __________ L) _______________ ()__ _________ {_# _______________ .t}_ _________ _/_t!_ ________ Q ________ _ 
~:; ~~:~:~:g ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~ ~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~  _:)_!/ __ ~--~-:_&_:_~--~-=°-~-~--~_});{_~--~-~°-:-~-::~~:: -~-?!_:_~-~-
(5) Controling external parasi~es ___________________________________________________ _{__'{_ ____________ jp ____________ {)_ _______ ------~1) ___________ {)_ _________ [~-----____ Q ________ _ 
(6) Controling diseases and internal parasites _______________________________ --~°---________ 7. ______ ----~---_______ '}__Q ___________ o_ _____ __ <f?:~"'{!_ _________ {) ________ _ 
(7) Controling predatory animals _____________________________________________________ .b_ _____________ {) _______________ u ______________ (!_ _______________ (!._ ___________ (}_ ________ Q _______  
t Do not Include rabbits, game, and fur animals, which should be reported under wildlife, ll-2807H 
C) 
CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES 1 






62. Days devoted to line of work by-
(1) Home demonstration agents ___________________________________________________________________________ ____________ C) ___________________________ i) ___ ________________ _______ 5 ____________ _ 
m ~:::::~,. ,ra::::: :: ::::::: :: ::: ::::::: :::::::: :::: :::::::=:: :::::=::::: ::::::::: :::::: ::::::: ::::¾::: :::: :=:: : ::::::::: -J ::: ::: ::: : ::: :::::: :: t _::: =::: 
63. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year __________________________________________ -----------~ -------------------------~---------------- ___________ _ '2: _____________ _ 
64. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assistiPg this ye!!.r --------------------------------- _______ ____ ;i,. ______________ ___________ / ________________________ ____ /_ _____ _____ _____ _ 
Soil and Water-Continued 
65. Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) With problems of land use ____________________ _ 
(b) In the use of crop rotations ___________________ _ 
(c) With strip cropping ____________________________ _ 
(d) In constructing terraces _______________________ _ 
(e) In grassing waterways or otherwise pre-
venting or controlling gullies ______________ _ 
(f) With contour farming of cropland_ _________ _ 
(g) In contouring pasture or range ______________ _ 
(h) In the use of cover or green-manure crops __ 
(i) In otherwise controlling wind or water 
erosion_ __________________________________________ _ 
(j) In summer-fallowing ____________________________ _ 
(k) In making depth-of-moisture tests __________ _ 
(l) With drainage ____________________________________ _ 
(m) With irrigation __________________________________ _ 
(n) With land clearing ______________________________ _ 
66. Number of farmers-
(a) In soil-conservation districts which were 
assisted with education for organization 
or operations this year-----------------------
(b) Assisted in arranging for farm-conserva-
tion plans this year---------------------------
(c) Assisted in doing work based on definite 
farm-conservation plans this year ________ _ 
1 Include nature study. 
_________ /~ ·-----------
---------/I---------------___________ 4i ______________ _ 
------------f-------------
___________ :i.,. ____________ _ 
0 ----------- ------ -------------
____ ___ _____ {) _____________ -
----------~ % ----------
---------- -_ .{)_ --------------
() 
____________ O ______________ _ 




___________ /% ____________ _ 
________ c:2:_3 _____________ _ 
Forestry-Continued 
67. Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) In reforesting new areas by planting with 
small trees. (Include erosion-control 
plantings) ______________________________________ _ 
(b) In making improved thinnings, weedings 
or pruning of forest trees ___________________ _ 
(c) With selection cutting __________________________ _ 
(d) With production of naval stores _____________ _ 
(e) With production of maple-sirup products __ _ 
(f) In timber estimating and appraisaL ___ ____ _ 
68. Number of farmers cooperating this year in preven-
tion of forest fires ___________________________________________ _ 
Wildlife-Continued 
69. Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) In construction or management of ponds for fish ___________________________________________ _ 
(b) In protection of wildlife areas, such M 
stream banks, odd areas, field borders, 
marshes, and ponds, from fire or live-
stock _____________________________________________ _ 
(c) In planting of edible wild fruits and nuts 
in hedges, stream banks, odd areas, and 
field borders _______ _____________________________ _ 
(d) With other plantings for food and pro-
tection in wild-life areas __________________ _ 
---------~ ~------------
_____________ 1 _____________ _ 
::::::::::::1:::::::::::::: ~ 
____________ .I) ______ --------
-----------_1 --- ----------
____________ JO------------
t) ------------- ----- ------------
~ -----------------------~ ------
---------- c:i.-------------
___________ 3 ____________ _ 
Include all work with adults, 4--H Club members, and older youth 
ri'ARM MANAGEMENT 
Farm accounts, cost records, 
inventories, etc. 
Individual farm planning, 
adjustments,• tenancy, 
and other management 
problems 
Farm credit 
(short and long time) Outlook information 
00 W 00 00 
(I) Home demonstration agents _____________________________ ___________ _{.) _______________ ____________ O _______________ ________ t)_ _________________ ___________ / S __________ _ 
,.. l?:l~t:;:,~~~ ~~ r::~::~::::..,.=:::=::=::::::::::::::::::::::= ::::::::::~ :::::=::::=:: : :::::::::-¾:::::::::::::: :=:::::::~ ::::::::::::::: ::::::::::J::::::::::::: 
71. Number of communities in which work wa.s conducted this year ______________________ / _____________________________ (__ ______________ __________ o_ _________________ ----------~.3._ ________ ____ _ 
72. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this J 




Number of farm-surveyl(a) Farm business _____ ________ _ 
records taken during (b) Enterprise _______ __________ _ _ 
the year: (c) Other _________________________ _ 
Number of farmersl(a) Farm inventory _______________ _ 
assisted this year in (b) General farm records ________ _ 
keeping- . (c) EnterprISe records ______ __ __ _ 
Number of farmers assisted this year-
(a) In developing a farm plan only ____________ _ 
(b) In developing a farm and home plan _____ _ 
(c) In analyzing the farm business ____________ _ 
(d) In improving landlord-tenant relations 
and leasing arrangements _________________ _ 
_____________ ,CJ -------------
---- ---- -- -__ () ___ -----------
{) -------------{) -------------
.3 -- --
---- -- ----- -- -- -- -------------




__________ __ O --------------
75. Number of farmers assisted this year-Continued. 
(e) In getting started in farming, or in re-
locating _________________________________________ _ 
(J) With credit problems (debt adjustment 
and financial plans) _________________________ _ 
(g) In using "outlook" to make farm adjust-
ments ----------------------------------------
(h) With a farm-income statement for tax 
purposes----------------------------------
({) With farm-labor problems ____________________ _ 
(;) In developing supplemental sources of in-come __________________________________________ _ 
GENERAL ECONOMIC PROBLEMS RELATED TO AGRICULTURE 
Include n1l work witb adults, 4--H Club members, and older youth 
Price and trade policies 
(prices, International 




Land policy and programs 
(classification of land ton-
ing, tenure, land develop-
ment, settlement, public-
land management, etc.) 
Public finance and services 
(taxation, local govern-
ment, facilities such as 
roads and schools for rural 
areas, etc.) 
J ------- --- ---------------- ----
-----------i--------------
_______ .;i. ~p ___ --------
___________ D ---------------
________ _/,2: ;;,_----------- 00 
----- ______ ,.3. _____ ---------
Rural welfare (rural-urban 
relationships, part • time 
farming, problems of peo-
ple in low-income areas, mi-
gration, population adJust-
monts, rural works pro-
grams, etc.) 
00 W 00 00 
(
(1) Home demonstration agents _________ ___________________ ___________ ___ O ---------·-·· ---·--···---O _______________ ____________ D ________________________ ;? ______________ _ 
76. ~ays devoted to (2) 4-~ Club agents ____________________________________ ____________________ /) __________________________ () __________________________ ~ ____ ______ _______________ 0 _______________ _ 
line of work by- (3) Agricultural agents ____________________________________________________ /) _____ _________ _____________ Q _____________ ------------------------------ ___________ 0 _____________ _ 
77. Number of comm~~t~::~: e:,~~=i:o::~:s conducted-this year _____________________ i _______________ -------------~-------------- -------------~-------------- ------------~---------------
78. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this year __ ____________ Q ________________ _____________ ()_ ___________________________ (?_ ______________ ___________ Q _______________ _ 
79. Number of tours conducted this year to observe economic and social conditions in various land use areas ____________________________________________ __ _ ------_____ () ___ --------------
80. Number of local groups (town and county officials, school boards, tax collectors, assessors, etc.) assisted this year in discussing problems of local 
government, public finance, and farming conditions related to these problems ________________________________________________________________________________ _ ____________ I ______________ _ 
81. Number of displaced families assisted this year in finding employment (agricultural and nonagricultural) ______________________________________________ _ 
82. Number of nonagricultural groups to which any of the above economic and social problems have been presented and discussed this year ________ _ 
---------- .,:J ---------------_ __________ __o ______________ _ 
1 Include all work on farm adjustments conducted In cooperation with AAA and other agencies, and not definitely related to individual crop or livestock production or marketing (pp. 6 and 0) or to soil mnnagement 
(p. 7) • 10-2S074-1 
Include all work with adults, 4--H Club members, and older 
youth General 
(a) 
MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION 
Grain and Livestock 
hay and wool 1 
Dairy Poultry and FruJts and 
products eggs 1 vegetables 
(b) (e) (d) (e) (f) 






sugar, rice, Home prod- of farm and 
and other ucts and home sup-crafts plies and commodities equipment 
(I) (f) (k) 
83. Days d;l~o~~~: ::::~;:~i:: agents ____ _____ t? __________ /) ----- ______ () --·· _____ / _____ ---· ,:2-··--· ____ !/t ___ ______ {) ---- ···---() ---· ______ t) _____ _____ LJ_ _____ ····-0 ··---
l!i r~~~:~::::k.,.:::::=: :jf- :=:: :: ii~:::: :::: f ::: ::: t :::: :: _ i :: ::::~ ::::: :::::!::: ::::; :::: :::::t ::::: ::: z: :: :::::: ::::: 
84. Number of communities in which work Y .J 
was conducted this year _______________ __ /.;l.. _____ ----·--···---· __ ~ 3 .... ----~ _____ _ ,;:;_3 _____ ____ 8' ______ ___ _/3 ____ ____ .,:l. _________ I ff _______ _/0 ____ ____ / ___ ____ _ 
85. Number of voluntary local leaders or 
committeemen assisting this year __________ J;)- _______ ::r ___ ... (e --····· ____ b ______ ···-() ____________ O __________ t) __________ 0 _____ ______ () __________ 0 _________ (J ______ _ 
86. Number of new cooperatives 2 assisted in O 
organizing during the year---------------- _____ /) ______ --···-() _____ ·-·· 0 -···---------------· ··-·--o ____ --··-· 0 ····------ () -··--------0 ···-· ·-·--0 ·-·-·· ---·· t) ·-·--- ----· 0 ------
87. Number of established cooperatives 2 as-
sisted during the year ______________________ _____ () -····· _____ () ____________ () ····-_____ £) ___________ () _____ ___ .L) ____________ .{;J__ _______ 0 ______ ____ __ O _____ _____ Q ______ _____ Q _____ _ 
88. Number of members 2 in the cooperatives 
assisted during the year (questions 86 O tJ 
and 87) __________________________________________________________________________ O _______ _____ ,_O ____ ______ O ____________ O _________ t> ___________ O _____ _______ o _________ cJ ________ cJ ______ (0 
89. Value of products sold or purchased by 
cooperatives assisted during the year 
(questions 86 and 87) 2 _____________________ _ $ ___ () ----- ____ /)____ $ ____ /)_____ $ _____ Q____ s ___ _a____ $ __ Q_____ $ ____ (2____ $ ___ ..<;:L__ $ __ _a_____ $ ___ 0 _____ $ ___ Q ____ _ 
90. Number of farmers or families (not mem-
bers of cooperatives) assisted during .J ~ 
the year ________________________________________ . ./J,, 5" _______ :;-z; ___ ;r1 ::b .. ---i [1 ___ --.:¥/3 __ _ 7'/ I __ .:;t1. :i. __ ---~ ------- ./'i:,'9. _./ o_o ___ ------~----
91. Value of products sold or purchased by 
farmers or families involved in the pre- ~ 0 ~ _ J. , · 
ceding question________________________________ i/tP:R_f!__ •f-llP.ll.._ $_{j:i-t}..J_( $E~_"Q __ .£{-'_,QQ~ $_{~7)___ (/lr~ $Lq_l!.l&. !(.'1:DI. $J~~_I)__ $ ___ Q_ ___ _ 
92. Number of private marketing and distributing agencies and trade groups assisted this year_______________________________________________________________ _ ___________ ~---·-···----
93. Number of programs a pertaining to marketing agreements, orders, surplus removal or Lend-Lease purchases assisted in or conducted this year_ _ _____________ Q _________ ___ _ 
94. Number of marketing facilities improvement programs 3 participated in or conducted this year______________________ _______________________ _____________ _ ____ _____ ____ {) _________ ___ _ 
95. Number of marketing surveys assisted with or conducted this year_______________________________________________________ __ __________ _________________ _ ___ ______ _ _____________ O_ _____________ _ 
96. Number of special merchandising programs 3 participated in or conducted this year·--------·--·--·-···-··--------------··----·····-·····-----··--·------- ······-··-···J) ____________ _ 
97. Number of consumer information p.rograms 3 pertaining to marketing and distribution participated in or conducted this year___________________ __ ··-······-. 12-, ______ _____ _ 
98. Number of programs a relating to marketing services and costs of distribution conducted this year ________________ ----------------··--····-··----------- ····-·-····-·.,;l. ____________ _ 
99. Number of programs a relating to transportation problems conducted this year .. ·-·----·----···-·--·-·--·------------·····-----···-··-··----·--········--·---- __________ ___ 0 ____________ _ 
100. Number of programs 3 relating to the specific use of market information conducted this year.·------------------------·-···-··-······················-··--· ___________ ./ _______________ _ 
101. Number of other marketing programs 3 conducted this year (specify)·---------------------------------------------------····-------------··-·-·····-·······-···---____________ L) ______________ _ 
t Include livestock, poultry, and hatching eggs purchased for breeding, replacement, or reeding purposes. 
• Where a cooperative association serves more than one county, Include only the membership and prnportlonate volume of business originating in tbe county covered by this report. 
• Organized pieces of work. Ul-28074,--1 
HOUSING, FARMSTEAD IMPROVEMENT, AND EQUIPMENT 
Include all work with adults, 4-H Club members, and older youth The house, rurnlsblngs, and Rora! electrlllcatloo Farm bulldlogs Farm mecbankal · surroundings equipment 
00 00 00 00 
102. 
103. 
Days devoted to line of work by- ' ..3 ~ ..,3 ~ 
i~i r~;~~;::· .. ==:::~==~:::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::, 1 :::::::::::::: ::::::::::~:: ~ ::::::::: ::::::::::J t ::::::::: ::::::::::l::::::::::::: 
Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ______ __________ ,,,2,3_ _______________ -------~~--------------- ---------~.,3_ _____________ --------~.3 ______________ _ 
104. Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this ..,,.J 
year ______________________________ ----------------------------------- __________________________ ..3 ________________ _ ________ t, ________________ ------------/---------------- __________ t) _______________ _ 
The House, Furnishin1s, and Surroundlnas-Continued 
105. Number of families assisted this year in-
(a) Constructing dwellings_______________ ________ _ _____________ ~-------------
(b) Remodeling dwellings_________________________ _ _________ _/~ ·------------
(c) Installing sewage systems____________________ -----------· l/ _____________ _ 
(d) Installing water systems____________________ _ __________ C/ ______________ _ 
(e) Installing heating systems__________________ _ __________ ? _______________ _ 
(f) Providing needed storage space ____________ . _________ ..:;.. ~ __________ _ 
(g) Rearranging or improving kitchens________ _ ________ 39 ___________ _ 
(h) Improving arrangement of rooms (other 
than kitchens) ______________________________ _ 
(i) Improving methods of repairing, remodel-
ing, or refinishing furniture or furnish-
ings ____________________________________________ _ 
0) Selecting housefurnishings or equipment 
(other than electric) ______________________ _ 
(k) Improving housekeeping methods ________ _ 
(l) Laundry arrangement ________________________ _ 
(m) Installing sanitary closets or outhouses __ 
(n) Screening or using other recommended 
methods of controlling fliea or other 
insects __________________________________________ _ 
(o) Improving home grounds ____________________ _ 
(p) Planting windbreaks or shelterbelte ______ _ 
-----------L'7-------------
----------s J ____________ _ 
-----------__ _I)_ ___ -----------
-------- --- __ () _ -------------
_ ___ ____ ____ /I)-------------____________ s __________ _ 
Rural Electrification-Continued 
106. Number of associations organized or assisted this 
year to obtain electricity ______________________________ _ 
107. Number of families assisted this year in-
(a) Obtaining electricity _________________________ _ 
(b) Selection or use of electric lights or home 
electrical equipment ________________ _ 
(c) Using electricity for income-producing 
purposes ______________________________________ _ 
Farm Buildlngs-Continued 
108. Number of farmers assisted this year in-
(a) The construction of farm buildings _______ _ 
(b) Remodeling or repairing farm buildings __ 
(c) Selection or construction of farm-building 
eq ui pmen t ____________________________________ _ 
__________ I ________ ~--------
------~ 9 --------------
________ /o _______ _______ _ 
--------~ ·---------------
_____ ______ £) _____________ _ 
_ ___________ o _________ ____  
____________ O --------------
Farm Mechanical Equipment-Continued 
109. Number of farmers assisted this year in-
(a) The selection of mechanical equipment... _ 
(b) Making more efficient use of mechanical 
equipment_ ___________________________________ _ 
110. Number of farmers following instructiorui in the 
maintenance and repair of mechanical equipment 
this year ----------------------------------------------------
111. Number of gin stands assisted this year in the better 
ginning of cotton __________________________________________ _ 
-------------°--------------
_ ____________ /) __ __________ _ 
______________ ()_ ___________ _ 







NUTRITION AND HEALTH 
Include all work with adults, 4-Il Club members and older youth Home production of family Food preservation and food supply storage 
(a) (b) 
Food selection and 
preparation 
(c) 
Other health and safety 
work 
(d) 
Days devoted to line of work by: 
g~ ~;~!e:~7::~~~:.~~~:~:=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::~·:·-····::··: -::::·::1°::::::::::::: :::::::::::: ~:::: __ ::::::::: ::::::::~~1--··:·:··::: 
(3) Agricultural agents ...... ·-············-········-··························· · - ···· c2-_··-··-·-·--··-· ·-··-···.,:i_ ····-·······-·· - ········-· t, ····--·-···-··--····--·-··· 0 ··-·····-··-·-· 
( 4) State extension workers .... ·-···········-···············-·····-···-······ · - ······L··-·--·--·····-··-v ·--1 -·············· ···········-·I ········--·----··-··-··-0 .............. . 
Number of communities in which work w&1 conducted this year .................. / ;2-- ···-········· ···-.. _/ .?- ····-········ ........... 1& ........... .......... _/~ ·······-·-· 
Number of voluntary local leaders or committeemen assisting this year ............ /.2-- ................... _ .. / c:2:- -·······--·-· ··--········Lal-···· ... ·····-····· / .2-............ . 
115. Number of families assisted this year- -·--s 7 j-······--···-· 1==·=·5=(==g)::c::::,====r=F=O=O=D=P=R=E=S=E=R=V=A=rT=I=O=N=B=Y=A=D=U=L;;,T:;,S:::=;======= (a) In improving diets ........................• 
(b) With food preparation.. ................. . 
(c) In improving food supply by making 
changes in home food production 1 •• 
(1) Of vegetables ...•................ 
(2) Of fruits·-·····-····-··········· 
(3) Of meats ......................... . 
(4) Of milk. .......................... . 
(5) Of poultry and eggs_ ........ . 
(d) With home butchering, meat cutting 
or curing .........................•........ 
(e) With butter or cheese making .. _ ..... . 
(f) With food preservation problems 1 ••• 
. (1) Canning_ ......................... . 
(2) Freezing __ ···-······-··· ···-···· 
(3) Drying ...... ·-····-·······-······· 
( 4) Storing ........................... . 
(i') In producing and preserving home 
food supply according to annual 
food-suppiy budget .. ·-················ 
(j) In canning according to a budget_ .. 
(k) With child-feeding problems __ ........ . 
---- .,,;2- j--- ···--··-······- Fruits Vegetables Meats and fish 
00 00 00 
1. Quarts canned..._. __ ._ . .;?:.~ . .Z.3.t2._·····-·-..... ~{?,22:_9 .. ·-··· ...... _/ff 9.P... ·······-· 
2. Gallons bi;ined ...... ·-········-fl·······-··-···-· -···-······· 0 ···········-··· ---···--···-·C> · ·-·----------
3. Pounds: Dried 2 6 __ ··--··-···-~·-·······-·-··- ··-·······-·°-·--········-·· ···-·-······· o ··-·-·-----··· :: ~::~_6:: ::::::::::::2:::=::::::::::: : ........ ~~~ ... :::::::: ::::::.$~ °; 0 :::::::: 
6. Frozen '·· ........ .6,;J. a'"···-··-·· ...... 4.,;2. ~--- ··-····--·· ------·--·---('.) ---····-···-· ,_.. 
7. Number of different families represented by the above figures .... -·-·-·---···J;:r __________ ,_.. 
--····-~.,;:;.-·······-····-·· 
-·--·····t) ···-············· 
. ..... / ,57)··············-i==l=l=5(=h=)====F=O;=O=D=P=R=E=S=E=R=V=A=T=I=O=cN=B=Y=4=-=H=C=L=U==B=M~E==M;;B;;E;:;R;;S~==== 
-······ / () 0 ··············· Fruits Vegetables Meats and fish 
·---·./ /.) ~-····-····-···-l--------l-----'-(a--'-)___ (bl (c) 
...... .. _.6·-·····---·-······ 1. Quarts canned._ .... -···· .._j?.(l_().__·-··-·····- --··---··L_:)_"l) __ ···-··--··· .......... .. .0 ····--········ 
....... I ff ··········----·· 2 Gallons brined t1 () ..0. 
:: Pounds· ~~:::: 6- ·····-·····:£ ................. :::::::::~:~ :::::::::::::: :::::::::::. i······-······-· 
:: ~::::~ ,:: :::::::::: f:) :::::::::::: :~::::::~-.2'zi :::::::::::::: :::::::::.~ ::: :·:--·-··  :::::::::½ :::::::::::::::: 
-... -·-··-1 ··--·· .... -· ... -. 
(l) In the prevention of colds and other 
common diseases._..................... . •....•.•. 0~- ....... . 
(m) With positive preventive measures to improve health (immunization for typhoid, diphtheria, smallpox, etc.) ... ·-·······-·········-···· 
(n) With first-aid or home nursing ........•............•....................... ·-·········--·····································-····-···--·························· 
( o) In removing fire and accident hazards ............................................................................................ ·-·-__ ........ . ......... -·--· 
116. Number of schools assisted this year in establishing or maintaining hot school lunches.-············· ··-···-···-···-·-·-···-·---·-··-··--······-····-·-·-  
117. Number of nutrition or health clinics organized this year through the efforts of extension workers ... ·-····-·-·············· ·-·····-··--·········-·····--
1 Sum or the subltems minus duplications duo to families partlclpa.tlng In more than one activity 
'Weight or finished product arr.er drying. · 
1 Weight or product before curing. 
'Include contents or locker plants a.nd home freezer unlta. 
• Do not Include vine-mBtured peas and beans. 
-··-····-r?:j~····-·-·-·-
-···· . __ 3:S--·-········-
·-·-···ISO __ ···-··-····-
/tJ 
···-····-..3 ............... . 
1~07'·4 
CLOTHING, FAMILY ECONOMICS, PARENT EDUCATION, AND COMMUNITY LIFE 
Include al work with adalta, 4-H Club memben1, and older youth 
Home management 1- Clothing and textilea Family relationships-child Recreation and 
ramUy economics development community life 
00 00 00 00 
-i(l) Home demonstration agents ______________________ ------J----------_________ ;:r!j ________________________ :;-________________________ /f ___________  
118. Days devoted to (2) 4-H Club agents ________________________________________ ------------------------------___________ /) ____________________________ /) ___________________________ (/ ______________ _ 
line of work by-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~ ~~  ::::::~~:::::::: ::::::~-::~:::::: ::~:::~: ~ :::::::: 
119. Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ___________________ ,;!_ _________________________ _,2.3. _______________________ ./;b _______________ -----~3. _____________  
120. Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year ___________ _/_ __________________________ _J._t_ __________________________ /.R _________________________ _Id:_ _____________ _ 
Home Management-Family Economics-Continued J 
121. Number of families assisted this year-
(a) With time-management problems __________ _ 
(b) With home accounts __________________________ _ 
_________ L :5 _____________ _ 
------() --------
(c) With financial planning _______________________ _ --_______ I) _______________ _ 
(d) In improving use of credit for family 
living expenses _______________________________ _ () 
------------------
(e) In developing home industries as a 
means of supplementing income _______ _ ----___ ()_ __ ---------
122. Number of home demonstration clu~s, other con-
sumer associations or groups assisted this year with 
cooperative buying of-
(a) Food._______________________________________________ ----------(> --------
(b) Clothing__________________________________________ _ _________ .{) ________________ _ 
(c) Housefurnishings and equipment____________ _ ________ / 3 ______________ _ 
(d) General household supplies___________________ _ _________ () ________________ _ 
123. Number of families assisted this year through coop-
erative associations I or individualy, with the 
buying of-
( a) Food. _____________ ------------------------------- ----____ /) __ --------------
( b) Clothing________________________________________ _ _________ () _______________ _ 
(c) Housefurnishings and equipment____________ _ __________ 0 _______________ _ 
(d) General household supplies___________________ _ __________ /) _______________ _ 
124. Total number of different families assisted this year 
with consumer-buying problems (includes ques-
tion 123 <a), (b), <c), and <d) minus duplications)__ _ ________ L,:r~-----
12s. Number of families assisted this year with "making 
versus buying' decisions_________________________________ _ ________ ,.:r.:-o._ ____________  
126. Number of families assisted this year in using timely 
economic information to make buying decisions or 
other adjustments in family living_=----------------- ________ J.:X-f------
N OTE.-lndividual families and groups assisted with seling problems should 
be reported in column 0), page 9. 
Clothing and Textiles-Continued 
127. 
Jos-
_ ___________ io -------
_ __________ /) _o/ ________  
_ _____________ .o ___________  
Number of families assisted this year with-
(a) Clothing-construction problems ____________ _ 
(b) The selection of clothing and textiles _____ _ 
(c) Care, renovation, remodeling of clothing __ 
(d) Clothing accounts or budgets _______________ _ 
128. 
Family Relationships-Child Development-Continued 
Number of families assisted this year-
(a) With child-development and guidance 
problems _______________________________________ _ 
----------~ -------
(b) In improving family relationships __________ _ _ ____________ p----·---
129. Number of families providing recommended cloth-
ing, furnishings, and play equipment for children 
this year ------------------------------------------------------ ______________ .D ____________ ~ 
130. Number of different individuals participating this 
year in child-development and parent-education 
programs: (a) 1.1en.___________________________________ ---------------{) ------------
(b) Women._______________________________ _ ___________ :>'a ------
131. Number of children in families represented by such 
individuals___________________________________________________ ------________ j_() _tl ______ _ 
Recreation and Community Life--Contlnued 
132. Number of families assisted this year in improving 
home recreation. __________________________________________ _ 
133. Number of communities assisted this year in improv-
ing community recreational facilities _______________ _ 
134. Number of community groups assisted this year 
with organizational problems, programs of activi-
ties, or meeting programs _____________________________ _ 
135. Number of communities! (a) Club or eommunily house ________ _ 
assisted this year in (b) Permanent camp _______ _ 
establishing- (c) Community rest rooms_ 
136. Number of communities assisted this year in pro-
viding library facilities ________________________________ _ 
137. Number of school or other community grounds im-
proved this year according to recommendatione __ _ 
-------~:)~---------
-------0 -----
____________ I 3 ___________  
-------0------
_ ____________ .L) ---------
------_______ (). ___ -----
-------s ----
________ } -------
1 The houae-lts arrangement, equipment, and furnishings, including kitchen Improvements and care or the house-ls reported under "The house, furnishings and surroundings," p. 10. 
• Includes question 122; also families bu}'in& throu11:h marketin11: cooperatlvea, organized or assisted, column (t), p, 9. 
SUMMARY OF 4-H CLUB BOYS' AND GIRLS' PROJECTS 
(One club member may engage in two or more projects. The sum of the project~ is therefore greater than the number of different club members enroled) 
Project Number of boys Number of girls Number of boys Number of girls Number or units involved in 
enroled enroled completing completing completed projects 
00 W 00 00 00 
~:: ~~~  cereals~~~~~:::::::::::::=:::::::::::: :::; /~::::: ::::: ft::::: :=:: / ~ ::::: :::::§ ::::: :::: __ :-:-:-_~f~:~=:::: !~~: 
~:~. :;:~~,--field peas, alfalfa, -and other legumes _________ --------~-----------------------~-------1--------~----------------~-----------_________ : ________ t_________________ !~:: 
~:: ~:~a::s,wl:~ :~:~:~on·---~-_::-:::::::::::::: ::::t ~:::::: ::::: g:::::1:::::!t ::~::: :::: t:=::: ::::=:=:~-:JQY'k ::::: ~:: 
i~ ~~~~~700,.tru,k and ~rmmg mo~--············· ... ~ ........ /~ .......... J....... ~~  ............ !~ ...... ~~ 
149. Other crops (including pasture improvement) ______________ ----f-------_________ Q______ . ________ Q __________ -__________ (! _________________________ k_l) _____________________ Acres 
:~: s::ludb,g turkey,):::::::::::::::=:: :: l::::: :::: i:::::: :::/!-:::: ::::L::::: ::::: J 3. :: ::: z:': 
:E !:~~ an~ muloo:= .· :.:. .: : :·: :: :: : ::=: ::./~ :=::=: :::::: :::::: :::: 1t:=::: :::: s::::=: ':::::;Ji-.:::::: =~ 
155a. Rabbits ____________________________________________________________________ /)_ _______________________ () ____________________ 0 ____________________ D ________________________ 0 _________________ Animals c;i 
156. Other livestock ____________________________________________________________ /)_ ______________________________________________ 0 ____________________ O _______________________ D_________________ Animals 
157. Bees _____________________________________________________________________ ____ o _____________ -----o ____________________ O -----------() -------------Q __________________ Colonies 
158. Beauti~cation of home grounds __________ ~---------------· ----g-----------~;:[ ___________________ .Q ____________ -----~------x  x  x  x  x x x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
159. Forestr Y----------------------------------. __ ----. ___________________ ·-____ (>-_____________________ () ____________ l_ ___________________________________________________________ Acres 
160. Wildlife and nature study (game and fur animals) _____________ o _________ ____ -----~------_________ ()_ __________  ----~------X  X X X  X  X X X  X  X  X  X  X 
161 A 
· lt 1 · · f h 
I 
t · ·t t t t) 0 I, /\ { ___________ (! __________ Articles made 
. gr1cu ura engmeermg, arms op, e ec ric1 y, rac or_. -------------1------------_________ JL _____________________ _u____________ (l 
___________ _ ____ Articles repaired 
162. Farm management ________________________________________________________ () ________________________ () ______________________ () ____________________ £}._____________ x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x x 
163. Food selection, preparation, and/or baking ________________________ j; ____________ J _____ /~£ _________________ ()_ ________________ /;?-_:)_~----Jl _______ /~-;----Meals planned 
--------<--=-----------Meals served 
164. Food preservation. (Include frozen foods) __________________________ {) _______ ,_____________ /e2_s_ ________________ __()_ __________________ ') ,:[ _________________ :J"9S Quarts preserved 
165. Health, home nursing, and first aid _________________________ ,-----0-____________________ .L) ______________________ /} ____________________ L) ____________ x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
165a. Child care ____________________________________ ______________________ ----.C-------________ (!_ _____________ ~ ________ ./) ____________________ Q _____________ X  X  X  X  X  X  X  X X X  X  X  X 
166. Clothing. •.... ··-······-·· : . · ·· ··············· .... fl.····· · ·· .'Jg· ··· · Q · ··· ·· ·~ · ··· .
1 
j :: Ji ·.:;.;,_~===o=~ 
167. Home management (housekeepmg) _________________________ , _________ o_ ____________ ---------- ---_________ D_ ___________________ 0 _________ ---i-·-----------Q ____________________ Units 
168. Home furnishings and room improvement __________________________ Q ___________________ LD _____________________ Q_ __________________ :J:______________ {-------}a-------Rooms 
:~ ~=o: :,:;:;":'.:~ ':'~:::::::: :::::: :=::~::::: :  :::i:::::: :::::~::. .. . . . g. . ... ·, ~·:-~ ~ ·1~· ~: ~ ;:: 
~~~  ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~ ~~~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~  ~:::1fz::::t::~ij:::::1:::j:i:s-----·-:zt1·-----1: : : : : : : : : : : : : 
t6--2807t-15 
4-H CLUB MEMBERSHIP 1 
173. Number of 4-H Clubs. ______________________________ /<?.__________ _ _____ / S ---
174. Number of different 4-H Club 
members enroled. _______________ (a) Boys a_.,3-3.~_ (b) Girls 1_3_2_~-
175. Number of different 4-H Club 
Boys•-/~_?_ ____ (b) Girls 1 __ (_j_9-_ __ members completing ______________ (a) 
176. Number of different 4-H Club 
Boys_':23_:I:"_ ___ (b) Girls_S2:_~---members in schooL _______________ (a) 
177. Number of different 4-H Club 
members out of schooL __________ (a) Boys _______ Q ______ (b) Girls _____ Q _______  
178. Number of different 4-H Club 
members from farm homes _____ (a) Boys.,:!2/j __~----(b) Girls_.2-_r'_~--
179. Number of different 4-H Club 
members from nonfarm homes __ (a) Boys ___ ~_q_ __ (b) Girls ___ S_~ 
Number or Diferent 4-H Club Members Enroled: 
180. By years Boys Girls 181 By ages I Boys I Girls 
________ 
1 
___ ('-a'-J--1----'-(~'-) __ 
0 
__·______ (a) (b) 
10 and under _____ ---~'--___ !j_:r:_ __ 
1st year _________________ _/~~--____ tl_ ~--
2d. _________________________ 9-v ______ qt-- 11. _________________ --#1--___ :r:r. 12 ___________________ --u-1. _____ ,y2 __  
3d. ____________________ --!/#.--'°-~--
4th _______________________ ..,5' 2___ _-!:A _____  
13 ___________________ --i:~ ----,1.3 --
14. _______________ __ -----~--____ J? -
. 
5th. _______________________ J,S ___ --~-' --
6th. ________________________ £--__ /~---
15 ______________________ d 9 __ --'* ~-
7th_ _________________________ {) _______ .3 --- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~ ~~~~~~  ~~~~~~ ~ 
8th. _________________________ I) _________ {) _____ _ 1s ________________________ s ________ o ______  
9th. ___________________ ---/) ----() ---- 19 ___________________________ {) ___ --() ---




Number of different 4-H Club members, including those in corresponding 
projects, who received definit; training in-
( a) Judging______ _ __ J.P.____ (f} Fire a~d accident pre- .t:1-:?-"'-.-
(b) Giving dem- vention_________________ _.::;.J_.L_ 
onstrations _/)__?.___ (g) Wildlife conservation__ .;k-i-~ 
( c) R~:~e~;~~ __ J.:X:__ ;; :~~~it=~~::~~~:~ ____ /;__ __  
(d) Music appre- J.' d mation. ________________ : ~-2-
ciation_____ _ _./)______ (j) So~at!'!_:~~~-~~-~~~~~ ~;2-:_ 
(e) Health. _____ .;). ".3__ (k) Forestry ___________________ ~a":_ 
_ 2._3_ __ Number of 4-H Club members having health examination because of participation in the extension program ____________________________ _ 
Number of 4-H Clubs engaging in community activities such as 
improving school grounds and conducting local fairs______________ _ () -
WORK WITH OLDER RURAL YOUTH 
185. Number of groups (other than 4-H Club) organized for conduct of extension 
work with older rural youth --------------------------------------- _______ / _____ _ 
186. Membership in such groups ______________ {(ab) Young men________ _ _____ _/ ----
Young women____ _ _____ () _______ _ 
187. N~!~c~! Out of school Under 21 
years 
25 years and 
older by school In school 21-24 years 
stat 11 s Unmarried Married 
and age (a) (b) (c) (d) (<) (/) 
(1) Young O 
men. __________ D _________ Q. ___________ O ______ -------_______ {) ________ Q ·--
(2) Young I\ {) Q Q D 
women _______ v_ ______ -------_____________ -------_____ D _________________  
188. Number of meetings of older rural youth extension groups. __ 
189. Total atendance at such meetings ________________________________ _ 
190. Number of other older rural youth groups assisted. ____________ _ 
(a) Young men ____ _ 
(b) Young women._ 
191. Membership in such groups ________________ _ 
192. Number of older rural youth not in ex- (a) Young men ____ _ 






tension or other youth groups assisted._ (b) Young women__ _ ______ [) _______ _ 
193. Total number of different young people 
contacted through the extension pro-
gram for older rural youth. (Ques-
tions 186, 191, and 192, minus duplica-
tions) __________________________________________ _ 
Check column showing approximate 





(a) Young men ____ _ ________ Q. ________ ~ 
(b) Youngwomen.. 
________ () ______ _ 
10-19 percent 20-39 percent 40 ~:;':~tor 
(b) (c) (d) 
(1) Citizenship, democracy, and O O 
public problems ________________________ ./) _______________________________________ 0 __  
(2) Vocational guidance ______________________ /) _________ (2 _________ Q_ ___________ Q ____  
(3) Family life and social customs __________ (?_ ___________ {)_ ________ Q ___________ Q ___  
(4) Social and recreational activi- D 
ties __________________________________________ () __________ D _________ D __________________  
(5) Community service activities ____________ q_ ____________ Q ________ Q __________ Q ____  
(6) 
(7) 
~:: t~::~~;;;_;-;;:----~-1 _______ {)_ ________ D._ ____________ 9-_ ____  
eluding nutrition and health. ______________________ D ___________ D_ _______ Q_______  
1 Al data in this section are based on the number or different boys and girls participating In •-H Club work, not on the number of 4-H projects caried. 
' Report the total number of d!J'lerent boys or girls enroled in club work. This total should equal the sum of the project enrolments reported on page 13, minus duplications due to the rnme boy tr girl carrying on two 
<r more subject-mater lines or work. Do not include boys and girls enroled late In tbe year In connection with tbe succeeding year's progrun. . 





(Report here al work, including war work, not properly included under any of the headings on preceding pages) 




General-feeder insects 1 
(b) 
Al other work 
(c) 
Days ~~ ~~~  ~::;:~: agents_ ............................... -............ 0······· ....... D.·-·-·· -· -·-···/p .f······ 
1:; r~:;::r:~~,k~=:=:::::::::::::::::::::::::=::=::==::: -:=::::#.::::::: =::::l :~~=::: :::= sj-.:::::: 
Number of communities in which work was conducted this year ................... _....... "!:.: ............ D..... _....... ~3 ....... .
Number of voluntary local leaders or commiteemen assisting this year ............ ·-········· ...... Q_ ..... :. ........ ~ ............. L:2-...... 
SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION TO WAR EFFORT 
It is desirable to bring together in one place the sum total of extension contribution to the several broad areas of war efort_ It is assumed that al such work has 
been reported previously under appropriate headings. 
War programs Home demonstration agents 
(a) 




198. Estimated number of days devoted to--
(1) Food supplies and critical war materials (production, marketing, processing, storage, 
distribution, and related problems) ....................................... {) ............. 6............ {) ....... .
(2) Problems arising from new military camps, munitions plants, and war industries ........... Q...... -·-····-!. ............. ./2. ....... 
(3) Civilian defense (such as fire prevention, Red Cross training, air-raid warnings)--·-·· ........ D...... -----·······Q ............. ?!. ........ ~ 
(4) Other war work (including colection of salvage material) ... -·············-············-················()_·················°-·-··········· ...... 0........ 
I 
COOPERATION WITH OTHER FEDERAL AGENCIES 
The purpose of this report is to bring together in one place the cooperation given other Federal agencies working with the rural people of the county. It is assumed 
that al such work has been reported previously under appropriate problems of the farm or home. 






Farm Credit Employment 










Farmers Rural Electri- Tennessee Soclal Security, 
Home Jlcatlon Valier. Public He.altb, 
Administration Administration Authority ~~~  
Other 
Agencles 
(ul -~'~A) __ 
1 
__ ~<i'-) __ 
1 
__ ~<~Jl __ 
1 
__ <~k) __ 
I 
199. Daya devoted to line o( w~rk by- () 
0 
_ O O I tJ / : . d)._ 3 
J;l g.~§~~· : : 2~r:: ::-1 :: .=: ~ ::: : ~:l: ::1.f:: :. :::£ :: ::"1 :: :::i::: ::: ~: . I:=:i.:: : 0~ ::: 
200. Number o( eommuniliea ia whieh work Y- / i {J ' / 
1111 eondueted Ibis year. •••• _.············-· •...•..•..•.•. 0 .... 1 ........... .D. ... , ... t) .............. 0 ...... 0 ....... /_ ..... ) -··· 
' r 
201. N11D1ber of volnnlary (oeal lenderB or tJ {) () 
commiteemen anisling Ibis year ... d-_ .... ······· -· ... 'O ....... Q ...... o ·-··· ... 0 ..... tJ ..... ··-()···· ........... tJ .... --······ 
. 6 6 ~ ···· .. <± .... ·-S ............ ·--·---··· .. <:;;). ..••••• 
1 Include grasshoppers, armyworms, chlnch bugs, and other Insects not reported under specific crop or livestock headings. 16-2807~3 
TERMINOLOGY 
If extension reports are to convey the intended information, it is important that the terminology employed be that 
generally accepted by members of the extension teaching profession everywhere. Precise use of extension terms is an 
obligation each extension worker owes to the other members of his or her profession. The following definitions have been 
approved by the United States Department of Agriculture and by the Association of Land-Grant Colleges and Universities. 
DEFINITIONS OF EXTENSION TERMS 
1. A community is a. more or less well-defined group of rural people with common interests and problems. Such a group 
may include those within a township, trade area, or similar limits. For the purpose of this report, a community 
is one of the several units into which a county is divided for conducting organized extension work. 
2. A cooperator is a farmer or homemaker who agrees to adopt certain recommended practices upon the solicitation of an 
extension worker. The work is not directly supervised by the extension agent, and records are not required, but 
reports on the success of the practices may be obtained. 
3. Day8 in field should include all days spent on official duty other than "days in office." 
4. Days in office should include time spent by the county extension agent in the office, at annual and other extension 
conferences, and on any other work directly related to office administrat ion. 
5. Demonstrations as contemplated in this report are of two kinds-method demonstrations and result demonstrations. 
A method demonstration is a demonstration given by an extension worker or ot her trained leader for the purpose of 
showing how to carry out a practice. Examples: Demonstrations of how to can fruits and vegetables, mix spray 
materials, and cull poultry. 
A result demonstration is a demonstration conducted by a farmer, homemaker, boy, or girl untler the direct supervision 
of the extension worker, to show locally the value of a recommended practice. Such a demonstration involves a 
substantial period of time and records of results and comparisons, and is designed to teach others in addition to the 
person conducting the demonstration. Examples: Demonstrating that the application of fertilizer to cotton will 
result in more profitable yields, that underweight of certain children can be corrected through proper diet, that the 
use of certified seed in growing potatoes is a good investment, or that a large farm business results in a more efficient 
use of labor. 
The adoption of a farm or home practice resulting from a demonstration or other teaching activity employed by the 
extension worker as a means of teaching is not in itself a demonstration. 
6. A demonstration meeting is a meeting held to give a method demonstration or to start, inspect, or further a result 
demonstration. 
7. A result demon8trator is an adult, a boy, or a girl who conducts a result demonstration as defined above. 
8. An exten8ion school is a school usually of 2 to 6 days' duration, arranged by the Extension Service, where practical 
instruction is given to persons not resident at the college. 
9. An extension short course differs from an extension school in that it is usually held at the college or another educational 
institution and usually for a longer period of time. 
10. A farm or home visit is a call by the agent at a farm or home at which some definite information relating to extension 
work is given or obtained. 
11. Farmers (or families) assisted this year should include those directly or indirectly influenced by extension work to 
make some change during the report year as indicated by: 
(I) Adoption of a recommended practice. 
(2) Further improvement in a practice previously accepted. 
(3) Participation in extension activities. 
(4) Acceptance of leadership responsibility. 
(5) Or by other evidence of desirable change in behavior. 
12. A 4-H Club is an organized group of boys and/or girls with the objectives of demonstrating improved practices in 
agriculture or home economics, and of providing desirable training for the members. 
13. 4-H Club members enrolled are those boys and girls who actually start the work outlined for the year. 
14. 4-H Club member8 completing are those boys and girls who satisfactorily finish the work outlined for the year. 
15. A project leader, local leader, or committeeman is a person who, because of special interest and fitness, is selected to 
serve as a leader in advancing some phase of the local extension program. A project leader may be either an organi-
zation or a subject-matter leader. 
16. A leader-training meeting is a meeting at which project leaders, local leaders, or committeemen are trained to carry 
on extension activities in their respective communities. 
17. Letters written should include all original letters on official business. (Duplicated letters should not be included.) 
18. An office call is a call in person by an individual or a group seeking agricultural or home-economics information, as a 
result of which some definite assistance or information is given. A telephone call differs from an office call in that 
the assistance or information is given or received by means of the telephone. Telephone calls may be either incoming 
or outgoing. 
19. A plan of work is a definite outline of procedure for carrying out the different phases of the program. Such a plan 
provides specifically for the means to be used and the methods of using them. It· also shows what, how much, 
when, and where the work is to be done. 
20. An extension program is a statement of the specific projects to be undertaken by the extension agents during a year 
or a period of years. 
21. Records consist of definite information on file in the county office that will enable the agent to verify the data. on ex-
tension work included in this report. 
22. The older rural youth group is primarily a situation group, out of school, at home on farms, not married or started 
farming on their own account, and mostly 16 to 25 yea.rs of age. 
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
General Activities 
1 . Days agents spent in office • • •.•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2. Days agents spent in field ••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
J. Days agents worked . . .. . .. . .. · ...•.......• . .. . .....•....... 
4. Miles agents traveled •••..•.•.•.•.•• • ...•.••••• • . . •.••.. • 
5. Farm visits made by agents .. ... ........................... . 
6. Different farms visited ••. . •• . •..••.•••. . ••.••••••.•..•.• 
7. Office calls at agents I office ••••••••••• · •••• • ••••••••••• 
8. Telephone calls at agents' office •• •• •••••••••••••••••••• 
9. Meetings held or attended •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
10. Attendance at these meetings ••••••• • •••••••••••••••••• • •• 
11. Number communities in which Extension Work was conducted. 
12. Number farmers conducting demonstrations •••••••••• • •••••• 
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General Farm Program: The agent has endeavored to bring to all farm 
people outl ook information as to price, supply , demand and availability 
of mixed fertilizer and nitrates during the year , along with the best 
available recommendations as to varieties , soil types and cultural prac-
tices of all crops grown in ClarendonO:>unty. Our method of approach was 
an annual Farm Planning Meeting conducted January 30, 1947 with 126 fann 
leaders and 8 Extension workers present . This meeting was followed up 
with community meetings , personal contacts , personal letters and circu-
lar letters , in an effort to make sure that any information w:.rJ.ich should 
be of help to farmers in general would reach every nook and corner of our 
county. 
Farm Labor Program: The Farm Labor Program served a very worthy cause in 
the county during the year . Demands for day laborers , share- croppers, 
renters, etc., were great throughout the year . A Fann & Home Labor Saving 
Show was conducted in the Spring with approximately 700 fa!"Tlers in atten-
dance . 
Food Conserving Program: A freezer locker and meatcuring plant is opera-
ted in the county along with two connnunity locker projects and home stor-
age plants . There is also in operation three cornmunitj canneries . Through 
these organizations , farm men and women have had an opportunity to store, 
can or cure sufficient quantities of vegetables and meats to take care of 
their home needs . 
Special emphasis is placed on the importance of conserving food in order 
to improve the diet standard among rural people and reduce the cost of liv-
ing. 
Assistance to Veterans: We have acted more or less in an advisory capacity 
to veterans . Through their organized classes, we have been able to bring 
to them in groups , economical infonnation which should have been of help 
to them in deciding whether or not they should go into certain types of bus-
iness at this time . For a time , it was rather hard to get over to these 
vet.erans that the price of fanns and farm equipment was now at an highly 
inflationary period and that their chances of getttng started with very little 
capital was not too good. A few veterans , however, were able to purchase 
-6-
farms during the year through loans from local banks , Farm Home Ad-
ministration, private individuals and the Federla Land Bank. 
Lime , Superphosphate Program: We hav~ literally ridden this subject 
the entire year . Clarendon Co nty farm lands , in general, are too 
acid for the efficient production of the majority of our field crops . 
Therefore, we have especially emphasized the importance of using lime 
in our county . To-date, according to records of the local A. A. A. 
Office , orders for 3,500 tons of lime have been received for Claren-
don County farmers as compared with 1200 tons last year . 
The use of superphosphate on small grain greatly increased during the 
year . 1500, tons have been allocated to Clarendon County farmers this 
year. There has been a noted increase in the participation of farm-
ers in this program - 1700 farmers participated in the program in 1947 
as compared to approximately 1000 in 1946. 
Winter Legumes : High cost of nitrogen, when obtainable, and the fact 
the regardless of cost, nitrogen was not available in sufficient quanti-
ties to take care of our needs, prompted us to urge farmers to plant 
more winter legumes than ever before . As a result of the combined ef-
forts of this office and other agencies and community leaders, there 
has been a marked increase in the acreage of Austrian winter peas , Dixie 
Wonder peas and Vetch . This year 14, 500 lbs . of A. if. Peas , 7, 000 lbs . 
of Vetch , and 19, 000 lbs . of D. w. peas have been distributed to our 
farmers . lVuchCl'edit for the increase and interest of winter legumes is 
due to local leaders who set t,he example by participating in the program 
themselves . 
Small Grain : The heed for increased acreage of 51:lall grain in Clarendon 
Cornty has been felt for several years. The planting of small grains 
is steadily increasing with more of then being used for livestock e;rown 
on the farm for home t1se and for marketing . Special emphasis has been 
placed on the production of at least enough wheat, oats , etc., to take 
care of the needs of the county . This will , to a very small extent, 
aid in alleviating the world shortage of grain as well 8.S promote a more 
balanced f ann program in our county. 
Project Activities and Results 
Q\!t l ook Meeting: A county- wide Farm Planning Meeting was held on Janu-
ary 30, 1947 with 126 farmers and 8 Extension workers in attendance . 
Cooperation with Fan Credit Organizations: The agents cooperated with 
the Farmers Home Administration, the Sumter- Clarendon Production Credit 
Association and the Federal Land Bank along the lines of farm credit . 
Agricultural Engineering: Warr in agricultural engineering consisted of 
furnishing 121 plans for various types of fann ouildings . Assistance 
was given two fanners 'in the construction of electric heated beds . 
Tractor ~t Combine Schools : Five tractor and combine schools were con-
ducted in the county for the benefit of combine owners and operators . 
We believe that this is a worthy phase of our program. At least , it 
seemed to be appreciated by those in attendaoce . 
Soil Conservation Service : As has always been our custom, we have done 
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everything possible to encourage farmers to conserve their soil 
not only by drainage or terracing but by the uoe of proper rotation 
practices, tl:J.e planting of sUJ!IJ1Br and wmter legumes and the selec-
tive use of good soils. We have, of course, taken advantage of any 
opportunity offered to further Soil Conservation work in our county 
through the U. s. Soil Conservation Service and the Production and 
Marketing Administrationo 
Agronomy 
Cotton: We have approximately 35,000 acres of cotton planted in 
Clarendon County this year . A cotton improvement contest was spon-
sored . Demonstrations in the use of boll weevil poisons by hand 
and airplanes were conducted. We also conducted demonstrations in 
the value of defoliating cotton. Seventeen fanners completed cotton 
improvement demonstrations. 
An application was made for free classification service for a11 fann-
ors in Clarendon County . 
Corn Production: Corn is a major crop in our county. Our farmers 
usually sell 100, 000 bushels of corn each year. Efforts have been 
m~de to increase corn production through the use of more fertiliza-
tion, improved cultural practices and improved varieties . e conducted, 
demonstrqr,ions dealing with the standard varieties of corn, this year . 
Hybrid Corn: Three of our farmers have produced Hybrid seed corn 
for T. l, . Wood & Son, Richmond, Va. 
Hinor Element Corn Treatment demonstrations: Five farmers conducted 
demonstrations this year in en effort to determine the effect of sup-
plying Basic Slag plus ineral Mixture , Basic Slag alone and Esminel 
alone to corn . No outstanding results were obtained except for the 
fact that where Basic Slag was used at the rate of 1000 lbs . per acre 
high yields of corn nere obtained in almost every case. With 500 lbs . 
of Basic Slag plus 'Dineral mixture, the yield. was increased some. 
There is no evidence in the demonstrations to indicate that Esminel 
( a trade name for mineral mixture) increased the yield of corn. 
Small Grain 
Oat Production: Oat production in Clarendon County ca::ie in for a 
good bit of attention from this office. Fanners were encoura0 ed to 
plant more seed per acre, to fertilizer at planting time as well as 
top dress vTi.th liberal applications of nitrogen carrying materials 
when available and to plant only seed of known origin with high ger-
mination. 
Wheat Production: 1fore fanners are gro1ving wheat this year than last. 
We have given information as to best varieties , the proper fertilizer 
and cultural practices and a,sisted in some case with marketingo 
Legumes for Hay 
Lespedeza: Lespedeza, Kobe being the favorite variety, has been very 
successfully produced on more farms than ever before this year. Demon-
strations were conducted to compare cowpeas and lespedeza as hay crops . 
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In every case, lespedez,a out-yielded the cowpeas . 'The fact that 
lespedeza ca~ be cured in such a short length of time as coupared 
to cowpeas along with the fact that less labor is required for 
planting and harvesting , makes it a very desireable crop for our 
locality. 
Alfalfa: A few of our fannershave been· assisted in establishing 
s:r~all acreages of alfalfa . Perhaps 30 to 35 acres are grown in 
tr:e county at this time . We have learned through the ''trial arrl 
error" method, that in order to successfully .produce alfalfa, we 
must have liberal fertilization, with a high analysis of potash 
and phosphorus , well drained land, top dress with soda , and use 
at least 50 lbs . of Borax per acre . Those farmers following this 
procedure can grow alfalfa successfully. 
Permanent Pastures 
We conducted in cooperation with Mr . c. VT . Sprott, of Sunr:aerton, 
and the Agronomy Division of Clemson College, one demonstration 
for the purpose of sl1owing the value of various fertilizer treat-
ments on pastures . The demonstration was outstanding through the 
year and clearly demonstrated the importance of properly fertiliz-
ing permanent pastures . 
Twenty- eight farmers were assisted in securing seed for the estab-
lishment of 162 acres of pennanent pastures . Many others were given 
recommendations as to soil types , seeding mxitures , rate of seeding 
and fertilizer . 
Fescue: Introducing fescue into the county fordhe first time this 
year, 20 farmers pl anted about 70 acres consisting of both Alta and 
Kentucky 31. 
Barley: Little barley is planted in our county by ten to twelve 
farmers . These farmer s were assisted in obtaining seed and given 
recommendations as to soil types and fertilizer requirements . 
Grain Sorghums 
More interest is. being developed in grain sorghUI:1s as the years go 
by. Two years ago we conducted four demonstrations o~ small plots 
in various sections of the county . Since that time , the acreage has 
increased to approximately 1100 acres . Vie assisted these growers 
in obtaining seed and made recommendations as to soil types , plant-
ing dates, etc. 
Tobacco 
1949 farmers in Clarendon County produced 8, 390 acres of flue- cur~d 
tobacco this year, with an average of 1050 lbs . per acre and sold 
for about 46¢ per pound. We have worked W"i th these fanners through 
out the year beginning with plant bed site selection and leadinG 
through to the marketinb season . Community meetings were conducted 
in a~ effort to brmg the latest and best infonnation on the produc-
tion of tobacco to our fanners . 
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Weed Control in Tobacco Beds : We have attempted to infor:n ev :;ry 
tobacco far~er with regard to the proper method of controlling 
weeds in tobacco beds . The use of Cyanamid to control ,,eeds is 
a general practice . A summary of these demonstrations Will be 
found elsewhere in this report . 
Blue Mold Control : Fermate largely replaced all other bluemold 
control measures used by our farmers this year. Wherever possible 
we assisted in securing the chemical and also gave out the best in-
formation that crone to our hands regarding the propa r use of mat-
erictl. 
Cover Crops 
1 farmers have been urged to plant substantial acreages of cover 
crops durine the year. These crops consisted of crotolaria, winter 
peas and vetch. 
Peanuts : The acreage of peanuts in Clarendon County is not suffi-
cient to justify attention . Seed was secured for a few farmers who 
planted a total of approximately 50 acres . 
Animal Husbandry 
Efforts have been made to improve the breeding stock in our county 
this year . Twelve registered boars 8.fid 18 registered gilts or sows 
were placed With farmers during the year . Special emphasis has been 
placed on swine sanitation and proper feedine ~ethods . 
Ho::r Marketings : 350 farmers shipped a total of 10 cars of hogs with 
net returns of $42. JJ6 .00 at an average price of 24¢ and an average 
weiQht of 180 lbs . 
Beef Cattle 
Beef cattle production increased slightl y in the county this year . 
Six purebred bulls have been pl aced durin; the year. This does not 
include beef cattle produced by 4-H Club members . 
Milking Shcrthorns 
Milking Shorthorns have been recommended as a dual purpose farm ani-
~al for Clarendon County farmers . These have met with great favor 
among the few fanners in our county who have used them. 
Dairying 
Four dairies are now in operation in the county. These farmers have 
been given assistance in planning their grazing prcgra.w as well as 
production of grain for feedine purposes . One farmer has been assis-
ted in planning a plant for pasteurization of milk . Twenty- six fam-
ily lllilk cows were placed during the year . 
Entomology & Plant Pathology 
'e have emphasized the importance of treating all cotton, wheat , oats J 
vetch and winter peas seed before planting . The best information 
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available has been passed on to c?.11 farmers regarding the con-
trol of insect pests and diseases . 
Boll [eevil Control: Special efforts have been made to advise 
all farmers as to the best methods for combating boll weevil· 
danage to cotton. For the first time Clarendon County farmers 
used Benzine Hexachloride as a boll weevil poison. A few of our 
farmers used a sweetened poison also . \ summary of our farmers 
using B. H. C. for boll weevil control is found else where in 
this report . 
Forestry 
Work in forestry consisted'of advising with farmers as to the 
proper use of their woodland. Two 5-A.cre Pulpwood Thinning plots 
were cor.ipleted . A tree planting demonstration was conducted and 
we cooperated with the Forestry Division in encouraging farmers to 
adopt fire control measures in their forest la.nds through the use 
of fire lanes , etc . 
Free Seedlings: A number of farrrers were assisted in obtaining 
f~ee seedlings this year . The total acreage to be seeded in the 
county this year is 295 acres . 
Woodland Examinations : Twelve farmers were assisted in ootaining 
woodland examinations this year. 2266 acres were examined for 
these farmers - 375 acres being marked and a total of 517, 000 bd. 
ft. being ~arked . 
Poultry 
We have cooperated v.i::th farmers in securing good quality chicks dur-
ing the year . All of our 40·00 farmers have been encouraged to pro-
duce poultry and eggs for hor.ie use as ·well as some to market . 90% 
of our 4000 farmers are now producing :about enough poultry to take 
care of their needs . 
About 1500 turkeys were ~rown in the county this year. The average 
grower raiaing 150 - 200 birds . We secu.red the services of our 
Pou..1try Specialist and one special neeting for poultry poducers was 
conducted. 
4-H Club Work 
Eighteen regular boys 1 4-H club are now organized in the county with 
a total membership of 349 rural boys . 107 of these boys co~pleted 
one or more de~onstrations during the year. A summary of these re-
cords is included in this report . 
County Rally Day & Officers Training School: A county-'Wide 4-H 'e 
ing was held in Manning on Saturday, !farch 22 , at 10 :00 0 1 clock. A 
total of 135 clubsters and 9 visitors were present - each of the 4- H 
Clubs i~ the county being representedo 
(. 
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4-H Club Camp : Clarendon County 4-H Clubsters attended Camp at 
Camp Bob Cooper on June 16th . This was a j oint project with 112 
boys and girls attending camp . There was a total o~ four local 
leaders and two Extension workers who accompanied them. 
Clarendon Collilty Fat Barrow Show : The first Fat Barrow Show & Sale 
ever to be hel d in Clrt~endon County was held in Manning on October 
31, 1947 . 66 hogs were shown and sold by 18- 4- H Club members . taoo 
in prize money was donated by the Clarendon County Chamber of Com-
merce . 
Horticult ure 
Home Gardens : As a post war measure and as a means to supply farm 
fa'Jlilies with a variety of vegetables for a baJanced diet , we have 
urged farmers to have a year- round garden . Special enphasis was 
given this phase of the program ~ri.rough Home Demonstr~ti on Clubs, 
farn ~eetings for adults and through all meetings of 4-H Clubs . 
Sweet Potatoes : Sweet potato production demonstrations were conduct-
ed th.:..s year in the county. A summary of these demonstrations is 
i ncluded in ti1is report . 
Sreet Potato Hotbeds : Two electric hotbeds and six fire heated beds 
were in use in the county this year for the ~roduction of sweet pota-
to plants . Producers of plants were not abl e to take care of t he 
county ' s needs and ~fforts will be made this coming year to see that 
at least enough farr:iers have beds to take care of the needs of the 
C ll .. ,nty . 
Cucumbers : Approximately 500 acres of cucumbers were JI'0\"111 in the 
count y this year for a pickle concern . The yield was good but the 
market situation was somewhat undesireable and it is hoped that im-
provements can be made along these lines this coming year. 
Tonatoes : A limited acreage of tomat oes is planted in the county . 
I don 1t believe the acreage grown for commercial purposes would be 
25 . Distance from market and a shortage of labor have a marked ef-
fect on this crop . A summary of the results of tm gr owers is in-
cluded in this report. 
Home Orchards : Home orchards in Clarendon County consist chiefly 
of peach trees . Quite a number of pecan trees will be found on many 
farms in the county . As will be noted in this report about 100, 000 
pounds of pecans were produced and sold by Clarendon County far~ers 
this year. Only one produced peaches for sal e this year in Claren-
don coCT1ty and that on a very sraall scale . 
Harketing : Work in marlr.e ting consisted of aiding farmers in assemb-
ling , grdding and selling of . eil surpl us farm commodities in the 
county. Uo tobacco ma:rl<et is in operati on in our county but other 
farm products usually find a S3.le . 
A. A. A. Activit ies : Every effort has been made to see that all farm-
ers wer e advised as to t he advantages that vrere offsred through par-
ticipation in the A. A. A. Progr am. A summary of AAA Activities i s 
incl uded in this report . 
t . 
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Soil Conse:""Vatinn : As has always been our policy, we have tried 
to encourage fanners to follow all good, soil conservation prac-
tices . This included obtaining aid through the A . • A., independ-
ent action on the part of the farmer in cooperation with the U. s. 
Soil Conservation Service . 
,. 
Camp Bob Cooper: Camp Bob Cooper - a ~-H Cluu Camp located in our 
county is under a more or less direct supervision of the agent con-
sidering it on a twelve month basis . Much time vras spent in super-
vising a number of improvements at the camp as vrell as purchasing 
foods for the Summer Encampments and keeping records on receipts and 
expenditures of the camp. 
Tobacco Referendum: The agent assumed the leading role in the educa-
tional work in connection with the Tobacco Referendum with reference 
to assessing every farmer 10¢ per acre to Tobacco Associates Incorpro-
ted for the purpose of finding new markets for tobacco. The votes 
were counted and returns reported to our District I, gent in Florence. 
Farm OrEanization : We have encouraged and stood for as far as is per-
r.ussable , organization of farmers in Clarendon County . We now have an 
active unit of the Farm Bureau meetin6 monthly . We have been responsi-
ble for programs for most of these meet:ir1gs during the year • . 
Public Health: We have participated in Health Programs such as sale 
of T. B. Seals , Advising Chest X-Rays and in malarial control . We also 
cooperated with the County Health Officer in his efforts to encourage 
better sanitary conditions in n:ral homes . 
Publicity: Publicity work consisted of writj_ng individual letters , cir-
cular letters , newspaper articles and distribution of bulletins . 
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1. County, Community and Neighborhood Organization of Volunteer Farm aaj. 
r Home Leaders: 
( 
1. County Agricultural Committee: 
a. Statement as to how members were selected: 
A sub-committee was called in in 1936, consisting of a few repre-
sentative farmers from different sections of the county, and this 
committee named the members of the Planning Committee. This Board 
has been revised each year. 
b. List of names and addresses of members: 
Na.me 
F. E. DuBose 
.J. C. Phillips 
Richard Lesesne 
J.E. Thigpen 
w. L. Coker 
W. L. Gibbons 
Mrs. Jake Harrington 
Mrs. Hugh Creecy 
Mrs. s. J. Brogdon 
M. L. Sauls 
H. B. Harrington 
W. J. Jackson 
Marvin Geddings 
M. W. Rickenbaker 
Reginald Chewni..,g 
Mrs. R. E. Wells 
Mrs. D. c. Plowden 
H. H. Smiley 
Mrs. Carrie Bragdon 
L.A. Brewer 
J. C. Britton 
M. R. Jackson 
Mrs. J. K. DuRant 
Address 
Gable, S. c. 
Manning, S. C. R#4 
Greeleyville, s. c. R#2 
Lake City, S. C. R#l 
Turbeville, s. c. 
New Zion, S. C. 
New Zion, s. c. 
Manning, S. C. 
Alcolu, S. c. 
Manning, s. c. 
Manning, S. C. 
Manning, S • C. R#l 
Paxville, S. C. -
Summerton, S. C. 
Manning, s. C. F./15 
Manning, S. C. F./14 
Manning, S. C. R#2 
New Zion, S. c. 
Manning, s. C. 
Manning, S. C. R#4 
Alcolu, s. Co 
Manning, S. C. F./11 
Gable, S. Co 
c. Assist agents in formulating a County Program of Work and make 
recommendations as to the kind and amount of extension projects 
necessary to carry out this program. Also, assist in carrying out 
all post-war activities relating to agricultural activities in the 
county. 
2. Community Agricultural Committees and Neighborhood Leaders: 
a. List of names of communities organized, and under each community 
the number of neighborhoods organized for the conduct of the agri-
cultural program: 
Comm.unity Neighborhoods Leaders 
Barrineau 2 5 
Turbeville 4 12 
New Zion 4 12 
Gable 3 8 
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Community Neighborhoods Leaders 
Oakdale 2 5 
DuRant 2 6 
Baywood 2 5 
Alcolu 3 5 
Manning 5 16 
Home Branch 3 7 
Silver 1 3 
Paxville 4 10 
Remini 3 7 
St. Paul 1 10 
Mt. Zion Rosenwald 2 4 
Davis Station 2 5 
Jordan 3 10 
Bloomville 1 3 
Foreston 3 6 
Wilson 1 4 
Brewington 3 6 
St. Mark Rosenwald 3 • 7 
J. Different Programs or Campaigns handled through voluntary leaders 
in 1947: 
1. General Farm Program: The problemsof setting up recommendations 
for a General Farm Program in the county for the year 1947 were 
begun in December of 146 because of the fact that many farmers 
want to make plans early in the year. Our annual Farm Outlook 
Meeting was held January JO, 1947 "With 126 farmers and 8 Extension 
workers present. Mr. J. T. Lazar, our District Agent, was the prin-
cipal speaker for the occasion and pointed out to farmers present 
the importance of balancing their farm program for the year. Mr. 
Lazar treated each major crop in the county separately in his dis-
, cussion and pointed out what support prices would be on each crop. 
He also suggested an increase in food and feed crops, dairy cattle, 
as well as enough beef cattle to at least take care of family 
needs. Farmers present were asked to participate in the meeting 
by asking questions and giving any suggestions that they cared to 
relative to the Farm Program in Clarendon County. Many farmers 
entered into the question and answer phase of the meeting with 
good interest. Farm~s attending the meeting expressed themselves 
as being glad of an opportunity to attend a meeting of such great 
educational value at times like this. Several of' them remarked 
that as a result of this meeting, they would make some important 
changes in their farming plans for the coming year. 
Following this county-wide meeting, publicity was given to the 
program through newspaper articles, circular letters, personal 
letters and ccntact and cooperative action with local business 
and civic organizations. A large number of publications prepared 
by Clemson College Extension Service Specialists were placed in 
the bands of farmers throughout the county. 
2. Fann Labor Program: As was E3JtPected, demands for labor, share-
croppers, tenants, etc., was greater this year than in the past. 
The Labor Assistant was able to render more real service to the 
employer and employee than ever before in the history of the 
program. The fact that more labor was available made it possible 
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to come nearer filling demands than has been true in the 
past. The idea of combine operators and small grain grow-
ers working as a group in order to conserve time has met 
with good approval. I believe this ie one among the many 
activities that the Farm Labor Assistant has promoted that 
v.rill carry on for years to come. 
The Labor Assistant worked with farmers in shifting and se-
curing labor for harvesting tobacco, cotton, corn, sweet pota-
toes and truck crops. He also aided in the handling of sweet 
potatoes even though no local market was available. 
As to the farm machinery situation, I would say that the Labor 
Assistant helped in every way possible by encouraging tractor 
owners and operators to pay particular attention to the economy 
of operation as related to each machine used by them. rraining 
schools were held for the benefit of all tractor owners and opera-
tors in the county. The attendance was good at these meetings 
and maey individuals expressed their appreciation for having had 
an opportunity to attend schools of this type. Especially was 
this true of farmers and operators who were just beginning to use 
tractors, combines, etc., on their farms. 
It is evident that there is a big job ahead for agricultural 
leaders if they are to bring the best infon:nation to farmers 'Who 
apparently will be operating their farms in a more mechanized 
manner during the coming year. 
Another phase of the Labor Program was that of cooperating w.i.th 
farmers in securing toffll labor for harvesting such crops as tobac-
co, cotton and corn. More labor willing to work was available in 
towns and villages than as been the case in many years. However, 
the price demanded was very high in many cases. 
J. Food Conserving Program: 
The Clarendon Refrigeration & Locker Corporation, ffllich has been 
in operation in the county for about two years, continues to serve 
as an important food conserving agency. Farmers and city people 
alike are able to eat fresh meats, eggs, fruits and vegetables, 
which are grown on the farm, throughout the year. 
Three High Schools in the count,v also operate canneries. Hundreds 
of farmers have been encouraged to can sufficient quantities of 
fruits and vegetables as well as some meat to take care of their 
ow.n needs. I believe that these canneries have done rro re toward 
raising the standard of living among farm people than any other 
phase of the Food Conserving Program. 
Two communities, Turbeville and Gable, have established community 
Locker Plants. These plants operate on a cooperative basis with 
each member paying his share of the cost of maintenance and elec-
tricity. The products to be stored in these conmrunity lockers 
are prepared and 11rapped at home and then taken to the locker 
plants. This type of locker does not take care of the curing of 







Assistance to Veterans: 
It has been rather difficult to render any real aid to 
veterans, if we consider locating fanns for them, assis-
tance. However, we have tried to reconcile veterans to 
the fact that land prices are almost as high as they 
have ever been in the history of the country and, also, 
that their chances of paying for a farm purchased at these 
inflated prices are very poor. At first veterans seemed to 
resent being told that conditions had changed since they 
left home to fight a war. However, they are readjusting 
themselves rather rapidly and, I believe, are becoming recon-
ciled to the fact that in most cases they are better off to 
wait until land prices and living expenses have settled a 
little before entering into any business too far. 
The Couµty Agent, of course, is not the returned veterans 
only source of assistance. We can only advise and reason with 
veterans. Then in the course of the conference, we refer them 
to local banks, Federal Land Bank or the Fann Home Administra-
tion. When they have contacted these agencies they are further 
advised that very little farm land can be acquired at reason-
able prices at this time. We have, however, been able to assist 
some veterans in leasing farms for short tenns as well as plac-
ine some as share-croppers and overseers. 
Lime & Superphosphate Program: 
Farmers in Clarendon County have placed orders for 3500 tons 
of lime as compared with about 1200 tons last year. 1500 tons 
of superphosphate have been ordered. 1700 farmers participated 
in the program this year as compared to around 1000 farmers 
last year. 
The drive to increase the use of lime and superphosphate in 
Clarendon County has been pushed through personal contact, in-
dividual letters, newspaper articles, etc., all during the year. 
County and community committeemen have played a big part in put-
ting across to farmers the use of lime and superphosphate this 
year. The connnunity committeemen at first attempted to set the 
example of using lime and superphosphate wherever needed on 
their own farms. This, we believe, is one of the most effective 
ways we have yet found to encourage farmers as a whole to partic-
ipate in supporting a program. The idea of using more superphos-
phate has not been hard to put over but the idea of using lime 
to improve soil conditions bas met with right much opposition. 
We believe, however, that the hard part of selling the program 
of using lime to farmers is over and in years to come, if the 
program is continued, we shall see almost all farmers paying 
more attention to the lime requirement of the soil. 
6. Winter Legumes: 
More farmers are seeding winter legumes this year than has been 
the case since I have been in the county. The principal legumes 
planted are Dixie Wonder peas, Austrian winter peas and Vetch. 
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The Dixie Wonder, a new, fast growing winter legume, is 
attracting a great deal of attention in our county. Some 
of the advantages of the Dixie Wonder over the Austrian 
Winter pea are that the Dixie Wonder can be planted about 
one month later, it grows rapidly and i~ ready to turn under 
several days or weeks a head of the Austrian Winter pea. 
Farmers are beginning to talk about the advantage of turning 
under winter legumes on their farms. Many of them point out 
that corn yields, as well as other crops, have been increased 
through the use of w:inter legumes during t1"is period of short-
nitrogen supply. 
7. Small Grain: 
We have given special attention to the planting of small grain 
during the year. This year there has been more interest in 
these crops than we have ever seen. We have planted for graz-
ing and for grain a larger acreage of both wheat and oats than 
we have had in recent years. A number of our farmers have 
realized considerable cash income from wheat and oats during 
the past two years and this has resulted in more farmers becom-
ing anxious to grow some of these crops. We have tried to en-
·courage every farmer in the county to plant at least a small 
amount of small grain in an effart to assist with the critical 
shortage of grain existing in the world at this time. 
Newspaper articles, circular letters, personal letters and per-
sonal contact have been our chief means of getting information 
as to the planting date, rate of seeding, soil types and recom-
mended fertilizer practices on these crops to Clarendm County 
farmers. 
Demonstrations: 
Twelve demonstrations are being conducted in various sections of 
the county to demonstrate the value of top dressing small grain 
to be used for grazing. It has been our belief for sometime that 
it pays good dividends to top dress small grains with 150 - 200 
pounds of Nitrate of Soda or its equivalent. Little can be told 
of the results of these demonstrations at this time. Howver, I 
would say that results are very encouraging as of this date. A 
more complete and detailed report on this activity will be includ-
ed in our 1948 Annual Report. 
11. Project Activities and Results: 
Outlook Meetings: (Joint with Home Agent) A county-wide Farm Plan-
ning Meeting was held in Manning on January 30, 1947 for the purpose 
of bringing to farmers of Clarendon County information that should be 
of real value to them in planning their farming program for the year. 
At this meeting, five Specialists representing Clemson College Exten-
sion Service, the County and Home Demonstration Agents, two county 
farmers and two farm women made talks and suggestims to the group. 
There were 126 farm people in attendance at this meeting. 
Mr. J. T. Lazar, District Farm Agent, gave a general discussion on 
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the price out-look for crops generally grown in Clarendon County. 
He pointed out that we need not be alarmed about too drastic a 
fall in the price of our major farm crops because of the fact that 
Government Support Price will take effect if and when the price of 
certain fann commodities fall below what has been declared to be 
parity price by our Government. Mr. Lazar emphasized the import-
ance of securing fertilizer and top dressing material as early as 
possible and advised that l:iberal applications be applied to all 
crops. He also suggested that in our county there was room for 
considerable increase in the production of dairy products. Espe-
cially did he suggest to the group that more farmers obtain dairy 
cows for home use. He also urged our farmers to produce more food 
and feed crops this coming year than ever before. 
Mr. Harry Boyleston was present and discussed with the group the 
importance of establishing Clarendon County as a one variety cotton 
county. Mr. Boyleston pointed out that when a county makes a repu-
tation of producing onzy one variety of cotton, having about the 
same staple length and tensiJestrength, etc., it is possible to sell 
large lots at premium prices direct to mills. 
Mr. J.M. Lewis, Tobacco Specialist, was present and urged farmers 
to get ready for attacks of blue mold on plant beds. A miniature 
tobacco plant bed was provided for demonstration purposes. The 
proper method of application of blue mold control measures was dem-
onstrated to a large group of farmers by Mr. Lewis after the meet-
ing adjourned. 
Mr. J.M. Napier gave a very timely and interesting discussion on 
assistance that farmers may receive by cooperating with the AAA 
Program. He, however, sounded a discouraging note when he told us 
that more than 50% of the AAA funds allocated for Clarendon County 
were returned to the Washington Office because farmers in this 
county failed to participate to the limit in the program. The revela-
tion of this fact to us by Mr. Napier created more interest in the 
AAA Program this year and to-date about 85% of the funds available 
have been taken up as compared to about 50% last year. 
Cooperation with Farm Credit Organizations: 
The agents cooperated with these Credit Organizations: The Farmers 
Home Administration which takes the place of Farm Security and Seed 
Loan, the Sumter froduction Credit Association and the Federal Farm 
Loan Association. All of these organizations,vdth the exception of 
the Production Credit, have offices in the Agricultural Building 
and are easily contacted when credit assistance is needed for farm-
ers. It is often, we as a group, discuss the problems of the borrow-
ers and the general agricultural condition of the county. 
Farmers Home Administration clients were assisted and encouraged to 
use pedigreed planting seed and to supply the correct analysis and 
amount of fertilizer to their particular crops. They were also urged 
to adopt a 11Live-At-Home" program 100% if possible. We also recom-. 
mended that they retire the indebtedness on their farms and work stock 
just as fast as possible during this year of high cash farm receipts. 
The Federal Farm Loan Association maintains an office in the Agricul-
tural Building at least two days per month for the convenience of 
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of farmers. There is very little money being put out in 
Clarendon County by this organization at this time. Excess-
sive prices of farm lands which are offered for sale is the 
main factor which retards activities in this field • In other 
words, this organization is not will to make loans on farm 
lands at present prices. 
The following is a summary of production loans made for 1947: 
Agency 
Farmers Home Administration 
Sumter Production Credit Asso. 
Total 





Work in Agricultural Engineering consisted in furnishing sugges-
tions and plans for farm buildings, equipment and farm machinery. 
Under farm buildings and equipment plans the f ollo1nng was fur-
nished: 








Hay drying equipment 
Ditching with dynamite 
Total 












The number of tractors and combines in Clarendon County continues 
to increase year by year. Our observation has been that the owners 
and operators of these machines needed as much good instruction as 
we could possibly provide them on the operation and ca.re of their 
power machinery in order that it might be operated on as economical 
basis as possible . In an effort t,o bring such information to farm-
ers and operators who used power machinery, we conducted tractor 
schools and combine schools at SUmmerton and in Manning. All farm-
ers in the county vb.ether they used machinery or not were invited 
to these meetings . The attendance was good and we believe that 
the time was well spent • 
. This office has attempted, in addition to holding meetings of this 
type, to pass on to fanners any helpful suggestions on farm machin-
ery that cazne to our hands . 
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Soil Conservation Service: Cooperation has been given to the 
local Soil Conservation Technician in giving publicity in an 
educational way to the Soil Conservation Program in the county. 
Farm visits were made from time to time with him in order to ob-
surve and discuss with the various farmers the type of work being 
done and the advantages that were deriving from it. The progress 
along Soil Conservation lines has been slow but has steadily gain-
ed momentum. as time passed on and with the program being introduced 
from year to year. Too often the farmer thought only of Soil Con-
servation as that of constructing a ditch or a terrace. Their at-
ti tude toward the program noir is beginning to expand and their 
thoughts are turning somewhat to soil conserving and soil building 
crops and practices in addition to drainage and terracing. This, 
we agree, is as it should be. Approximately seventy individual 
farm Soil Conservation agreements have been written during the year. 
This brings the total number of farms under agreement to 233. On 
these farms, it is estimated that a total of 35 acres of Kudzu and 
325 acres of Serecia Lespedeza has been established. Considerable 
attention bas also been given to pasture development throughout the 
county. 
Two meetings were held during the year with local Technician for 
the purpose of completing community organizations for the purpose 
of approaching Soil Conservation problems on a cooperative basis. 
These meetings were attended by representative farmers in each 
community. The consensus of opinion among the group in each case 
was that by working closely together a great deal more could be ac-
complished. The local Technician and myself agree along with the 
leaders that this is a very practical step toward increasing the 
efficiency of Soil Conservation activities in our county. 
Agronomy 
Cotton and tobacco are the chief cash crops in Clarendon County. 
The acreages of cotton in Clarendon County this year was approxi-
mately 32,000 acres which represents an acreage increase of appro-
ximately 12~ over 1946. Boll weevil damage was quite severe in 
some sections of the county. However, I believe the total ginni.nes 
for the season will be very close to last year's total ginnings of 
22,000 bales. The tobacco acreage in the county is around 8000 
acres and is grown by 19 50 growers. The average yield per acre this 
year has been around 1050 pounds which is about 100 pounds per acre 
under 1946. Tobacco averaged approximately 40¢ per pound this year 
which is about 8¢ per pound on an average under last year while cot-
ton sold for an average of about 5¢ per pound under last year. 
I 
It is because of the importance of these two crops to the economical 
well being of our people that a great deal of consideration is always 
given the production of these crops. It seems that as the years go 
by it becomes more important to select the correct soil type, deter-
mine the proper fertilizer requirements, disease control measures, 
secure good seed, properly cultivate as well as careful harvesting 
and preparing for market these two crops. Tobacco acreage will be 
cut severely during 1948 and this brings about more thought as to 
what to do with farm land left vacant as a result of reduction in 
tobacco acreage. 
A special effort has been made to encourage the planting of at least 
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enough small grain to take care of the county needs for grain 
and for grazing purposes. This shou.1d enable us to produce more 
livestock than we have been producing in recent years . However, 
the present high prices for corn and other grains , as well as 
protein supplement, have caused some farmers to hesitate to grow 
hogs and cattle rather than sell their grain . 
Also, holding an important place in our farming set-up, there are 
a few minor crops such as sweet potatoes , cucumbers, tomatoes and 
watermelons that add a little to the income of a few farmers in 
our county. 
Cotton: Five-Acre Cotton Improvement Contest: Seventeen farmers 
completed records in the Five-Acre Cotton Improvement Contest this 
year . Due to several factors such as boll weevil damage, weather 
conditions and difference in fertilizer practices as well as cul-
tural practices , has a wide variation in yields produced by the con-
testants in the contest . A summary of these completed records is 
given below: 
Name Acres Variety Fert. Total 
Cost Cost 
M. R. Jackson 5 Coker1s 100 $97 . 4S $2S2 . 45 
Harriet Lester S Coker•s 100 66. 50 433. 85 
D. C. Plowden S Coker ' s 100 66. 50 307. 70 
S. J . Brogdon 5 Coker •s 100 79 . 00 484. 05 
R. R. Woods 5 Coker's 100 81. 50 353. 35 
J.C . Britton 5 Coker ' s 100 82 . 50 321.00 
M. C. Hodge 5 Coker's 100 47 . 50 313 .90 
H. W. Shipman 5 Coker 1s 100 64.SO 395. 75 
H. P •. Lee 5 Coker ' s 100 76.50 402.75 
Connor Felder 5 Coker1s 100 52 . ,0 282 . 75 
John Cantey 5 Coker 1s 100 71.25 324c75 
Henry Blanding S Coker•s 100 118. oo 426. 15 
w. ~. Brunson 5 Coker1s 100 57oS0 36o. oo 
Heyward McFaddin 5 Coker ' s 100 62 .25 271.90 
J . W. Spry 5 Coker ' s 100 67. 75 310. 70 




















5-A Cotton Contes'tants (Cont 1d . ) 








M. R. Jackson 
Harriet Lester 
D. c. Plowden 
s . J .Brogdon 
R. R. Woods 
J . c. Britton 
M. C. Hodge 
H. W. Shipman 




W. A. Brunson 
Coker's 100 $56. 50 $551. 70 
85 $1, 210 . 20 $6075.91 
5 $ 71.18 $ 357 . 40 
Yield of Cost Value Value 
lint Per Lint Seed 
Per A. Acre Per A. Per A. 
250 $50 . 49 $75.00 $15. 00 
665 86 . 77 219 . 45 55. 57 
345 61 . 54 110. 40 28 . 58 
600 96. 81 198.00 4.5. 00 
410 - 70 .67 130.40 27. 20 
376 64. 20 122. 20 32. 40 
412 62 . 78 133.90 44. 46 
606 79 . 15 193. 92 39 . 20 
600 80. 55 204.oo 31.50 
508 56. 55 162.62 29 . 00 
648 64. 95 207 . 38 44. 85 
1073 85. 23 348. 74 59 . 02 
600 72 .00 189. 00 40. 00 
Heyward McFaddin 428 54. J8 136.96 40 . 45 
J . W. Spry 430 62 .14 122. 03 37 .18 
Dill Gamble 435 56.63 139. 20 37. 00 
R. F. Horton 425 55. 80 138. 40 36.00 
Totals 8811 $1160. 64 $2831.60 $642 . 41 
Average 518 $ 68 . 27 $ 166. 56 $ 37. 78 
Yield 
















177 . 28 
322 . 53 






$ 136. 08 
As will b~ noted, seventeen contestants completed records in the 5-A 
Cotton Improvement Contest in Clarendon County this year. This repre-
sents an increase of six farmers completing records over 1946 when 
( 
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eleven farmers turned in completed records. Twelve of these con-
testants used Coker's 100 Wilt Resistant cotton seed direct from 
the breeder. The remaining five had to use seed one year from the 
breeder due to the fact the supply of breeder's seed was not suf-
ficient to ta.~e care of the needs of the county. The average yield 
of lint cotton per acre of these contestants was about 518 pounds 
vihicb represents a yield of about 175 pounds of lint cotton per acre 
over the county average. The average net profit per acre was $1J6.08. 
We believe that demonstrations of this type have a good influence on 
all cotton growers of the county. ,le notice more interest in improv-
ing cotton production and each year those participating in the improv-
ement contest have to work a little harder to keep the average farmer 
from producing as much or more cotton than he does. Seasons were 
rather fa-worable for the production of cotton until about the time 
most squares began to form then rains set in and boll weevil damage 
in many sections was tremendous. However, with the use of Benzine Hex-
achloride, those farmers who had gotten an early start in the Spring 
and whose cotton had fruited well and early made very satisfactory 
yields. Most of the contestants were fortunate enough to get their 
cotton picked early and without much rain, thereby giving them the best 
in grade on their cotton. The farmers who used seed direct from Coker 
made some more cotton per acre than those who did.not. Those who used 
sufficient fertilizer and top dressing also registered leads over other 
opponents. When it can be pointed out to fanners in the various neigh-
borhoods of the county that the use of proper fertilizer and good seed 
and good cultural practices pay big dividends, it helps a lot. It seems 
that we must reduce the cost of cotton production and increase cotton 
yields if we are to compete with enterprises such as the rayon industry 
which threatens to destroy or seriously handicap cotton farming at this 
time. It is hoped that through the 5-A Cotton Improvment Contest, that 
by better cultural practices, improved fertilizer mixtures and amounts, 
and boll weevil control measures, we will be able to reduce the oost 
of production of cotton to a point where cotton will still be the "king11 
of all :crops. 
The fact that prizes are ·now being offered for county winners has creat-
ed a great deal of interest in the contest among many farmers who have 
shown little interest before. I don 1t think they are particularly inte-
rested in the amount of the prize but they do covet tbe publicity which 
is given the county winners. 
The Clarendon County Market Bureau played a big part in the improvement 
of cotton in Clarendoh County this year. It is agent for Coker1s .Pedi-
greed Seed Company and the management tries to obtain and fairly dis-
tributes as many seed of good quality direct from the breeder as is 
possible. When the supply of direct seed is exhausted, careful attention 
is given to obtaining seed of good quality of known origin from reliable 
seedmen elsewhere. Another factor in good cotton production in Clar~ndon 
County is the fact that perhaps 90% of our cotton is wilt resistant, is 
treated with Ceresan before planting and for the most is one variety. 
Com Production: Notwithstanding the fact that corn is used on every 
farm in Clarendon County to feed all classes of livestock, farmers sell 
annually 75,000 to 100,000 bushels of corn. A dozen or more farmers 
realize the cash income of $10,000.00 or more from corn alone. In view 
of these facts, it is our thought that major attention should be given 
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corn production in Clarendon County. 
Approximately 200 bushels of seed corn, direct from the breeder, was 
distributed to 125 fam.ers this year. During recent years, we have 
conducted variety and fertilizer tests in Clarendon County for the 
benefit of all farmers. The main i terns that we have been trying to 
get over to the Public in general are to (1) increase the number of 
stalks of corn on each acre; (2) that it pays to use 300 or more 
pounds of Nitrate of Soda per acre or its equivalent; (3) that corn 
should be laid by when not more than knee high and (4) that a little 
commercial fertilizers , say 300 or 400 pounds per acre, should be 
used at planting time. 
Efforts to find a strain of Hybrid corn adapted to this locality are 
still being carried on with tests being conducted on a moderate scale 
throughout the county on all of the outstanding Hybrids available . So 
far we have not been able to find any Hybrid that measures up in major 
respects to our standard varieties of cross pollinated corn . Three of 
of farmers namely, Mr. c. W. Sprott , of Summterton, S. c., Mr . N. R. 
Cousar, of Sardinia, S . c. , ani Mr. J . C. Bradham, of Alcolu, s. c. , 
are growing Hybrid corn for seed for T. W. Wood & Son on a contract 
basis. The results they have obtained have been fairly satisfactory 
thus far . The principal demonstrations that we have been able to con-
duct this year deal with local varity yields and the yields of Hybrid 
strains . We were not able to conduct satisfactory fertilizer demon-
strations this year because of a shortage of fertilizer materials and 
especially nitrogen carrying materials which are so necessary to the 
most efficient production of corn. We have , however, made an excell-
ent crop of corn in the county this year. Most corn was planted on 
land which had had a crop of winter legumes turned under in the Spring. 
Some fertilizers were available and the seasons were almost ideal for 
corn growing. 
The following is a summary of variety tests for standard var:ifties con-
ducted in our county this yea:r: 
Name Variety Acres Drill i:fow Yield Per 
Spacing Vfidth Acre 
Dem. 
H. B. Harrington Doutbits 
Prolific 5 1811 4 , 74 
H. B. Harrington · Lathan 1 s 
Double 1811 4, Bo 
Dem. 
D. C. Plowden Lathan ' s 
Double 5 24" 4, 32 
D. C. Plowden Ellis 5 2411 4, 39 
i· Name 
Dem. 
R. B. Mellette 
R. B. Mellette 
Dem. #4 
F . E. DuBose 
F . E.DuBose 
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Vari ety 
Lathan 1s Double 
Douthit 1s Pro-
lific 
Lathan I s Double 
Douthit 1 s Pro-
lific 
Acres Drill Row Yi el d 
Spacing Width Per A 
10 22 11 4, 35 
10 22 11 4, 32 
5 2011 4, 45 
5 20 11 
It will be noted that in the demonstration conducted by Mr . H. B. 
Harrington that Lathan ' s Double lead Douthit 1s Prolific in yield 
by 6 bushels per acre . Both of these corns were planted on land 
in high state of cultivation, with heavy amount of vegetable mater-
ials in the soil. They were fertilized with 300 lbs . of 3- 10- 6 
per acre and side dressed with 150 pound of Nitrate of Soda per 
acre at laying by time. Mr . HaITington feel s that Douthit ' s Pro-
lific excells Lathan 1s Double in hardiness . This is an important 
factor in Eastern Carolina if corn is to be stored since the harder 
corn is the less weevil damage we expect . 
It will be noted in the demonstration by Mr. D. C. Plowden that Ellis 
variety out yiel ded Lathan ' s Double variety by 7 bushels . These 
fields of corn were fertilized with 300 lbs . of 3-9-9 per acre and 
150 lbs . of Soda. The soil type was a thin sandy loam. Ellis variety 
of corn, known as the poor man I s corn, seems to do well on this type 
of soil. It also has some weevil resistance. 
The demonstration by Mr . R. B. Mellette using ten acres each of 
Lathan 1s Double and Douthit ' s Prolific shovred a yield of 3 bushels 
per acre in, favor of Lathan 1s Double. Each of these ten acre plots 
were fertilized with 400 lbs . of 4- 10-6 per acre and side dressed 
with 100 lbs . of Nitrate of Soda . All factors being considered, Mr . 
Mellette considers that there i s little difference in the two varie-
ties of corn so far as value to the farmer is concerned. 
The demonstr ation conducted by Mr . F. E. DuBose consisted of 5 acres 
each of Lathan I s Double and Douthit ' s Prolific , with Lathan I s Doubl e 
leading in yield by four bushels per acre . Mr . DuBose used 400 lbs . 
of 4-10- 6 at planting time and side dressed with 150 lbs . of Nitrate 
of Soda. Mr . DuBose has a very high r egard for Lathan ts Double but 
favors Douthit ' s Prol ific slightly because of a little difference in 
the hardiness . 
Hybrid Corn Demonstrations : Eight farmers in the county conducted 
demonst rations for us in an effort to help us find a strain or variety 
of Hybrid corn adapted to conditions in South Carolina and particularly 
• 
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in Clarendon County. No special treatment was given thes e Hybrids 
but rather they were planted and fertilized just as we normally 
planted our local varieties of corn. This was done because we real-
ize that before a strain of Hybrid corn will be accepted by our farm-
ers, that it must produce economically under conditions which normally 
exist in our county. We have in the past found strains of Hybrid that 
produced corn of a satisfactor"Jr yield but , on the other hand, it was 
very soft and weevil damage, even before harvesting time, was terrific . 
However, we have had some strains of Hybri d that produced very low 
yields but had very good weevil resistance qualities . If and when the 
two factors - high yield and weevil resistance along with well covered 
ears and good strong stalks can be found in a Hybrid, we wil l then be 
in position to greatly expand acreage of Hybrid corn in our county. 
Until such is the case, our farmers will be advised to go very slowly 
on increasing the acreage of Hybrid corn. 
A summary of Hybrid corn demonstrations follows: 
Name 
H. H. Smiley 
H. H. Smiley 
M. L . Sauls 
M. L. Sauls 
R.H . Reaves 
R. H. Reaves 
W. L. Gibbons 
W. L. Gibbons 
R. F. Horton 
R. F. Horton 
A. J . Plowden 
A. J . Plowden 
D. c. Plowden 
D. C. Plowden 



















Vfoods S- 240 
McCurdys 
Vl oods S- 31.5 
McCurdys 
Woods S- 315 
McCurdys 
Funks G- 708 
McCurdys 
Funks G-708 
Woods S- 240 
Funks G- 708 
Funks G- 708 








































Name Acres Variety Row Drill Yield 
Width Spacing Per A 
M. L. Sauls 2 Woods S-240 4, 1811 3.5 
On each of the above farms the same of each strain of Hybrid was plant-
ed . They were planted the same day, on the same soil type, fertilize 
and side dressed with the same amount of material and at the same rate 
and laid by {;t the same time . The reader will bear in mind that the 
foregoing statement applies to each demonstrator individually. A study 
of the results can be very hurridly made . It seems that Funks G- 708 
was a more consista..."rJ.t producer throughout all the tests than the other 
varieties checked. However, Wood's 315 and S- 240 made a fair yield. 
An over-all picture indicates probably very little difference in the 
yields of these corns. Some of them are a little harder than others . 
The relationship as to hardiness between Funks a--id McCurdys corn is 
very close. 
Hybrid Corn Seed Stock Production: Three farmers in the county, Mr. 
N. R. Cousar, of Sardinia, S. c., Mr . J . C. Bradham, of Alcolu, and 
Mr . C. W. Sprott, of Summerton, produced Hybrid corn for seed purposes 
for T. W. Wood & Son this year . They planted two strains of corn for 
a cross , detasseling one strain and leaving the other for pollination 
purposes . This is relatively a new undertald.ng on the part of our 
farmers and it requires a considerable amount of labor at detasseling 
Lime but at other times it requires the same amount of labor and is 
worked the same as any other corn . The growers are furnished seed by 
the seedmen. They, in turn, produce the corn and receive a premium 
of $1. 50 per bushel above the average cash grain price on the Chicago 
and Richmond markets on the day the corn is delivered to the Company. 
At least these growers are rendering an educational service in the 
community because all farmers intheir respective communities will have 
a chance to gain first hand information on how to produce seed stock 
to be sold as Hybrid corn. There is a possibility that when suitable 
Hybrids are developed for this section, that Clarendon County farmers 
may realize considerable :income from growing seed. 
A swmnary of these demonstrations follows : 
Name Acres Yield Cost Returns Profit 
Per A. Per A. Per A. Per A. 
N. R. Cousar 3 27 $29 . 80 $98.34 $68 • .54 
J . c. Bradham 4 32 31. 62 115. 84 84. 22 
c. w. Sprott 12 65 7 8 • .55 23.5 . 30 156. 7.5 
Totals 19 124 $139.97 $449 . 48 $309 . 51 
Average 6. 3 41.3 $ 46 . 65 $149 . 82 $103 . 17 
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It will be noted that in the above demonstrations the average yield 
per acre was 4l . 3 bushels with c. W. Sprott having a yield of 65 
bushels per acre and showing a profit of $156. 7.5 per acre while the 
aver age yield per acre was $103. 17 . Mr . Sprott very successfully 
produced corn this year . He used the row width of 3' 811 and planted 
his corn 15" in the drill , turning under a crop of winter peas be-
fore planting. He fertilized with 600 lbs . of 4-10-6 at planting 
time and side dressed with 200 lbs . of Nitrate of Soda. The combi-
nation - good land, proper fertilizer , a lot of stalks on the acre , 
and proper cultural practices certainly paid off for Mr . Sprott this 
year. It is likely that next year more farmers will be producing 
Hybrid corn seed for sale to the originators . 
Minor Element Corn Treatment Demonstra.tions: This year we cooperated 
with Mr . H. A. Woodle and Mr. W. H. Craven, Extension Agronomists, in 
the application of small amounts of Basic Slag plus mineral mixture , 
Esminel and Basic Slag alone to corn. The purpose of these demonstra-
tions was to determine whether or not the application of these mater-
ials would materially change yields of corn and correct deficiency 
features in the plant . Six farmersparticipated in these demonstrations . 
The following is a summary of results: 
Name Treatment Yield 
1 . Joe Alderman 
2. Ansel McFaddin 
3. D. M. Evans 
4. D. C. Plowden 
5. Homer Bryant 
Plot#l 12½ lbs . Esminel 25 
Plot#2 125 II Basi.c Slag - Mineral mix 28 
Plot#3 250 fl Basic Slag 32 
Plot#4 No treatment 25 
Plot#l 12½ lbs . Esminel 35 
Plot#2 125 II Basic Slag - Mineral mix 38 
Plot#3 250 " Basic Slag 42 
Plot#4 No treatment 35 
Plot#l 12½ lbs . Esminel 19 
Plot,¥2 125 " Basic Slag & Mineral mix 22 
Plot#3 250 11 Basic Slag 2.5 
Plot#4 No treatment 18½ 
Plot#l 12½ lbs . Esminel 
Plot#2 125 11 Basic Slag 
Plot#3 250 11 Basic Slag 
P+ot#4 No treatment 
32 
& Mineral mix 32 
34 
32 
Plot#l 12½ lbs . Esminel 21 
Plot#2 125 11 Basic Slag & Mineral mix 26 
Plot#3 250 11 Basic Slag 29 
Plot#4 No treatment 21 
' 
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(Sununary Minor Element Corn Treatment Demonstrations cont'd.) 
Na.me Treatment Yield 
6. W. J. Jackson ?lot#l 12} lbs. Esminel 28 
Plot,#2 12.5 11 Basic Slag & Mineral mix 29 
Plot#3 2.50 11 Basic Slag 30 
Plot#4 No treatment 28 
In the case of Mr. Ansel McFaddin and Mr. Joe Alderman is pointed out 
that applications of lime were recently applied to the plots and that 
there is no great difference in yield from any of the treatments. How-
ever, in the case of other contestants where no lime had been used 
recently, the application of Basic Slag plus Mineral mixture and Basic 
Slag alone increased the yields from 3 to 7 bushels. The plots received 
125 lbs. of Basic Slag and mineral Eixture per 1/4 acre and 250 lbs. of 
Basic Slag alone per 1/4 acre steadily increased the yield of corn. This 
perhaps is due to the fact that Basic Slag was somewhat readily available 
and had a tendency to correct, to some extent, the acidity of the soil, 
as well as add additional potash. The application of Esminel in this 
county didnot seem to affect the yields of corn. 
Small Grain 
Oat Production: Oat production for feed as grain and hay has consider-
ably increasea in the last two years . This is due in part to the fact 
that a small amount of labor is required and returns per acre are good 
whether used for hay or grain. Another factor -which encourages oat 
production is the fact that it produces winter grazing plus a hay or 
grain crop and the land planted to oats is usually seeded to Kobe lespe-
deza for a fall hay crop. The custom of controlled grazing of oats in 
our county until late winter or early sprin~ is very common. Farmers 
too are using more fertilizer and are top dressing with nitrogen carry-
ing materials whenever they are available. We now have underway, twelve 
demonstrations to show the value of top dressine small grain far grazing 
with Ni tr ate of Soda. The following is a summary of oat demonstrations 
in our county which are intended to show the difference in Fulgrain and 
Victor grain varieties when harvested for grain: 
Naine Acres Yield Cost Profit Variety 
Per A. PerA. Per A. 
P. H. Hodge 2.5 48 bus. $28.90 $44.10 Fulgrain 
P. H. Hodge 25 56 II $31.20 $52.80 Victor grain 
Rate of seeding: 3 bushels 
Date of seeding: Nov. 15 
Fertilizer 400 lbs. 3-10-6 and 100 lbs. soda 
,, 
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(Summary Minor Element Corn Treatment Demonstrations cont 1d. ) 
Name Treatment Yield 
6. v1 . J . Jackson Plot#l 12½ lbs . Esminel 28 
Plot#2 125 11 Basic Slag & Mineral mix 29 
Plot#3 250 11 Basic Slag 30 
Plot#4 No treatment 28 
In the case of Mr . Ansel McFaddin and Mr . Joe Alderman is pointed out 
that applications of lime were r ecently applied to the plots and that 
there is no great difference in yield from any of the treatments . How-
ever, in the case of other contestants where no lime had been used 
recently, the application of Basic Slag plus Mineral mixture and Basic 
Slag alone increased the yields from 3 to 7 bushels . The plots received 
125 lbs. of Basic Slag and mineral mixture per 1/4 acre and 250 lbs . of 
Basic Slag alone per 1/4 acre steadily increased the yield of corn. This 
perhaps is due to the fact that Basic Slag was somewhat readily available 
and had a tendency to correct, to some extent, the acidity of the soil , 
as well as add additional potash. The application of Esminel in this 
county didnot seem to affect the yields of corn. 
Small Grain 
Oat Production: Oat production for feed as grain and hay has consider-
ably increased in the last two years . This is due in part to the fact 
that a small amount of labor is required and returns per acre are good 
whether used for hay or grain. Another factor vmich encourages oat 
production is the fact that it produces winter grazing plus a hay or 
grain crop and the land planted to oats is usually seeded to Kobe lespe-
deza for a fall hay crop . The custom of controlled grazing of oats in 
our county until late winter or early sprin~ is very common. Farmers 
too are using more fertilizer and are top dressing with nitrogen car!"IJ-
ing materials whenever they a.re available . We now have underway, twelve 
demonstrations to show the value of top dressing small grain far grazing 
with Nitrate of Soda. The following is a summary of oat demonstrations 
in our county which a.re intended to show the difference in Fulgrain and 
Victor grain -varieties when harvested for grain: 
Name Acres Yield Cost Profit Variety 
Per A. PerA . Per A. 
P. H. Hodge 25 48 bus. $28. 90 $44.10 Fulgrain 
P.H. Rodge 25 56 II $31 . 20 $52. 80 Victor grain 
Rate of seeding: 3 bushels 
Date of seeding: Nov. 1S 
Fertilizer 400 lbs . 3-10-6 and 100 lbs . soda 
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(Oat demonstrations continued) 
Name Acres Yield 
Per A. 
M. G. Hemingway 20 42 bus. 
M. G. Hemingway 20 52 II 
Seeding rate: 4 bushels 





Fertilizer . 150 lbs. Ni tr ate of Soda . 
c. w. Sprott l2 55 $32.65 
c. w. Sprott 5 40 $26.70 
Seeding rate: 2 bushels 













It will be noted from the above demonstrations that when harvested 
for grain the Victor grain variety of oats used leads Fulgrain by 
from 10 to 15 percent. The controlled grazing results on these plots 
were the same. It Will also be noted that f olloV'l]llg each demonstration, 
the seeding rate, the date of seeding and the fertilizer used is given. 
In each case, the different varieties were seeded at the sametime, at 
the same rate and the same fertilizer was applied. We still have several 
farmers who stick to Fulgrain oats but a number of farmers who have plant-
ed Victor grain for the first time this year are very well pleased and 
plan to increase a proportion of their crop planted to Victor grain next 
year. 
Ylheat Production: Wheat production in Clarendon County is attracting 
the attention of more farmers year by year. Farmers have been urged, 
wherever practical, to plant sufficient amounts of wheat to take care 
of their home needs and a.L'so to plant some for Il'arket. Those farmers 
planting wheat for market have been very well pleased this year - some 
farmers planting as much as 200 acres while the average farmer could 
only plant 10 to 15 acres. One draw back to wheat production in Clar-
endon County is the fact that there are many small farms and some of 
them are ha.Id to get to with combines. However, now that fanners select 
their wheat fields with this in mind, they do not experience so much 
trouble from this standpoint. 
Tractors, combines and farm machimry in general are somewhat more 
plentiful this yea:r and little difficulty has been encountered by farm-
ers in gathering their wheat. In Clarendon County we have some of the 
finest wheat lands in the State. This statement is substantiated by 
high yields of wheat produced by many of our farmers. We were unable 
to conduct fertilizer tests on wheat this year due to shortage of ferti-
li~er materials. However, we were able to check in a few cases the 





Hodge Bros . 
Hodge Bros . 
Seeding r ate : 
Seeding date: 
Fertilizer : 
E. A. Stone 
E. A. Stone 
Seeding rate : 
Seeding date : 
Fertilizer : 
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Wheat Variety Tests 
Acres Yi el d 
Per A. 
100 32 bus. 











400 lbs . 4-10- 6 and 100 lbs . Soda 
30 
20 
35 bus . 
30 " 
5 pks . 
October 30 
$29 . 50 
$28. 60 
200 lbs . 4- 10-6 and 150 lbs . Soda 
M. G. Hemingway 20 31 bus . $31. 60 $47. 45 
M. G. Hemingway 20 25 It $31. 60 $38. 15 
Seeding rate: l½ bushels 
Seeding date: November 12 








It is our opinion that the above report is a fair sample of how the two 
varieties - Hard.ired and Red Heart - compare in our county. Hodge Bros . 
of Paxville told me yesterday that they had consistently found Hardired 
to be a better yielding wheat , ·to stand cold with less damage, and that 
mu.ch less falling and or lodging was experienced indicating a stronger 
stalk. 
It will be noted also from these demonstrations that Hard.ired wheat has 
been more profitable from the standpoint of dollars and cents to our 
farmers. In each of these demonstrations , t he seeding rate, the date of 
seeding and the fer tilizer were the same for the two varieties - Red 
Heart and Hardired. 
I might also add that this point, even though it has no connection with 
these demonstrations, that ·the acreage of small grain, including wheat, in 
Clarendon County is about 25% greater than last year. 
Wheat Acreage: Wheat production for t he past six years in Clarendon 
County by acres , according to the best information that we can get, is 
as follows: J 
y / 





1941 - 1942 
1942 - 1943 
1943 - 1944 
1944 - 1945 
1945 - 1946 









Legumes for Hay 
Lespedeza: The use of Kobe lespedeza for hay has increased per-
haps 30 to 3.5 percent over 1946. Lespedeza is easy to plant and is 
usually planted on oats and lightly harrowed in during the month of 
February. The enter-planting of lespedeza with oats does not reduce 
the yield of oats at all and when oats are harvested the lespedeza 
comes along to produce a good hay crop. No breaking of the land is 
necessary so the labor involved is not very great. Lespedeza·meets 
with favor on most of our farms. It produces a very high quality hey. 
In the past, farmers have made the mistake, due to inexperience, of 
waiting until lespedeza becones too woody or too mature before it is 
cut for hay. This mistake has been largely overcome. This year the 
majority of our farmers cut their hay just about the right time. 
The fact that lespedeza, which has been kept reasonably free from weeds, 
can be cut and baled within 48 to 72 hours is one of the outstanding ad-
vantages of lespedeza for hay in this counfy, since other hay crops 
adapted to this section require much longer curing season before baling. 
I should not be surprised to see lespedeza replace cowpeas for hay on 
almost all fanns in the county which have land adapted to the produc-
tion of lespedeza. However, the planting of cowpeas for hay as well as 
soybeans still holds an important place in our hay program, due to the 
fact that not all farms have land suitable for the production of lespe-
deza in areas large enough sto supply their hay needs. Another thing 
about soy beans and cowpeas, when it is time to cut hay they will stand 
for a few days without becoming damaged. Another factor in favor of 
lespedeza is that in almost every case it out yields cowpeas for hay and 
also produces hay of excellent quality. 
The following is a comparison of lespedeza and<eowpeas for hay on repre-
sentative farms in Clarendon County during 1947: 
Comparison of Lespedeza and Cowpeas for Hay 
Yield Cost Profit 
Name Crop Acres Per A. Per A. Per A. 
N. R, Cousar Lespedeza 10 2.3 tons $28.80 $63.20 
N. R. Cousar Cowpeas 8 1J.. Tl $24.75 $2.5.25 4 
Joe Witherspoon Lespedeza 20 21,_ 4 tons $31.80 $,58 .20 





1941 - 1942 
1942 - 1943 
1943 - 1944 
1944 - 1945 
1945 - 1946 
1946 - 1947 
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Acres 
5040 . 00 
4000 . 00 




Legumes for Hay 
Lespedeza: The use of Kobe lespedeza for hay has increased per-
haps 30 to 35 percent over 1946. Lespedeza is easy to plant and is 
usually planted on oats and lightly harrowed in during the month of 
February. The enter- planting of lespedeza with oats does not reduce 
the yield of oats at all and when oats are harvested the lespedeza 
comes along to produce a good hay crop . No breaking of the land is 
necessary so the labor involved is not very great . Lespedeza·meets 
with favor on most of our farms . It produces a very high quality hay. 
In the past, farmers have made the mistake, due to inexperience, of 
waiting until lespedeza becones too woody or too mature before it is 
cut for hay. This mistake has been largely overcome. This year the 
majority of our farmers cut their hay just about the right time . 
The fact that lespedeza, which has been kept reasonably free from weeds, 
can be cut and baled within 48 to 72 hours is one of the outstanding ad-
vantages of lespedeza for hay in tbis count,v, since other hay crops 
adapted to this section require much longer curing season before baling. 
I should not be surprised to see lespedeza replace cowpeas for hay on 
almost all fann.s in the county which have land adapted to the produc-
tion of lespedeza. However, the planting of cowpeas for hay as well as 
soybeans still holds an important place in our hay program, due to the 
fact that not all farms have land suitable for the production of lespe-
deza in areas large enough sto supply their hzy needs . Another thing 
about soy beans and cowpeas, when it is time to cut hay they will stand 
for a few days without becoming damaged. Another factor in favor of 
lespedeza is that in almost every case it out yields cowpeas for hay and 
also produces hay of excellent quality • 
The following is a comparison of lespedeza and ~owpeas for hay on repre-
sentative farms in Clarendon County during 1947: 
Comparison of Lespedeza and Cowpeas for Hay 
Yield Cost Profit 
Name Crop Acres Per A. Per A. Per A. 
N. R. Cousar Lespedeza 10 2. 3 tons $28. 80 $63. 20 
N. R. Cousar Cowpeas 8 l¼ fl $24. 75 $25. 25 
Joe Witherspoon Lespedeza 20 2.!. 4 tons $31. 80 1P58.20 
Joe Witherspoon Cowpeas 10 1 ton $21.60 $18. 40 
' 
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(Comparison of Lespedeza and Cowpeas for Hay continued) 
Yield Cost Profi.D 
Name Crop Acres Per A. Per A. Per A. 
Ray McFaddin Lespedeza 5 2 tons $27 . 60 $52 . 40 
Ray McF addin Cowpeas 6 3/4" $20 . 50 $19 . 50 
It will be noted from the above records that in each case lespedeza 
produced a much higher yield per acre than the cowpeas - one farmer 
producing a yield of 2.3 tons of good hay per acre, at a profit of 
$63 . 20 . No fertilizer was applied on any of these demonstrations . 
Lespedeza cost a little more and requires a little more labor but at 
the same time, as will be noted, yields per acre are higher and also 
profits per acre . 
A long and continued rainy season this year resulted in the total 
loss of cowpeas for hay on many farms since rain seriously effects 
the quality of cowpea hay when it is e.:,g:>osed to it . Many farmers 
cut their hay and we ~·e never able to rake it because of from eight 
to ten days rain follovdng cutting. 
Alfalfa: Alialfa is grown to a very limited extent in Clarendon 
County. However, thirty to thirty- five acres is now being success-
fully grown in the county . 
Mr . G. C. Sugg , of Alcolu, and Mr . H. W. Shipman, of Manning, so far 
as can be determined, were the first farmers to grow alialfa success-
fully in the county. Their work with alfalfa begun about 1940 . Three 
or four farmers have been growing or attempting to grow alfalfa for 
the past two or three years . Experience teaches us that alfalfa nust 
be planted on a soil which is in a high state of cultivation and is 
well drained if the crop is to be successful. It also requires liber-
al fertilization, particularly fertilizers with a high analysis of 
potash and phosphorus . The most common fertilizer to the crop is 600 
to 800 lbs. of 3-9- 9 and 600 lbs . of acid phosphate . 100 lbs . of pot-
ash and 50 lbs . of Borax per acre . The fertilizer should be applied 
in three applications - one in winter and the other two following cut-
tings beginning about May 15th. Lessthere be no mistake about the 
use of Borax, if alfalfa is to be successfully produced in our county. 
In no case have we been able to get favorable results without the use 
of Borax. It seems that our soils are so highly deficient in Boran 
that a crop requiring much of the element will not grow unless we supply 
it ourselves . We are not too enthusiastic about the possibilities of 
alfalfa as a ~y crop in Clarendon County so far . · However, as a matter 
of infonnation, the following summary of results with alfalfa in our 
county, which we think a.re fair examples , is submitted: 
Alfalfa for Hay 
Planting Seeding Number 
Name Crop Acres Date Rate Per A. Cuttings 
H. w. Shipman Alfalia 10 Sept . 25 35 3 
G. c. Sugg Alfalfa 6 Sept . 18 30 4 
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(Summary Continued) 
Yield Cost Profit 
Name Per A. Per A. Per A. 
H. w. Shipman 4 tons $65.80 $94.20 
G. c. Sugg 3. 8 fl $68.70 $83.30 
It will be noted from the above summary that Mr. Shipman got three 
cuttings, producing 4 tons per acre with a profit of $94.20 per 
acre while Mr. Sugg received four cuttings and 3.8 tons per acre 
at a profit of $83.30. Another factor in favor of alfalfa in our 
county is the fact that it can be lightly grazed by cattle, poultry 
and swine from October 15th. to around March 1st. It seems that 
when grazing is controlled, that it does not in anyway, reduce the 
yield of hay the following summer. There is no question that alfal-
fa is a hay of good quality. It is relished by all of our most 
common livestock and is an important ingredient when properly manu-
factured in poultry and turkey feed. On a small scale it might pay 
more farmers to grow alfalfa. The few farmers producing it now 
find a ready sale for top quality and leafy hay to mills manufactur-
ing poultry feed. 
Permanent Pastures 
Interest in permanent pastures in Clarendon County has been good 
this year. Twenty-eight farmers were assisted and given recommen-
dations for the establishment of 162 acres of permanent pastures. 
Assistance to them consisted of recommendations as to location of 
pastures, the most desirable soil and water conditions, fertilizer 
recoIIII!lendations and coITect seeding practices. Farmers are now tak-
ing the business of pasture establishment rather seriously rather 
than just going out and selecting some piece of idle land and sowing 
a bunch of expensive seed on it that has no chance of ever producing 
arry volume of grazing. It is not uncommon to see farmers fertilizing 
their pastures and reseeding patch up places in the field. This was 
almost an unheard of thing several years ago. We have in the county 
a few examples of what good pasture management w.i.11 do. It is now 
almost unanimously agreed by all pasture minded people that pastures, 
if they are to produce good grazing in volume, nnist be given as much 
or more attention from the standpoint of controlled grazing, proper 
soil types and fertilization, as any other crop on too farm. 
This yea:r Mr. C. w. Sprott, of Summerton, s. c., conducted a pasture 
treatment demonstration in cooperation with the Extension Agronomist 
and this office. The following is a summary of observations made on 
this pasture after treatment during the year. Mr. Sprott says, how-
ever, that it is hard for a casual visitor to understand just how 
valuable these treatments were. 
Observations: Pasture Demonstration 
County: Clarendon 
Fann: C. W. Sprott 
Location: 3½ miles north of Summerton 
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(0bservation Summary continued) 
Soil type: Dunbar 
Upland or Bottomland: Bottomland 
Date established: February 1947 
Date checked: 9/22/47 
Observed : W. H, Craven 
Other observers : S, A. Redfearn 
E: 90-100 VG: 80- 90 G: 70- 80 S: 60-70 P: 40-60 F: Failure - None 
Plot Grasses Legumes 
No. Treatment 
(Check) 6/15/47 White Lespe-
Dallis Bermuda AV . Clover deza Hop AV . 
l. 500# 3- 9-9 VG G G+ VG VG G VG 
2 . Same E VG VG E VG VG VG 
3. Same VG VG VG G G G G 
Continued 
Plot Condition Average 
No . Vigor 1,'leeds Av. Rating 
1 . E E E E 
2. • E E E 
3. E E E E 
Continued 
Plot Grasses Legumes 
No . Treatment 
Dallis Bermuda AV . White C. Les . Hop . AV 
1. 1000# 3-12-12 E VG E E VG VG VG 
2. 1000# 3-12..,.12F E VG E E VG VG VG 
500# Basic Slag 
3. 1000#0-12-12 E VG E E VG VG VG 
Continued 
Name Condition Average 
Plot Vigor Weeds Av. Rating 
1. E E E E 
2. E E E E 
3. E E E E 
Remarks : This is a very fine pasture with a vigorous , well balanced sod 
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Continued 
of grass and legumes. Even with approxima-r,ely 3 animal units per acre 
now grazing, the pasture is much under-grazed. 
It w.i.11 be noted from the above summary that Mr. Sprott was able to 
graze thirty head of cattle on his pasture from about April 1st. to 
October 31st. I had occasion to see this pasture from time to time 
during the year and at no time during the grazing season was there a 
shortage of grazing for his cattle. I visited the pasture about Octo-
ber 15th. The cattle were still grazing sufficiently and the only 
reason I could see wey they could not go on for the entire year grazing 
was the fact that frost was soon to come and kill the grass. Mr. Sprott 
is a great believer in good pastures. He and the Soil Conservation Tech-
nicia:q, Mr. John Dukes, did an outstanding piece of work with this pas-
ture. They attribute the success with the pasture largely to: (1) the 
selection -of a desirable location and soil type; (2) the proper' prepara-
tion of the soil; (3) seeding a reconnnended pasture mixture consisting 
of Dallis grass, Corrnn.on lespedeza, Kobe lespedeza and Korean lespedeza 
along with White Dutch cloverJ (4) judicious and lilieral use of lime, 
superphosphate and potash; (5) practice controlled grazing during the 
first year after pasture was established. 
Fescue 
A.lta & Kentucky 31: For the first time in the history of the county, 
twenty fanrers are planting a few acres of Alta or Kentucky 31 Fescue. 
About sixty to seventy acres have been seeded in the county this year, 
the acreage bring about equally divided between the two strains. We 
are looking forward with great interest to see just what place Fescue 
will take in our grazing program and if it may replace some of the things 
we are now using. 
The following farmers have seeded one or two varieties of Fescue this 
year: S. E. Wolff, C. W. Sprott, Ray McFaddin, E. B. Gamble, L. B. 
Rivers, M. L. Sauls, R.R. Woods, L. L. Brannon, Joe Moore, J. F. Gray-
son, Jr., H. W. Shipman, and' Bill Millsap. \ 
Our complete records on the amount of seed per acre, the va=iety and 
nomber of acres, soil type, fertilizer and grazing furnished by this 
crop will be kept and a more complete report can be made next year. 
Annual Grazing 
Interest in annual grazing crops in the county is increasing each year. 
Many fanners, who do have desirable pasture sites on their farms, have 
resorted to annual grazing crops which will grow on a greater variety of 
soils than pasture grasses. Many of them now are inclined to prefer 
annual grazing crops to permanent pastures because of the fact that through 
properly regulated plantings, annual grazing crops will provide grazing for 
approximately ten months out of the year i'lhile permanent pastures at the 
best will not provide more than six or seven months. 
Dairyci:en• are also turning their eyes toward a system of annual grazing 
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for their dairy cattle. Mr. J. M. Eaddy, Dairyman of Manning , plants 
a mixture of oats, 3 bushels; barley, one bushel; meat , one bushel; 
and 40 lbs. of vetch for his winter grazing . The planting is made 
about September 15th. Three hundred pounds of 4-10-'6 is applied per 
acre. Th:is mixture furnishes succulent grazing for his cattle from 
October 15th. 1.'.Iltil the following June. He then seeds the same area 
to lespedeza or Brown Top Millet. This millet and lespedeza will pro-
vide reasonable graffing until Septenber. It has been a custom in the 
past to use Pearl :Millet largely when the millets are used for grazing 
but experience with Brown Top this past year has led Mr . Eaddy to be-
lieve that it excels pearl millet as a grazing crop. Mr. Eaddy states 
that he planted 30 acres of annual grazing for 115 to 120 head of 
cattle. This indicates that each acre planted took care of four head 
of cat,tle. 
Barley 
Barley Production: Barley is not popular as a grain crop in Clarendon 
County. However, a good many fann.ers use it in annual grazing mixtures. 
Ten or twelve fann.ers, of Manning and vicinity, have been planting five 
to ten acres of barley for grazing and to be harvested for grain in the 
spring for the past four or five years . They figure that they usually 
get a yield of 30 to 35 bushels per acre andthat the cost of production 
per bushel is below that of corn per bushel. It is entirely possible 
that in the future, barleJr may become one of the chief grain cropsin the 
county. 
Grain Sorghums 
Grain sorghums are not grown to any great extent in Clarendon County. 
Vfe perhaps have approximately 600 acres planted for grazing and in com-
bination with hay crops and about 500 acres for grain. For example: 
Quite a few farmers use a little Hegari or some other dwarf grain sor-
ghum to mix With cowpeas when they are broadcast for hay. Small plots 
of Martin I s Combine Milo wereplanted by two different farmers in the 
county early in August. We find that it produces well - perhaps equal 
almost to corn per bushels yields. It grows to be about 2½ feet high 
and can be combined relatively easy. One objection to combine milo is 
the fact that it mildews in the field if planted to reach maturity just 
before 'killing frost. Another objection is the fact that seed are in-
clined to heat when stored. This makes the problem of storing the grain 
for any length of time or saving it for seed a big one. I believe though 
that these grain sorghums provide some protection to us in the event that 
excessive dry weather or excessive rains or anything else might destroy 
or considerably reduce the yield of our normal corn crop. 
TOBACCO 
Nineteen hundred and forty-nine farmers in Clarendon County produced 
8390 acres of flue-cured tobacco this year. The crop aold for an aver-
age of about 40¢ per pound. The average yield per acre is estimated 
to be 1050 pounds. Great strides have been made in the improvement of 
.I 
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the tobacco crop especially from a standpoint of poundage per acre 
during recent years. There has been also a noted increase in the 
number of farmers who laid particular emphasis on theproduction of 
high quality tobacco year after year. We did, however, disregard 
quail ty to some extent during the war years when the demand was great-
er for flue-cured tobacco in order that we might produce as many pounds 
as possible. The situation has changed now. Farmers are being asked 
to reduce their tobacco acreage 28% in 1948. This means a loss of approx-
im.ate1¥ 23.50 acres in Clarendon c'ounty and based on this year's price and 
average yield a reduction in farm income to tobacco farmers from their 
crop of around $950, 000. 00. It is, therefore, necessary that we do every-
thing possible to produce as much poundage of real, high quality tobacco 
as we possibly can on our allotted acreage. It is with this in mind that 
we give special attention to our tobacco crop from the selection of land 
to the marleting of the crop. Tobacco , after all, contrary to the belief 
of some people who have never grown it , requires some work, whether in 
preparing for the crop or actually working , at least eleven months out 
of the year. We are bothered with more tobacco diseases and insects as 
the years go by. It seems that good progress is being made toward com-
bating these diseases and we wish at this point to give credit to Dr . 
E. A. . McGee , Extension Tobacco Specialist, for having dome more in the 
opinion of many of our fanners to better the tobacco situation in Clar-
endon County than any one man . 
We have not attempted to keep detailed records on any tobacco farmer's 
work this year. We lmow, in general, what their practices are, what 
the approximate cost of production is and, of course, sales receipts 
tell us whether or not we have made money. However, we are concerned 
with improving the fertilizer practices used by some farmers and offer 
a summary of two fertilizer demonstrations on tobacco: 
Name Variety 
Fertilizer 
Acres Treatment Per A. 
Yield 
Per A. 
W. L. Gibbons Excelsior 2 
W. L. Gibbons Excelsior 2 
Douglas McFaddin Yellow Gold 2 
Douglas McFaddin Yellow Gold 2 
Demonstrations continued 
Na.me 
W. L. Gibbons 
W. L. Gibbons 
Cost per Acre 
$110 . 00 
$110 . 00 
500 lbs . 4-10-6 1986 
Side dress 
150 lbs. S . Potash Mg . 
50 lbs . Soda 
600 lbs . 4-10-6 1003 
800 lbs . 3-9-6 1291 
Side dress 150# S. Pot mg . 
50# Soda 
1200 lbs . 3- 9-6 1460 
Labor income per Acre 
$537 .oo 




Name Cost per Acre Labor income per Acre 
Douglas McFadd.in $121.50 $427. 55 
Douglas McF add.in $126.60 $534. 40 
It v'ill be noted in the case of Mr . W. L. Gibbons that side dressing 
tobacco with 150 lbs . of S. Potash Mg . plus 50 lbs. of Soda in split 
applications returned a dividend of $97 .40 per acre . Mr . Gibbons ' 
tobacco was planted on a heavy soil type, high in vegetable matter. 
In the demonstration using only 600 lbs . of 4-10-6 with no potash as 
aside dresser, it will be noted that the yield was only 1003 lbs . per 
acre . This was due in part to the rank growt.h of tobacco which never 
matured for harvest due to a leguminous crop by turning under preced-
ing the tobacco. The quality of the tobacco that was harvested seem-
ed to excell that of the higher yielding plot. 
The demonstration by Douglas Mc.Faddin indicates that 1200 lbs. of 
3-9-6 was more profitablethan the use of 800 lbs . of 3-9-6 plus 150 
lbs . of S. Potash Mg. and 50 lbs . of Soda. One factor that must not 
go unnoticed in the demonstration of Douglas McFaddin - where side 
dressing was used is the fact that the area planted suffered severe 
damage from nematode infestation. This situation clearly demonstrates 
that we must do everything possible to develop nematode resistant vari-
eties of tobacco and try to avoid planting tobacco on lands which 
carried nematodes . 
I don't believe that these records are a true picture of the value of 
additional potash and soda for tobacco in Clarendon County because our 
soils generally are highly deficient in potash and magnesium. 
Weed Control in Tobacco Beds : The practice of treating tobacco beds 
at least sixty to ninety days with Cyanamid alone or a combination of 
Cyanamid and Uramon is r apidly increasing in Clarendon County. This 
practice is an excellent labor saving method and when Uramon is used 
some disease control is obtained. 
More Clarendon County· farmers have treated their plant bed sites to 
control weeds this year than ever in the history of the county. They 
are becoming more familiar with correct methods of treatment and, there-
by, obtain more satisfactory results . 
The following are examples of results obtained by Clarendon County 
farmers on the use of Cyanamid alone and Cyanamid and Uramon together : 
Name W. J . Jackson 
Address Manning, S. C. Rl 
County Clarendon 
Square yards of bed treated 1400 
Dates treated October 15th. 
Old or new bed New 
Material used for treatment Cyanamid and Uramon 
' 
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How was treatment applied: 
Amt. worked into soil ¼ lb. per sq. yd. 
Amt. applied on top of soil ¼ lb. per sq. yd. 
When was fertilizer applied: 
Along with treatment? No 
At seeding time: Yes 
Amount of fertilizer used per 100 yards of bed 200 
Analysis 3-9-6 
Date planted: January 4th. 
lbs. 




Name N. Z. Andrews 
Address Manning, 8. C. Rl 
County Clarendon 
Square yards of bed treated 400 
Dates treated October 15th. 
01 d or new bed Old 
Material used for trea~ment Cyanamid 
Amount used per 100 square yards: 
Ura.mon O lbs. 
Cyanamid---.1.....--lb. 
How was treatment applied: 
Fair Poor ___ _ 
Amt. worked into soil 3/4 lbs. per sq. yd. 
Amt. applied on top of soil 1/4 lb. per sq. yd. 
When was fertilizer applied: 
Along with treatment? Yes 
At seeding time? No 
Amourt of fertilizer used per 100 yards of bed 200 lbs. 
Analysis 3-9-6 ------
Date planted: Jan. 15th. 
Were weeds around bed area destroyed at or before treatment? Yes 
Control received: 
Excellent Fair 
Good --x-- Poor ___ _ 
# 
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Name R.R. Woods 
Address New Zion, S. c. 
County Clarendon 
Square yards of bed treated 1200 
Dates treated February 28th. 
Old or new bed Old 
Material used for treatment Cyanamid 
Amount used re r 100 square yards: 
Uramon O lbs. 
Cya.riami .....d---..... 1,-----lb s. 
How was treatment applied: 
Amt. worked into soil 3/4 lbs. per sq. yd. 
Amt. applied on top of soil 1/4 lbs. per sq.yd. 
When was fertilizer applied: 
A.long w.i.th treatment: Yes 
Along at seeding time: No 





Were we.eds around bed area destroyed at or before treatment: Yes 
Control received: 
Excellent Fair 
Good --x-- Poor ___ _ 
The above reportson weed control are results obtained in our county 
during the past year. It will be noted that these farmers rate these 
chemicals very satisfactory for the control of weeds. The average 
estimate is that the treatment saves at least 80% of the labor that 
is usually required to pick weeds from tobacco beds. This is a big 
factor since labor is short at the time when beds need to be weeded. 
I estimate that 100,000 yards have been treated this fallo 
Blue Mold Control: Fermate largely replaced all other blue mold 
control measures used by our farmers this past Spring. Blue mold in-
jury to tobacco plant beds, which goes uncontrolled, is very destruc-
tive. Quite often the entire area of the plant bed will be almost, 
if not completely, destroyed. Because of the seriousness of the dam-
age that blue mold can have on the fin~~cial results of a tobacco 
crop, it is extremely important that everything possible be done to 
guard against such damage . Fermate properly used, either in the dust 
or liquid form, seems to be answer to the problem. A few farmers 
are still holding on to Paradichlorobenzine crystals for blue mold 
control. They, however, are experienced with its use and are equip-
ped properly for applying it. 
ll 
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The following reports will indicate results obtained by Fermate and 
PDB in our county: 
County Clarendon 
Nam~ L. C. Prothro 
Address Manning, s.c . 
Square yards of treatment 1000 yards 
Kind of material used for treating Fermate 
Date blue mold first appeared on plantbeds March 15 
fas blue mold present before first treatment was given No 
Number of treatments given during season 8 times ----
How often treated? (days between treatment) J to 4 days 
Ho~,as treatment applied? Dust or spray Both Total pounds of material us-ed-=-""'du_r.,..in_g_s_e....,a._s_o_,n.__ _ ...,,2,_,,5,.,,0 _____ _ 
Kind of cover used, heavy lightx medium plantbed cover 
Was heavy cover used Wet, No dry, 0 
Did you get complete control or partial control? Complete 
Was there any delay in transplanting due to mold injury? No ------
Remarks: Ferm.ate properly used will give satisfactory control for 
Blue Mold in tobacco plant beds. 
County Clarendon 
Name R. R. Woods 
Address New Zion, S. c. 
Square yards of treatment 1200 yards _.,...,..-------=-----,-------Kind of material used for treating Fermate 
Date blue mold first appeared on plantbeds February 28 
Was blue mold present before first treatment No 
Number of treatments given durint; season --a-t- J.lll~.-e-s ___ _ 
How often treated? (days between treatment) 3-4 days 
How was treatment applied: Dust form 
Total pounds of material used during season 400 lbs. 
Kind of cover used: heavy light x med-ium ___ p_l_a_n_t_b_e_d- co- ver 
Was heavy cover used? Wet, No Dry, :x'. 
Did you get complete control or partial control? Complete --,,--=-----,=-----Was there any delay in transplanting due to mold injury No -------
County ·Clarendon 
Name J . Belton Baker 
Address New Zion, S. C. 
Square yards of plantbed treated 800 yards . 
Kind of material used for treating: P. D. B. 
Date blue mold first appeared on plantbeds March 15th. 
Jas blue mold present before first treatment was given Yes 
Number of treatments given during season4 times ---------How often treated? 10 days between treatment 
How was treatment applied? Crystal form 
Total amount of material used during season 200 lbs. 
How was it applied? Broadcast by hand 
On plantbed cover raised above plants, No 
On plantbed cover do-wn on plants Yes 
PDB applied directly on plants No ----Was heavy cover used: Wet, yes 
i 
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Did you get complete control or partial control? Complete 
Was there any delay in transplanting due to mold injury? No 
It will be noted that farmers using PDB and Fermate report that 
it is satisfactory for controlling blue mold. Fertmate introduced 
as a control measure in 1946 was not available in sufricient quanti-
ties to supply farmers needing it - neither was blue mold damage as 
severe as in 1947 . However, reasonable quantities were available 
this year and a large number of farmers took advantage of it. Fer-
mate is safe and is easily applied and can be used by the rank and 
file of people. 
Paradicblorobenzine has been the leading blue mold control measure 
in our county for several years with only a few farmers using it . 
It is , as has been pointed out, a good control measure for blue mold 
when properly used. However, unless a farmer is able to apply it him-
self there is rarely a day hand or other tenants interested enough or 
has enough ability to do the job . This may result in serious damage 
to plants or have no effect on mold da~age. 
COVER CROPS 
Clarendon County farmers have planted 15, 000 lbs . of Austrian Winter 
peas, 19000 lbs. of Dixie Wonder peas, 1000 lbs . of Hairy vetch and 
6000 lbs . of Common vetch for winter cover crops . Seventeen hundred 
farmers have par- ticipated in planting one or more of these winter 
legumes . Farmers are beginning to fully realize that the planting 
of winter cover crops for soil-euilding purposes is a very profitable 
business . These seeds cost the farmer very little, if anything . In 
many cases there was no payment for the farmer ' s allotment of these 
seed. 
The Dixie Wonder pea, which was introduced in our county last year, 
is gaining very rapidly in popularity. It can be planted three weeks 
to a month later than the Austrian Winter pea and will produce a good 
growth to turn under two to three weeks earlier than the Austrian Winter 
pea. They are notas resistant to extreme cold as the Austrian Winter pea 
but we believe that , as a general thing , our winters are mild enough 
that no serious damage will be done to the crop . Vetch is also a good 
.tinter legume . The A. A. A. allows farmers to mix vetch and oats for 
grazing and the practice is rather common in our locality. When oats , 
intended to be cut , have vetch enterplanted, the hay is of much higher 
quality due to the oat protein content that the vetch plant adds to the 
feed. All of these crops are important during the winter to prevent 
washing away of the soil and leaching of plant foods . 
Pfi'~NUTS 
The acreage of peanuts in Clarendon County is hardly worth mentioning . 
A few small patches are planted here and there over the county for home 
use . I doubt that as much as 50 acres will be planted in the county 





There were twelve registered boars and eighteen registered gilts or 
soYra placed in the county this year. Farmers have been given the 
best information available on swine sanitation, hog lot equipment 
and improved feeding practices . 
Through our State Veterinary Department, Dr . w. F. Rawlinson, is 
authorized to vaccinate hogs for farmers on a cost of vacine basis . 
It is estimated that 200 farmers bave availed themselves of his ser-
vices during the year. This service has meant a great deal to farm-
ers especially has it meant a great deal to small fanners who have 
only eight to ten hogs and are not able financ:El.ly to pay the cost 
of the trip of the Veterinarian. Requests have been forwarded from 
this office to the State Veterinarian, Dr . R. A. Mays,for veterinary 
service and have been grouped together wherever possible to have this 
work done . 
Hog Marketing: Hog marketings through regular channels in Clarendon 
County declined considerably this year on account of the high cost of 
corn and the scarcity of animal proteids . In the past, the Clarendon 
County Market Bur~au has handled practically all the hogs that were 
shipped from ClarendonCbunty. It has been the custom of the Bureau to 
make shipments on Mon:lay of each week but on a few occasions , it was 
necessary totold over receipts from one Monday to the next to warrant 
shipment. However , for the past few weeks, they have shmm some im-
prove~ent along this line . 
The following is a sununary of hogs marketed through the Clarendon 
County Market Bureau in 1947: 
Total No . Total Total Total No . Total Net 
Shippers No . Cars No . Hogs Lbs . Sold Returns 
350 10 980 176, 400 $42,336.00 
Average price per 100 $24.00 
Average weight per hog 180 lbs . 
The following table shows the hogs sold through the Market Bureau 
from 1940 - 1947: 
Year No . No . Total Total 
Shippers Hogs Net {eight Net Returns 
1940 1128 2884 487 ,128 $26, 000007 
1941 1746 4222 741, 673 58, 824.05 
1942 1237 4777 873,378 104, 560.94 
1943 894 3225 614, 864 84,002. 79 
1944 1200 2479 475,800 61, 863.31 
1945 700 1530 306,360 43,819. 48 
( 
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Hog Summary continued) 
Year No . No . Total Total 
Shippers Hogs Net Weight Net Returns 
1946 325 ll50 221, 950 $33 , 736 . 40 
1947 350 980 176, 400 42,336. 00 
The above table shows the number of hogs marlceted through the 
Market Bureau in Manning. This , however , does not include all 
ho gs sold . Many of our growers are as near to Sumter and King-
tree , if not nearer than they are to Manning and have sold con-
siderable hogs at these and other points . Truckers coming through 
have picked up quite a r..umber of pigs too . 
Another factor which has reduced hog sales in the county is the 
fact that under o. Pl A. regulations , many fanners practically 
went out of the hogs business because the cost of feed compared 
to the cost of hogs was unfavorable . Still another factor is that 
farmers are making sure that they have enough meat and lard to take 
care of their ovm needs before marketingmmy, if any, hogs. One 
thing that has helped to promote this idea is cold storaee facili-
ties . It is no longer necessary far a farmer to go to his local 
groceryman for fresh pork. Availing himself of the facilities of 
the cold storage plants , home freezer lockers and community lockers , 
he can process his ovm meat, put it in the locker and use it when 
he so desires during the year. 
Prices for hogs this year have been very faverable . However, as 
pointed out before , when the price of hogs compared to the price 
o1 feed was unsatisfactory, many farmers got rid of good brood sows 
and are just coming back into their own. There should be and I think 
will be an increased number of hogs marketed in the county this com-
ing year. Probably a good many acres of land planted to to?,3-cco last 
year will go into corn and grain that can be used for livestock feed. 
BEEF CATTLE 
Beef cattle production increased slightly in Clarendon County this 
past year. There is a noted increase among farmers in the desire to 
obtain better breeds . There is also a noted increase in the number of 
beef cattle being kept in individual herds . One farmer purchased a 
carload of feeder steers and now has them on feed. 
Six purebred bulls have been placed in the county this year. Beef 
cattle farmers have been given assistance in such problems as secur-
ing high type foundation stock, marketing and permanent pas tures and 
annual grazing. 4- H Club members continue to grow out beef cattle 
for the Fat Stock Show & Sale 'Which is held annually in Florence. 
MILKING SHORTHORNS 
Interest in Milking Shorthorns as a dual purpose animal has increased 





& Sale in Florence last sprinb and purchased 
animals. We have at this time several registered Shorthorn bulls 
and registered heifers and approximately fifty grade MiM.ng Short-
horn cows in Clarendon County. 
DAIRYING 
Four dairies are now in operation in the county. There is a need 
for additional milk and two of these dairymen plan to increase their 
herds this coming year. These famers have been given assistance 
in planning grazing programs for their cattle as well as production 
of silage and grain crops. Farmers throughout the county have been 
encouraged to purchase milk cows for family needs. The progress 
has been slow but we have knowledge of the purchase of 26 family 
milk cows during the year. We shall continue our interest in and 
work with dairymen and do everything possible to encourage more farm-
ers to get family milk cows. Through 4-H Clubs and farm meetings for 
adults we have emphasized the importance of milk in the family diet. 
ENTOri!OLOGY AND PLANT PATHOLOGY 
Treating Planting Seed: The practice of treating the following seeds 
before planting is practiced, in my opinion, by 75~ of the farmers in 
Clarendon County: Cotton, whe~ oats, vetch and winter peas. When 
seed are produced on the farm for planting purposes, the farmers secure 
the necessary disinfectants from the Market Bureau and other sources and 
treat them themselves. Almost all seed that is sold by the Marl<Et Bureau 
and or other reputable seedmen is treated before it reaches the hands of 
the farmer. Hardly a farmer purchases seed from the seedmen, so seed-
men tell us, that do not ask if the seed has been properly treated. In 
the case of legumes, which were mentioned as vetch and winter peas, they 
are properly inoculated by the farmers. Experience has taught the farm-
er that legumes of this type are not profitable unless they are proper-
ly inoculated. Many farmers have seed treating machines of their own. 
It would be a rare thing to find a farmer who was not able to get his 
seed treated even if he had not a machine of his own. 
Boll Weevil Control: Efforts were made to inform all farmers, through 
loca.1 newspapers and by personal contact concerning the control of the 
boll weevil. However, Clarendon County farmers do not follow boll wee-
vil control·measures as a general rule. So far as I lmow only fifteen 
farmers used any control measures this year. I think that the fact that 
the farmer does not use boll reevil control measures is due in part to 
the fact that he usually waits until the boll weevil has done consider-
able damage before applying his control measure. 
The following summaries represent results obtained by farmers in our 





No • .b..pplications 
Amt. used 
M. G. & J. o. Hemmingway 
Sum:nerton, S. C. 
Clarendon 
3% BHC - 5% DDT 
2 
10 lbso 
Interval between applications 7 days 
Date of application Late 
t 
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Means of Application Tractor 
Cost per acre for poinson $2. SO 
For application $ . 50 
Results : 
Yield per acre on poisoned cotton 1 - l} bales 
Yield per acre on unpoisoned cotton 1 - 12 bales (older cotton) 
Actual or estL~ated increase in lbs . of lint per acre due to 
poisoning 1/ 2 to J/4 bale 
Was any increase in plant lice damage noticed where poison was 
used No - No red spider 
Remarks: We used the BHC - DDT mixture on our cotton this year and 
made 1/2 to 3/4 bale more than we would have vd thou t the 
poison . 
Name A. G. & J . F. Grayson, Jr . 
Address Summerton, s.c. 
County Clarendon 
Method Ji - 5% DDI' 
No . Applications 4 - 5 
Amt . used per A S lbs . 
Interval between applications 8 days 
Dates of applications July 1, 9, 17 & 2S 
Means of application Tractor duster 
Cost per acre for poison $1. 25 
For application $ . 50 
Yield per acre on poisoned cotton 3/4 - 1 bale 
Yield per acre on unpoisoned cotton 1/4 - 1/2 bale 
Act . or est . increase in lbs . of lint per acre due to poisoning 1/2 bale 
Was any increase in plant lice daJrtage noticed where poison was used No 
No red spider 
Remarks: -ife usea. the BHC - DDI' mixture on our cotton this year and even 
if the material cost twice as much, we think it would be well 
wort h whil e to use it. It made from 1/4 to 1/2 bale more 





Number of applications 
Amt. used per acre 
Interval between 
L. C. Prothro 
Manning, S. C. 
Clarendon 
3% BHC - DDT & Matthews poison 
3 3 & 4 
4- 8-8 20 cans on 2S acres 
applications 3 & 10 days 10 days apart 
Dates of applications 7/1, 4, & 14 7/10/ & 7/ 22 
Means of II Tractor duster Tobacco spray 
Cost per acre for poison: $1 . 05 $2 .10 (BHC ) 
$15.oo (Matthews) 
For application: Tractor 
Results (BHC was used on this cotton wren Matthews poison was found un-
satisfactory) 
Yield per acre on poisoned cotton 23 bales on 35 acres 
Yiel d per acre on unpoisoned cotton all cotton was poi soned 
Act . or est . increase in lbs. of l int per acre due to poisoning 1 bale 
per 10 acres (actual) 
( 
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Was any increase in plant lice damage noticed where poison was 
used No 
Remarks : If the BHC - DDT was put on early enough, often enough 
and therehadn1t been an excessive amount of rain, I believe· 
this poison would be very helpful in our boll weevil con-
trol. 
Uiatthews) Cost of poison was too expensive to warrant its 
use . Some damage was caused by the shedding of bolls on the 
field poisoned with this material . 
Name R. H. Reaves 
Address Manning, s.c. 
County Clarendon 
Method BHC - DDT 
No . applications 1 
Amt . used per A 5 lbs . 
Interval between applications (too late) 
Cost per acre for poison: $2 . 00 
For application : $1. 00 
Yield per acre on poisoned cotton 1500# 
Yield per acre on unpoisoned cotton 1500# 
Act . or est . increase in lbs . of lint per acre due to poisoning NONE 
,ras any increase in plant lice damage noticed where poison was used NO 
Remarks : I was not in position to give the BHC a fair test as I only 
used ornapplication of 5 lbs . per acre at the last of the 
season. 
Name Sam J . Brogdon 
Address Alcolu, S, C, 
Clarendon Clarendon 
Method BHC 
No . applications 3 
Intervals between applications 15 days 
Amt. used per acre 10 lbs . 
Date of application lst . 6/27 
:{ea...TJ.s of application Plane 
Cost per acre for poison $7 , 50 
For application $3. 00 
Yield per acre on poisoned cotton 
Yield per acre on unpoisoned cotton 
1700# 
1700# 
\ct . or estimated increase in lbs . of lint per acre due to poison NONE 
vas any increase in plant lice damage noticed where poison was used NO 
Garden & Truck Crop Insects : Efforts were made to inform all garden-
ers and farmers growing truck crops as to the best measures of control for 
diseases and insects effecting these crops . OUr Extension Entomologists 
have worked closely with us along these lines . 
Sabadilla Dust : The wonder dust , so far as the destruction of the Har-
lequin bug on collards and other plants , was used by several hundred gar-
< 
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deners in the county this yea:r . 
~ . D. T.: In an effort to combat the malarial mosquito as well ae 
the housefly, the State Board of Health has sprayed with D. D. T. 
every rural home in Clarendon County for the past three years . D.D. T. 
is a satisfactory means of combating mosquitoes when properly used 
and is 100% effective against house fliea. This means a great deal 
to the health and comfort of our rur al peopl e . D. D. T. has also been 
used for spraying of cattl e barns , dairies , dairy cattle and beef cat-
tle . Dairymen ar e high in their praise of the material. 
FORESTRY 
Fifty- four per cent of the area compri sing Clarendon County is woodland . 
Annual returns from our forestry products i s exceeded only by tobacco , 
corn and cotton. Therefore, considerable time and thought have been 
given to the care of our woodlands . 
We have stressed the importance of proper forest management in news-
paper articl es , circular letters , personal letters and through personal 
c0ntact . In cooperation with the State- wide Forestry Bill enacted by 
the 1945 Legislature , three forest towers are now in operation and are. 
maned by efficient personnel. Telephones connect these towers with 
with the central office located at the county s eat . Volunteer fire 
fighting groups have been forned i~ most communities and have cooperated 
to very good advantage . 
Figures on the number of fire lanes , which have been pl owed this year, 
were not avafuble . However, it is estimated that 200 miles of fire 
lanes have been pl0wed and are maintained by owners . There are several 
farmers on the waiting list for this work . Equipment has been coming 
in rather well and we expect more progress to be made in our Forestry 





progra.:r1s on forestry were given at all 4-H Club meetings in the 
Tree planting demonstrations have been ccnducted. Mr . W. J. 
our Extension Service Forester, met with us at a Farm Bureau 
and discussed wood and its uses with the group . 
A Pul pwood Thinning Contest was also conducted in cooperation with the 
paper mills , Clemson College Extension Service and the State CoIDJ:Jission 
of Forestry. A summary of one of these demonstrations follows . We were 
unable to obtain a report from the second contestanto 





N'l,llllber trees cut 
Number t rees left 
Kin~ of t r ees 
Av. age of trees 
Planted or nat ural stand 
T. T. Langston 





Pine and hardwood 
25 yrs . 
Natural 
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Five-Acre Pulpwood Thinning Contest (Continued) 
Pulpwood 
No. total cost 
No. man hrs., marking 3 $1.5'0 
II II 11 cutting and or 
sawing 26 13.00 
II II ff hauling Sold on spot 
" ti n other None 
Total 29 $14.SO 
No. cords, poles, posts 6 
Used on farm (value) 











$1 • .50 
$8.00 
It mll be noted that Mr . Langston harvested 8 cords of wood from 
his plot - six of which was sold for pulp and two used for farm 
use. 
We believe ttat these thinning demonstrations have a favorable ef-
'fect on farmers who observe them - the idea being to get over to 
our farrrers the fact that instead of cutting all trees regar-dless 
.of size and shape that only those that are undesireable such as 
diseased trees or trees that are too thick should be removed. 
Free Seedlings: A number of our farmers have taken advantage of 
free seedlings offered from our State Commission of Forestry. A 
list of these men and the acreage and variety to be planted follows: 
Name Amount Variety Acreage 
J. E. Belser 2.50,000 Slash 2.50 
w. A. Nimmer 2,000 (I 2 
Charles Bradham 2,000 II 2 
Ashby A. Floyd 5,000 It 5 
L. L. Brannon 5,000 fl 5 
Mrs. G. A. Brannon .5,000 It .5 
G. A. Brannon .5,ooo II 5 
Wm. K. McLean 1,000 Loblolly 1 
w. R. McFaddin s,ooo Slash 5 
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(Free Seed.ling Offer continued) 
Name Amount Variety Acreage 
Levi Dozier 5000 Slash s 
D. M. Wilson, Jr . sooo II s 
E. H. Richardson sooo II s 
It will be noted that one man in this group has placed an order for 
250 , 000 trees . He plans to purchase a tree planting machine to do 
the work . This is to be just a beginning of tree plantings on s 
farm. He hopes to plant a million within the next four years . 
Woodland Examinations : ith the cooperation of the Extension For-
ester , the foll owing landowners were assisted in examining, and mark-
ing and, in some cases , marketing their timber. A summary of this 
work f ollows : 
No . Acres No . Acres Bd. Ft. Cords 
Name examined marked Marked marked 
L. N-. Tindal 22,5 247 , 000 
B. A. Graham 160 
w. J. Mill sap 100 
Dr . L. E. Fl oyd 600 
N. C. McFaddin 25 
Ola B. Dorn 25 
E. W.Rose 156 
L. H.Harvin 200 1SO 270, 000 
Pearl Strauss 100 
M. R. Jackson 100 
Nina McFaddin 600 
Elizabeth Gowdy 200 
Totals 2266 375 517 , 000 
It will be noted that 2266 acres of for est l ands were examined and 
, 
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375 acres marked for selective cutting . This represented 517 , 000 
feet (bd. ) examined for landowners. Fa.rrmrs who request this ser-
vice seera, in general, to appreciate any help that can be given 
them. Farmers are becoming more interested in taking care of their 
timber and in knowing how much their timber is worth before selling 
it. They are also thinking in terms of getting only those trees 
that should be taken out in order that others might produce to a 
maximum 
POULTRY 
Poultry is found on 90% of all the 4000 farms in Clarendon County. 
However, there has been a scarcity of poultry and poultry products 
throughout the year. Most farm homes had a r easonabl e supply of 
poultry and eggs for home use but very few had arry to offer for sale . 
The high cost of chickens and the high cost of feed combined with 
the relatively low price of poultry and poultry products made it un-
profitable for farmers in this area to produce poultry for market on 
a large scale . 
We have three hatcheries operating in the county . These hatcheries 
have a total capacity of ar,proximately 50,000 chicks. Each of these 
hatcherymen have reported that throughout the year and especially from 
late winter until s= ring that they were unable t9 fill more than two-
thirds to three-fourthey of the orders they r eceived from Clarendon 
County farmers . There seems that there is room for a little expanding 
in the hatchery business in our county. Some 50 to 60 farmers have 
blood tested f l ocks and supply our hatcheries with eggs . All farmer s 
have e een urged to , at least , produce poul try and eggs in sufficient 
quantities to take care of their family needs . 
There were probably 125 to 150 town back yard poultry flocks in the 
county this year . These flocks averaged about 60 chicks each. 
Approximately 1500 turkeys have been grovm in the county for market-
ing this year . The average grower produced around 150 to 200 birds . 
Growers are nov1 in the process of marketing this year ' s turkey crop . 
Complete records on poultry flock demonstrations cannot be submitted 
at this time because all birds have not been sold. 
The Clarendon County Market Bureau continues to provide a market for 
poultry and eggs twelve months in the year. 
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FOUR-H CLUB yroRK 
Four-H Club work for boys is being conducted in eighteen organized 
clubs in the county; at least one club is organized in each school 
that enrolls boys who are of 4-H Club age. 
DurL11g the year the number of organized clubs in the county has in-
creased from eleven at the close of 1946 to ~ighteen at the close 
of 1947. Membership has increased from 178 to 349 during this period. 
A]l boys are urged to take part in club work as soon as they reach 
4-H Club age. 
Listed below is a summary of these clubs with the enrollment of each: 










New Zion High 
New Zion Grammar 
Summ.erton High 






Totals 18 Clubs 
























MISCELIANEOUS 4-H REPORT 
Clarendon, 
1947 
4-H Farm Tenancy: 
Total Club Members 349 
No. Whose parents are 
tenants 164 
Conservation Practices: 
No. who applied lime 
ti II II Phosphate 
II II It Potash 
" II practiced terracing 
or dirainage 
n II grew cover crops 
n " irrigated gardens 
II II improved wile.life 
" of 4-H meetings at 




No. members exhibiting 
11 exhibits shovm 
II 11 winning prizes 















Articles made 22 
Home gardens improved 5 
Other improvements 41 
Poultry Club: Ten clubsters completed work in the poultry club. 
Most of these boys were beginners in club work; thus the number of 
birds raised by each clu~ster was comparatively small • 
.A number of the 523 birds were consumed in the home, but due credit 
was given each clubster for supplying them. The monetary profit re-
ceived by each clubster was not very large, but in my opinion, the 
main purpose in the project is to give each clubster experience in 
poultry raising. A summ.a.rJ of this project follows: 
Eggs Strong chicks Total Total Profir 
Name Set bought or hatdl.ed Value Cost 
Will Bodenheimer 15 30 $31.20 $24.15 $ 7.05 
Bobby c. Brunson 25 22.60 18.15 4.45 
Allen Brock 50 s2.so 38.85 13.65 
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(Poultry Club continued) 
Eggs Strong Chicks Total Total 
Name Set Bought or Hatched Value Cost Profit 
Jackson 'White 25 18 $15 . 75 $12 .00 $ 3. 75 
Charles Haley 25 24. 30 19.75 4.s5 
Thomas Mellette 50 37. 50 25.15 12.35 
Frank Harrington 75 66.oo 49 . 50 16. ~0 
Billy C. Gibbons 100 89 . 50 61.00 28 . 50 
Henry L. DuRant so 39 .15 27.80 11. 35 
John F. Thames 100 93 . 20 66. 00 27 . 20 
Totals 40 523 $471.70 $342 .35 $129 .35 
Corn Club: Ten 4-H Club members produced 467 bushels of corn on 
14 acres of land at a total cost of $458 .03 . There was a total of 
$31.62 per acre . 
In each case there was a profit shown on each boy ' s project . A 
Summary of the Corn Club follows: 
Nol Yiel d 
Name Acres (Bu . ) Value Cost Profit 
Robbie DuRant 1 60 ' $180.00 $23 .18 $157 . 82 
Arliss Epps 1 35 87 . 50 43 . 00 44. 50 
Charles Barwick 1 31 62 .00 37 . 50 24. 50 
Thos. Burgess 1 33 66. oo 41. 75 25 . 25 
Thos. Purvis 2 61 122 .00 85 .90 36.10 
Bobby Thompson l 25 so .oo 31.00 19 .00 
Daniel Pack 1 30 60 .00 27 . 00 33 . 00 
Howard Coker 2 48 96. 00 61.20 JS . Bo 
Clayton Btngham 3 121 242 .00 81. 70 161. 25 
Willard Watts 1 23 37 . 25 25. 80 11.45 
Totals 467 $1002.75 ~458.03 458. 67 
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Sweet Botato Club: Five boys participated in the Sweet Potato Club 
this year . These boys were unable to get certified seed, but j,n 
.each case the clubsters used the best seed available. 
Instructions were given the boys in growing, harvesting, and grading 
potatoes and the value of caring was stressed. 
An average of 101. 8 bushels of No . 1 potatoes was produced per acre 
and sold at an average of $1. 62 per bu. 
A summary of this club follows: 
No . of Yield Total Totai -
Name Acres bu. Value Cost 
Hugh Osborne l 103 $168. 95 $78. 40 
Thos . Burgess , Jr. 2 195 331. 50 151. 35 
Herman Ward 1 112 171. 90 85. 00 
Rue Yarborough 1 97 145. 50 69 . 45 
Bob Fleming 1/2 53 91.30 39 . 85 
Totals 5½ 560 $909 .15 $424.05 
Fat Barrow Club: 
No . Days 
Name Animals Fed 
Gain 

























































293 . 38 
137. 70 
420 . 55 597 .12 
162. 90 128. 82 
65. 79 31. 26 
52.25 28 . 37 
136.40 122.18 
137 .00 77 . 60 
81.20 89 . 57 
93 . 60 145. 26 
93 . 60 121. 30 
93 .60 199 . 78 
93 . 21 -44. 59 
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(Fat Barrow Club continued) 
No. Days Gain Total Total 
Name Animals Fed in wt . Value Cost Profit 
Reginald Chewning 3 98 389 $164. 22 $ 82.35 $81. 87 
Totals 66 8650 $3417 . 61 $1657.29 $1631. 58 
Fat Hog Contest: Twenty-one boys put a total of 95 pigs on feed on 
July 24th. with plans to enter the Clarendon County Fat Hog Show and 
Sale. Thirteen of these boys completed the contest and~ total of sixty-
six hogs were whovm and sold. 
The Clarendon County Crpber of Connnerce furnished a hundred dollars in 
pr-ize money and expense money, not to exceed twenty-five dollars. 
The show and sale was held in the main part of Manning on October 31st. 
A total of $3417 . 61 was received by these boys in sales and awards . 
Profit was about 100%. 
Hogs were sold as follows: 
Grand Champion single 
Reserve 1t " 
Grand II pen of 3 





All hogs were sold at auction, the champions being individually auction-
ed and sealed bids were received on all other hogs . The price paid was 
a flat rate of 24. 50¢ per pound regardless of weight classification or 
finish. 
Below are pictures of the Champion pens of three hogs . 
Sears Pig Club: 
-~-
Sears Pig Club : The placings in this contest were as follows: 
vesley Thompson 
Marion Thompson 
J . c. Britton 
1st. place 
2nd . place 
3rd. place 
Each year Sears Roebuck & Company (Florence , s. C. ) gives one prize 
of a hundred dollars toward purchasing one registered heifer calf 
for the winner in this contest . The second and third placings re-
ceived honorable mention. 
The prize this ;year was a registered Jersey heif er. 
A summary fol lows : 
No . Days Gain Tot al Total 
Name Animals Fed in wt . Value Cost Profi t 
Wesley Thompson 1 1?2 225 $75. 00 $45 . 30 $29 .70 
Marion Thompson 1 192 190 70. 00 43 . 00 27. 00 
J . c. Britton 1 192 196 60. 00 41.40 18. 60 
Tom Witherspoon 1 192 165 55. 00 · 47 . 50 7. 50 
Charlie McF addin 1 192 J.40 55. 00 39 . 25 15. 75 
Edward Keels 1 128 115 52. 00 49 . 30 2. 70 
Totals 6 1031 $367.{}0 $265. 75 $101. 25 
Pig Club : Sow & Litter : Four boys entered the Sow and Litter club . 
These boys rai sed 23 of the 28 pigs that were farrowed . Three of the 
boys in the contest entered their pigs in the Fat Hog Show & Sale . 
From this group of pigs (shown in the Fat Hog Show & Sale) . the Grand 
Champion single , Reserve Champion single and the Reserve Champion pen 
of 3 hogs , were chosen . 
This group of boys have shown considerable interest in hogs as a pro-
ject and show much promise of doing excellent livestock farming in 
the future . 
The fol lowing is a sunnnary of this club : 
No . of Pigs No . Pigs Total Total Profit 
Name farrowed raised Value Cost 
Wesley Thompson 8 8 f3hl.56 f$2)2 . 50 ~109 . 06 
Marion Thompson 6 6 383. 38 . 138. 90 . 68 . 40 




(Pig Club - Sow & Litter Class continued) 
Wo. Pigs No. Pigs Tota.l 
Name farrowed ra~sed Value 
Total 
Cost Profit 
Tom Witherspoon 6 3 $187.30 $118.90 $68 .ho 
Totals 28 23 $1218. 76 $676. 54 $542. 22 
Pig Club : Fat Class - Eleve~ 4-H Club boys fed 37 hogs for an aver-
age or I 24 days per group of hogs. These hogs gained approximately 
. 7 lb . per day. 
One contestant, Wyman Taylor, fed his two hogs on kitchen waste that 
was given him by a local cafe . His only bought feed was protein 
supplement . As a result his profit was 3} times as great as his cost . 
In this contest a clear picture is shovm of the care of each group of 
hogs by the cost in relationio profit . Had a definite price been paid 
for each hog the picture would have indicated this to a greater extent . 
A smmnary follows: 
No . Days Gain Total Total 
Name Animals Fed in wt . Value Cost Profit 
Charlie McFaddin 6 90 480 $115 . 85 $85 . 75 $30.10 
Paul Burke 3 122 422 103 . 90 82.00 21.90 
Robbie DuRant 2 122 248 77 . 20 56 .54 20. 66 
Edward Keel s 1 122 150 40. 80 29.30 11 . 50 
Harris Johnson 8 122 160 150.00 140. 00 20. 00 
Wyman Taylor 2 150 320 90. 00 20 . 00 10.00 
Pa:t Coleman 3 122 120 60. 00 55. 00 4. 50 
Sammy Plowden 3 120 480 135. 00 87 .00 48. oo 
W. H. Ridgeway 2 150 360 104. 00 49 . 40 54. 60 
Charlie Don Smith 5 122 150 125.00 95 . 30 29 . 70 
Mack Witherspoon 2 180 360 100.00 65 . oo 35.00 
Totals 37 3250 $1111. 75 $765 . 79 $345. 96 
Beef Calf Club: Five 4-H Club boys and two club girls participated 
in the beef calf club this year . Ten calves were fattened, shown, 
and sold by these clubsters for a total of $2 , 133 .13 . 
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Three of these calves placed in the Choice group . two in the good 
group, and four in the medium groQp. 
One claf i"3.S entered in the Columbia Fat Stock Show ·and placed in 
the fifth position. The other nine calves were entered in the Flor-
ence Fat Stock Show and the highest placing was third. 
Sales , placings , and profits recieved in this contest indicate that 
the calf that received the best attention was by far the more pro-
fi table calf. 
A su.rnmary follows : 
No . DB.ltS Gain Total Total 
Name Animals Fed in wt . Value Cost Profit 
Sadie Plo,vden 1 198 390 $238 . 36 $172 . 40 $65. 96 
Rebecca Brogdon 2 363 1170 747 .80 580. 65 167.15 
Paul Fann 1 198 285 173 . 33 294. 74 -121. 41 
Emory Cantey 2 198 540 .301.19 317. 64 -15 . 45 
.fack Witherspoon 2 198 580 327 . 28 313 . 92 13 . 36 
Sammy Plowden 1 198 255 175. 59 163. 40 12 . 19 
Tom Uitherspoon 1 198 220 169. 58 159 . 52 10 . 06 
Totals 10 3440 $2133 . 13 $2002 . 27 $130. 86 
Dairy Calf Club: The dairy calf club was started in Clarendon 
County on August 2nd. when three Jersey calves , from Young ' s Dairies , 
Timmonsville, ware placed with three county 4-H club members . 
The next g~oup of Jersey heifers , six in number , were bought from 
Beneventum Dairies , Georgetown, s. c., on Sept . 18. 
Six of these heifers were shown at the District Dairy Calf Show, 
at the Sumter County Fair. Ten dollars was allotted for each calf 
shown . The money was divided by the Danish System: 5-4-3 basis . 
Three of these calves placed in the blue ribbon group , two in the 
red ribbon group, and one in the white ribbon group . 
Mack Witherspoon, Vfesley Thompson, and Joe ~lderman , Jr., received 
$12. 05 each for calves placin~ in the blue ribbon group . Robert Lewis 
Alderman and B. G. lderman, Jr . received $7. 65 for calves L~ the red 
ribbon group and Charlie Don Smith received $5. 05 for his calf which 
placed in the white ribbon group . 
Plans are being made to ps.ce two registered Jersey bull calves with 
two club boys . All club members are being taught the value of a pure-
bred dairy calf and are encouraged to join the club . 
( 
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These projects are being continued so no sale walue is placed on 
same. 
A summary follows: 
No. Days Total 
Name Animals fed Cost 
Mack Witherspoon 2 90 & 42 $1.50 & $8.5 
Charlie Don Smith 1 90 $1.50 
Robt. Lewis Alderman 1 90 $150 
B. G. Alderman, Jr . 1 42 $10.5 
Joe Alderman, Jr. 1 42 $ 85 
Scott Jackson 1 42 $ 8.5 
Wesley Thompson 1 42 $100 
Van DuBose 1 42 $ 95 
Totals 9 $1005. 00 
Garden Club: Five 4-H club members participated inthe garden club. 
In one case a clubster showed a loss at the end of the year because 
sufficient care was not taken of his p~ct. 
These five clubsters were all junior club members . Most of the veget-
ables were used in the home . In this case the value was figured on 
an average wholesale price at the grocery stores in the county and the 
clubsters were given full credit for producing their share of the fam-
ily ' s produce . 
A summary follows: 
No. of Yield Total .Total 
Na.me Acres Bus . Value Cost Profit 
Allen Shumaker 1/10 3 $ 8.01 $ s.oo $ 3.01 
H.B. Gibson, Jr . 1/10 3 pks. .66 3. 50 -2.84 
Allen Brock 1/10 4 bus. 10.68 5.30 ' 5.38 
Sherrill Ward 1/2 8 II 21 . 36 7.20 14.16 
J . P. Robinson 1/3 11 24. 03 7. 1.s 16. 88 
Totals 11/7 24½ $64.74 $28.1.5 $36.59 
'. 
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Tobacco Club: Due to the limited tobacco allotment, participation 
in the tobacco club -was rather low. Four boys completed the project 
with a total of 4½ acres. These boys received an average profit of 
$184.50 per acre . Dry, cold weather during the early part of the 
growing season caused the tobacco crop to be lighter than average 
this year. The average per acre was 1098 pounds • . 
A surmn.ary follows: 
No. of Yield Total Total 
Name Acres Lbs. Value Cost Profit 
Ronald DuBos e 2 2107 $77.5. 63 $434. 2.5 $341. 38 
B. W. Gibson, Jr . 1 1156 414.37 239 . 55 174. 82 
Bill Du.Bose 1 .1183 439 . 98 208. 25 231. 73 
Charlie McFaddin 1/2 495 197. 75 115. 20 82 . 50 
Totals 4½ 4941 $1827. 73 $997. 25 $830. 43 
Health Improvement Contest: 
Twenty- four clubsters were examined in this contest . Twenty members 
completed record. Two contestants were selected to enter the Dis-
trict Contest . The purpose of this contest is to improve the health 
of rural youth. One boy, from the two selected from th.is group, enter-
ed the District Health Improvement Contest in Sumter. He was Carl Evans 
of the Gable 4-H Club. 
Judgir.gTea.m - Beef Cattle and Hogs: 
Four 4-H Club members entered the District beef cattle and swine judging 
contest which was held in Florence in con.nunction with the Annual Fat 




Marion McFaddin (alternate) 
The following is a sunLrnary of work completed by 4-H Club members during 









Acre or Walue 
Numbers 
523 $471. 70 
14 1002. 75 
Expense Profit 
$342. 35 $129 . 35 




No. of Kind of Acres or Value Expense Profit 
Dem. Dern. Numbers 
5 Sweet potatoes 5½ $909.15 $424.05 $~86.10 
13 Fat Barrow Show 66 3417.61 J.657 .29 1631.58 
6 Sears Pig Contest 6 367.00 265. 75 101. 25 
4 Sow & Litter Club 23 1218.76 576 • .54 542.22 
11 Pig (Fattening) 37 1111. 75 765.79 345. 96 
7 Beef Calf Club 10 2133.13 2002.27 130.86 
8 Dairy Calf Club 9 1005.00 
.5 Garden l 1/7 64.74 28 .15 )6.59 
4 Tobacco 4½ J.827.73 997.25 830.43 
20 Health Imp. Contest 
4 Judging team (Beef 
& Swine) 
107 $12,524.32 $8522. 47 $4693.01 
4-H Club Camp: 
The Clarendon County 4-H Clubs attended Camp at Camp Bob Cooper on June 
16th. This was a joint project and 112 boys and girls attended. There 
was a total of four local leaders and two extension workers who accom-
panied this group. 
Clarendon County Fat Barrow Show: 
The first Clarendon County 4-H Fat Barrow Show was conducted in a.nning 
on October 31, 1947. Sixty-six bogs were shown by 13 4-H Club boys . 
The Clarendon County .Chamber of Commerce gave $100.00 for prize money. 
This money was split so that forty dollars went to the Grand and Reserve 
Champion singles and Champion and Reserve Champion pens of three . The 
other sixty dollars was divided on a 3-2-1 basis so that each participat-
ing clubster received a prize. 
Rally Day & Officers Training School: 
The 4-R Rally Day program was held in the Auditorium. of the Manning High 
School on Saturday March 22nd. at. 10:00 O'clock. Speakers were Mr. J.T. 
Rogers , District 4-H Club Boys' Agent, and Mr. Paul Boroughs, local lead-
er of the Manning 4-H Club. 
Each of the 4-H Clubs in the county was represented . A total of 135 club-
sters and 9 visitors were present . 
( 
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Fifteen club officers attended the Officers ' Training School . Mr . 
J . T. Rogers discussed the duties of a club officer with these of-
ficers . 
Lunch was furnished by the County Home Demonstration Clubs . 
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HORTICULTURE 
Home Gardens: As a post-war measure and as a means to supply the 
far-~l)' with a variety of vegetables for a balanced diet and to com-
bat to some extent the high cost of living, we have tried this year 
. to get every fam family to produce a large variety of vegetables . 
This was a joint project with the Home Agent . Special encourage-
ment was given people through Home Demonstration Clubs arl general 
farm meetings for adults and 4-H clubso The subject also came in 
for a considerable amount of newspaper publicity. More than five 
hundred farmers purchased insecticides through the .,1arket Bureau for 
the purpose of combatin.s garden insects . V{e should s ay th&t response 
to our appeal and the appeal of leaders throughout the county for 
more and better gardens throughout 1947 met with satisfactory results . 
Sweet Potatoes: Sweet potatoes rank fourth as a cash crop in Clarendon 
County. It is our desire to see them de:nand a more important place in 
the agriculture of the county. No finer soil exists in our opinion for 
the production of sweet potatoes than is to be found in Clarendon County. 
Climatic conditions are also favorable. 
The necessity for erecting e:>..-pensive curing houses can be largely over-
come by the use of tobacco curing barns . Several of our farmers are 
producing certified seed and plants . All farmers who plan to plant 
sweet potatoes for market or home use are always encouraged to use good, 
sound, disease free potatoes that have been treated against soil borne 
and storage diseases . 
The marketing facilities for sweet potatoes in Clarendon County are not 
what they should be . I think this is generally throughout the potato 
belt this year. I cannot see a great, deal of possibility of further de-
veloping the sweet potato enterprise in Clarendon County or in any 
other county unless there is somewa;y that we can work out satisfactory 
marketing arrangements . Our farrrers have learned that more number one 
potatoes can be produced when cut sprouts or vines are used. They have 
leanred that high fertilization pays and that plants should be set on 
large beds , 3½ to 4 feet apart and 10 to 12 inches in the drill. Al-
most all of our potatoes have been sold green in the past . This prac-
tice is not al,1ays a good one since the marketing of the crop comes 
along with heave marketings in other sections and the price is almost 
always low. Our far;ners who do cure potatoes receive generally a much 
more satisfactory price because they are marketed at a time when the 
market is not gluttered. 
The Government or Dehydration Plants are not working or accepting pota-
toes at this time . I personally am glad to see such plantsgo out of 
business because they encouraGed farmers to narket potatoes field run 
and there was a tendency developed among our better potato growers to 
disregard factors which leal:ito quality productiono 
We bave tried to obtain afew records which tends to show the advantage 
of ~sing vine cuttings instead of sprouts . Summary of these records 
follow: 
Sweet Potatoes - Vine Cuttings 
Name Acres Variety Drill , Rcr.r Yield 
Spacing width #1 #2 




Name Acres Variety 
Vi . T. Snyder 1 Porto Rica 
(Summary continued) 
Name Cost 
H. B. Harrington $175.00 







Sweet Potatoes - Sprouts 
Name Acres Variety Dril l 
Spacing 
H. B. HaITington 1 Porto Rica 14" 
w. T. Snyder 1 Porto Rica 1211 
(Summary Continued) 
Name Cost Profit 
H. B. Harri ngton $102 . 25 
W. T. Snyder 98 . 20 
$96. So 
103 . 60 
Row Yield 
·;adth #1 #2 
3½' 225 75 
Row vvidth Yield 
#1 #2 
3ft' 90 80 
4, 85 72 
I t will be noted that the above farmers were able to produce a much 
higher percentage of number one potatoes from vine cuttings than from 
sprouts . The yields of these two gentlemen of nwnberone potatoes seem 
a littl e high, I will admit . They were , however , more or less prize 
fields having r eceived very special attention . These potatoes received 
1000 lbs . of 3-9-9 per acre and 100 lbs . of Nitrate of Soda. 
Sweet Potato Hotbeds : The production of sweet potato pl ants in hotbeds 
i n Cl arenJon County is not practiced by many fanners . However, there 
are a few farmers who for several years have been producing enough plants 
to take care of their mm needs and a few to sell. The business can be 
profitable and it is hoped that certainly in the near future our farmers 
will begin to produce enough plants to take care of the needs of the 
county each year if not some to sell elsewhere . 
Another factor in producing sweet potatoes in hotbeds is that s trange to 
say most farmer s who use hotbeds pay a lot more attention to the seed 





Two farmers in the county used electric hotbeds . These records are 
given along with two farmers who used fire heated hotbeds . 
Bushels Plants 
Name Type Size Bedded Produced Cost Profit 
H. B. Harrington Electric 6 X JO 32 45, 000 $95.oo $62.50 
s. E. Wolff Electric 6 X 30 32 52,000 75.00 108.50 
M. J . Rowe Fireheat-
ed 6 X 40 42 65,ooo 92. 00 133. 50 
Carrol Plowden Fire-
heated 6 X 30 30 45 , ooo 82 . 00 75. 50 
Totals 4 136 207,000 $344.oo $379 . 50 
It will be noted that after paying expenses on all of these, fanners 
made a nice profit . When we think of a man making a net profit of 
~133 . 50 on a piece of land 6 x 40 , it would really run into money on 
an acre basis . The cost of production of plc11ts per 1000 using elec-
tricity ran too high for Mr . H. B. Harrington. Mr . Yfolf!' s records 
didnot indicate the cost was excessive . I think that Mr . Harrington, 
after having his wiring properly checked, will find that electricity 
is about as economical as any other method of producing plants . 
Cucumbers: Cucumbers, as a cash crop, do not occupy a very strong place 
in our count;y. Approximately 500 acres of cucumbers were grown for a 
Pickle Concern this year. In eeneral the yield was good but the price 
was not satisfactory. If markets could be improved and the demand 
stronger, we would be in position to grow a larger acreage of cucumbers. 
In fact , the crop could become an important one if special limiting fac-
tors could be elirninatedo 
Tomatoes: Very few farmers in our county grow tomatoes on a cornnercial 
basis . I don 1t believe the acreage grown for strictly com1ercial purposes 
would reach 25 acres .· Distance fran market and a shortage of labor along 
with the fact that it conflicts w.i.th our tobacco crop restricts produc-
tion of tomatoes very much . 
Two farmers report the following results from tomatoes this year. 
Tomato Sununary 
Name Acres Lugs Returns Cost Profit 
David Plowden 1 150 $145000 $72 .00 $73 .00 
Carrol Plowden 1 200 225.00 84. ?5 140025 
Totals 2 350 i.3 it).00 jl56o75 i21J .22 
/ 
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These records are offered merely to show we can produce tomatoes in 
Clarendon C aunty and that in general a profit can be made. These two 
demonstrators only harvested a very small percentage of their crop. 
Had they been in position to harvest their entire crop at one time, 
profits per acre would have been much greater. 
Home Orchards: Cooperative purchases of fruit and nut trees are made 
annua:ibly for _farmers of the county by the local Market Bureau. The 
growing of a few pecan trees has developed into a rather popular prac-
tice in the county during the last fifteen years. We have no strictly 
commercial pecan growers but fran the few trees scattered around the 
home which serve as shade as well as for the production of nuts, farm-
ers have harvested about 100,000 pounds of pecans this year and have 
received an average of around 24¢ per pound fortheir nuts. This, of 
course, represents considerable income and is very little expense to 
the farmer. Home peach orchards are generally used over the county 
and quite a number of farmers follow good home management. 
Marketing:. Work in marketing consisted of aiding farmers in assem-
bling, grading and selling of all surplus fann commodities in the 
county. The fact that our local Market Bureau provides a day to day 
market for almost any product produced on the farm in our county re-
lieves the agent of agreat deal of ma:rketing problems. The services 
rendered by this organization has meant a great deal to the develop-
ment of agricultural programs in the county. 
The arket Bureau has a full time manager. 



























Austrian winter peas 
Lespedeza 





















$2 , 400 .00 
$22 , 872. 50 
( 
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A. A. A. ACTIVITIES 
The agent has cooperated in an advisory and educational capacity with 
the A. A. A. County and Community committeemen. Information was given 
at meetings of the Community Committeemen regarding certain practices 
which were paid for by the A. A. A. Program especially ~~th relation 
to the importance of these practices in a balanced farming program . 
Special assistance was given the A. A. A. Program in an educational way 
on all items of major importance. A general meeting was attended in 
Manning and some community meetings were attended for the purpose of 
explaining the Program to farmers in general . Publicity was given to 
irtproved practices which were offered under the A. A. A. Program. 
The follo,'fing tabulations show the use of lime, vetch, austrian winter 
peas, Dixie Wonder peas and superphosphate as Soil-building practices 
in the county: 
Tons of lime ordered through A. A. A. in 1947 3, 500 
Pounds of Vetch ordered through A. A. A. in 1947 1, 000 
Pounds of Austrian vrinter Peas ordered through A.AA 
in 1947 15, 000 
Pounds of Dixie Wonder Peas ordered through AAA in 
1947 19 , 000 
Tons of superphosphate ordered through AAA in 1947 1,500 
Total Soil-building practices earned in 1947 $89, 000 . 00 
\ 
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MISCE:LTu 1·IBOUS ACTIVITIES 
Sojl Conservation: V'e have taken an active interest in Soil Conser-
vation from eveIJr angle during the year. Close cooperation has been 
maintained with the A. A.~. Office in putting over their Soil Con-
scrvatio~ ~ctivities . This year $89,000 has been taken up by farmers 
in Clarendon County in cooperation. with this phase of Soil Conserva-
tion . 
\' e have attended eetings of the A. A. A. County and Corrununity commit-
tees and assisted with meetings urgin0 farMers to participate in the 
program. Considerable publicity has also been given the program. 
Farmers bave also been ur6ed t ,J take advantage of evCIJ' opportunity to 
inprove and conserve their soil in cooperation with the U.S. Soil Con-
servation Service. 
Considerable interest has been taken in drainage ·work this year. The 
local supervisors assisted by the local technician , John M. Dukes, Jr . , 
now have in operation a drag-li1e in the county and a bull-dozier for 
clearing land. 
Ci'imp Bob Cooper: Considerable time has been spent by the agent in 
directing development and assisting with the operation of Camp Bob 
Cooper - 4-H Camp which is located in our county. 
During the year , a water system to accommodate the entire ca~p has been 
c0Jr1pleted. Surplus pro1 erly acquired has consisted of two 6 1 Walk-in 
coolers , two Army ranges , 300 mattresses and approximately 300 folding 
chairs. All of these things add to the comfort and usability of the 
camp . Rural electric current has also been installed at the camp. These 
three mentioned improvements, the water system, refrigeration system and 
electricity, have meant a great deal to the cal',p this past season. 
During the camping period, twenty counties from various sections of South 
Carolina, held encampments at Camp Bob Cooper with 2309 4-H Club members 
attending camp. Along with these campers were 113 local leaders and 90 
Extension workers. Two state-wide encampments were also donducted at the 
camp. Plans are now underway for further development of the camp. A re-
pair and painting of all buildings and the beautification of the grounds 
appear to be the things which i'r.i.11 need major attention this year. It 
is hoped that ·much good can be accomplished along this line. 
A record of all transactions in connection with Camp Bob Cooper was kept 
by Miss Frances lfcElveen, senior secretary to the county agent. These 
records havG been transmitted, when necessary, tot~ proper authorities 
and a copy has been kept by the County Agent . Mr . Sam J . Brogdon contin-
ued to aid ve:ryrnaterially in getting supplies for the camp . We extend 
our sincere appreciation to Miss IcElveen and Mr . Brogdon who have both 
worked hard to nake Camp Bob Cooper a success as a 4-H Club Camp. 
Tobacco Referendum: The agent assumed most of the responsibility for ad-
vertising and urging all farmers to vote in a Tobacco Referendum stating 
whether or not they favored donating 10¢ per acre to Tobacco Associates In-
Corporation for the purpose of finding new markets for their tobacco. 
Ballot boxes were placed at all precincts . The votes were counted and 
returns reported to the Dis t rict Agent with only six farmers voting 11 :fo" 





Fa.rm Organization: The agent has worked in every way permissable to 
encourage farmers to organize in Clarendon County this year. Almost 
all meetings of the Farm Bureau have been attended. ith the excep-
tion of two meetings , we have been responsible for a speaker . 
Public Health: ·we have cooperated with the Public Health Authorities 
in encouraging the sale of T. B. Seals and in advising and urging 
everyone to take advantage of the Chest X- Ray offered free by the Pub-
lic Health Service in an effort to stamp out Tuberculosis . 
We have also worked with the County Health Officer to encourage farm 
people to install sanitary equipment in their homes . Plans have been 








Individual letters written------------------------- 1427 
Circular letters written------------------------- 28 
Copies mailed---------------------------------- 19054 
Press articles written for weekly paper------------ 78 
Bulletins distributed------------------------- 1653 
I 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
A GRICU LTURE COOP ERATING 
EXT ENSIO N SERVI C E 
IT ' S INTERESTING!!!!!!! 
IT 1S EDUCATIONALtil11 l ! 
THE BIGGEST F\RM EVENT EVER STAGED IN CLARENDON COUNTY 
FARH & HOME LABOR SAVING SHOW - MARCH 19 - 10 AM - 4 PM 
AT STEWART L H:\.RVIN IS F~\RM M \CHINERY BUILDING 
MANNING, S, Ch 
Everybody is invited, men, women and children - white and negro. Come 
any time between 10 : •• M. and 4 P. M, and you can see the entire show - it 1s 
all FREE. 
Trained personnel from Clemson and Winthrop Colleges will be here t o 
put on demonstrations with many machines. They will have a display of charts 
and posters on labor saving methods, machines and devices reaching entirely 
around the inside of the building. Dealers will exhibit all sorts of labor sav-
ing machines for your home and the farm, including small electrical appliances 
up to huge tractor equI'pment such asnew types of machines for plowing, culti-
vating and harvesting - potato harvester - flame thrower - timber har vester -
irrigation system - Roto-type plow - mechanical cotton picker, etc. 
IMPORTANT : We know that many of you have worked out short- cuts for 
s1ving labor in many ways on your farm and in the home and doubtless have built 
some kind of home-made equipment such that others would be interested in. ~ 
Please let us know within the next two or three days if you have some labor sav-
--.-.-,i ....... g device that you developed yourself that you would like to put on display at 
... t:1e Show. 
D0N 1T FORGET DATE, TIME \ND PLACE 
MARCH 19, 16 AM - 4 PM - HARVIN 1S MACHINERY BLDG . 
LABOR SAVING 
''Use of. TRACTOR POWE:-R 
shift-s t-he heavy jobs f-rom 
the work.er t-o \-he macnine.11 
SHOW 
1ok.e Hie labor out of-
churning -
